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KID GLOVE
$1.50

for 40

Cents.

Large lot of Long Wrist Fine Tan and
Brown shades of Kid Gloves; also same
in Black will be sold To-day at only 49
cents per pair.
Embroidered Back Gloves in Tans and
Browns will also be sold out To-day and
To-morrow at only 49 cents.
Children’s Gloves will be sold next

24.
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Hearings Before Committee
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ON Nl AltS'll a.
An act to Incorporate tlie Brunswick Street R.
R. Co.
An act to Incorporate the Sebastieook and Mt.
Klneo Telegrapb and Telephone Co.
feb20snhf
JAMES F. HAWKES, Sec’y.

DR. E. B. REED.
N1KDICAI, BOOHS

592 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
the
allouath.e and homoeopathic physicians. 1
by
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find•bout four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-oeut stamp and |2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
• ■r.H.un-91, m. ■*« p. >». aplOsntf

tho passage of the funeral cortege bells were
tolled, and flags, public and private, were nt
Business was suspended and
half-mast.
stores were closed during tho funeral.
Business Enterprise at Thomaston.
Thomaston, Feb. 28.—Cushing & Levensalcr have purchased of Edmund Brown
this lumber yard and wharf privilege. This
connects their main wharf and lime kilns
with the wharf and kilns recently purchased
of the Cobb Lime Co. by this firm, giving
them the largest wharf and kiln room in
town.

Full Text of the Labor
Passed.

The

Measure
Senate Thursday.

Debate on the

CAUCUSES.Falmouth.

The Republicans of Falmouth are requested'to
meet at the Town House on WEDNESDAY, Mar.
2,1887, at 12 o’clock p. m., to nominate candidates for town officers; also to choose a town com
mlttee
Per order Town Committee.
Falmouth, Feb. 25.1887.
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Brunswick, Feb. 28.—John Evans, 14
old, was today sentenced to the Reform School during his minority for stealing

years

watch from a Bowdoin student.

a

A Maine Man in Trouble.

Rochester, N. H., Feb. 28.—Joseph
Wentworth, proprietor of a grocery store,
in Lebanon, Me., was brought before the
police court today charged with disturbing
religious services at East Rochester. After
adjudged guilty numerous citizens offered to
bail him, but Wentworth refused, claiming
he was in the hands of the Lord, and

if lie
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alty. At his request ho was taken to jail.
The affair created great excitement.
A Boy Steals 91 40.
Dover, N. H., Feb. 28.—A 12-year-old
boy named Frank Libbey, of Berwick, Me.,
was arrested today for stealing $140 from the
trunk of Sarah Leary,, chambermaid at
Grant’s Hotel, Berwick, on Friday last.
Libbey confessed the theft, said he purchased a horse for $55, took a pung and outfit belonging to A. A. Guptill of Berwick,
and had started for an extensive tour of the
Pine Tree State when arrested.

EXECUTION OF MRS. URUSE.
At retail, 10c. each.

17.60 per hundred.
Circumstances

W». M.

MARKS,

Book, Card
AND

—

Scenes

97 J -2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
FINE JOB PRINTING A

SPECIALTY.

All orders by mall or telephone

promptly

atnovllcodtf

ended to.

WEATHER.

Washington, March 1.
The indications for Maine, New Harnphlre and Vermont are fair weather, followed by slight local snows and warmer.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Me-t Feb. 28, 1887.
| 7 A M | 8 r m |ll p~M
Barometer.. 29.564 29.700 29.962
Thermometer. 12.2
16.6
7.8
Dew Point.
2.7
7.7
0.6
68.0
Humidity. 66.6
72.0
Wind. W
NW
tV
Portland,

Velocity.

12

7

8

Weather. Cloudy Fair
Clear
Mean daliy bar...29.629 Maximum ther....22.0
Mean dally I her.. 12.2
Ml dmum ther. 7.8
Mean ually d'w pt. 3.6
Mat. vel. wind;.. 18 8W
Mean daily bum...68.6
lotil precip. 0
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Feb. 28. 1887, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at Uio same moment o( time
at all stations.
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Observation.
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§

§
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II I h l I 1
Me 29.75
Me 29.96
29.88

5 —22
8 —12
—22 -29
14
30.03
-8
30.08
18
—8
12
—6
30.13
20
30.17
—2
24
30.16
xl
Philadelphia.
28
x4
Washington.. 30.22
—2
S3
Norlotk, Va. 30.26
50
Charleston... 30.37
x7
40
—4
8avannah.Ua 30.41
46
0
Jacksonville. 30.41
54
New Orleans 30.47
x3
39
x4
Memphis... .30.28
41
x6
Cincinnati, O 30.11
32
xl2
Pittsburg_ 30.12
30.14
16
N.V.
x3
Buffalo,
18
x2
Oswego. 30.09
28
Cleveland... 30.03
xll
31
Detroit. 29.98
xl6
17
—1
Alpena,Mich 29.96
21
xl6
Marquette... 29.87
41
Ills. 29.91
x23
36
Milwaukee. 29.89
xl8
2o
x6
Duluth. Minn 29.87
34
x»7
8t.Paul.Mim> 29.87
62
x35
St. Louis. Mo 30.09
60
Leavenworth 30.09
xlO
16
xl2
Omaha, Neb. 30.09
3H
Yankton. 30.02
x36
11
xR
8t-Vincent..|29.93
87
x3
Bismarck,IJ.V29.88

Eastport,
Portland,

Mt.Washiu’n
Boston. Mass
Block island
Albany, N. Y
New York.

Chicago,

Cheyenne....

NW 18 Clear
W

8

Clear*

NW 164 Foggy
NW 11 Clear
N
22 Clear
N
|Lt Clear
W
12 Clear
W

NE
W
W
NW

8

Fair

Lt Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear
6

Clear

dm_Clear
W (Lt Clear
SW
9 dear
SW Lt Hazy
W
Lt Lt Snw
SW 12 Lt Snw
NW 12 Cloudy
8
8 Lt Snw
S
9 Lt Snw
SE
8 Lt Snw
NW 6 clear
SW 20 Clear
W
13 Fair
NE Lt Clear
6 Clear
SW
W
18 Clear
SW
6 Clear
Clm_Clear
8 Clear
SW
dm
Fair
W
Lt dear

xlfl W
Lt Cleai
x6 W
Lt dear
-7 Qm|....Clear
K1 Paso, Tex. 30,30
E. P. Jones, Pv’t S. C., U. S. A.
North Flatte 30.12

Denver, Col..;30.13

45
56
43
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Herkimer, N. Y., Feb. 28.—After services
last evening, Mrs. Druse remained up until
about 11.30 p. m.
Deputy Sheriff Bartley
Morrison, with Mr. and Mrs. Waterman, the

induced her to lie down, and
she had about an hour’s quiet sleep. She
awakened with a start, and upon arising began to write letters as calmly as she had at
any time during her incarceration. One was
to Sheriff Cooke, thanking him and his family for their kindness, and the other asking
death watch,

that her body be given to Rev. G. W. Powell,
and that he alone, as a minister of the gospel, be present at her death and officiate at
her funeral.
The last letter written by the condemed
woman was the following to the chief deputy in charge of the prisoner:
Herkimer, Feb. 28.
Mr. Bartley Manalon:
Accept thanks for kindness for an unfortunate
woman, whose death is awaiting, no doubt, at
break of day.
Mrs. Boxalan Diuse.
(Signed),
After writing, Mrs. Druse laid down again
and fell into a doze. She was attacked with
hysteria in violent form, and it required considerable effort upon the part of the watchers to arouse and calm her.
During the
night she ate one of the heartiest meals she
had partaken of since she was a prisoner.
She had about two hours' rest after 4 a. in.,
but did not sleep soundly at any time. One
of her first visitors this morning was Supt.
Irving Terrv of Onondaga penitentiary, who
brought farewell fraa her daughter Mary
and a bouquet of flowers.
The visit had the most excitilig effect upon
Mrs. Druse. Her death watch, Mrs. Waterman, who had maintained herself admirably
throughout, was affected to tears. For some
minutes all were affected in the same manner.
Kev. Dr. Powell visited Mrs. Druse
about 9 a. m., and did all in his power to calm
her and prepare her for the awful moment.
She ate no breakfast, but partook of stimulating medicines prepared by the jail physician.
Her counsel, II. Dwight Luce, made his
parting visit to her about 10 o’clock this
morning, and this again upset her temporarily. but she soon rallied and appeared as firm
The company of
and composed as any one.
the National Guard came down from Mohawk at 9 a. m., and quartered in the court
house.
Mrs. Druse was exected at noon. Extra
men were pasted about the jail to reinforce
the deputies who were on duty since 8 a. m.,
about the exterior of the jail. The crowd in
tlie village increased on the arrival of every
train, and in spite of the extreme cold, men,
women and children stood about the streets
surrounding the jail. Only the sheriff and
seven deputies, together witli three physicians and the twelve witnesses required by
law were permitted to be present at the execution.
At 11.30 the sheriff’s jury were ordered
into the jail yard, while Sheriff Cook, the
deputies and physicians proceeded to Mrs.
When they reached there
Druse’s cell.
Mrs. Waterman,
Mrs. Druse sat weeping.
her death watch, stood by her side sobbing.
Kev. Dr. Powell sat in front of her, while
her counsel, U. Dwight Luce, Chaplain
Durston and deputies and physicians stood
about the door of the cell.
Sheriff Cook read the death warrant.
Just before the march to the gallows was
commenced her pulse was up to 90. To those
who offered to assist Mrs. Druse in arising,
Dr. Powell said she would bear herself well
and did not need any assistance. Sheriff
Cook and Under Sheriff Kice led the procession, followed by Kev. Dr. Powell and
Mrs. Druse, and the physicians and depuMrs. Druse was dressed in
ties in order.
black cashmere with lace edging on the neck
and sleeves. She w'«re a small shawl over
her shoulders.
Al
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the floor of the scaffold uuler the rope.
Mrs. Druse held her daughter’s bouquet in
her hand, and closed her eyes, while Dr.
Powell offered prayer.
After the prayer, which was long and fervent, she was asked if she had anything to
say, when she referred to Dr. Powell, who
thanked all those who had been kind to her
and implored all of her enemies to forgive
her, as she forgave all, and he further
added:
“X hope that human people of our beloved
land from this dark day will sweep the law
of punishment by death into
everlasting

on

London, Feb. 28.—The report of the death
of Cardinal Jacoblnl, which was received
here Saturday afternoon and cabled hence
to New York proves to have been premature.
The Cardinal sank Into a comatose state and
it was generally reported in Home he had

(Special to

passed away, i^uc was not quite extinct,
however, and he lingered till noon today
when he expired.
The 21st day of June has been pitched on
as the national celebration of the
Queen’s
jubilee. Services will be held in Westmin- oblivion.”
Turning to Mrs. Druse, Itev. Mr. Powell
ster Abbey.
child of
to
A rumor published in
the evening pa- said: “Go tothy fate, trembling God.
Go
Go
sorrow.
thy loving Father,
pers to the effect that the cabinet had decidaud to
brother,
Jesus,
to
thy compassionate
ed to prosecute Archbishop Croke for advoside of thy angel child, who has gone becating non-payment of taxes, caused a tem- the
fore. Go bravely in strength of hope and
porary sensation.
faith
that there w ill be a place for thee someIn the House of Commons William Johnwhere above these darks and dismal shadson, the Orange leader, asked Sir Michael
and bleeding heart, thy
liicks, Beach, what the government intend- ows. (Jo penitent to Heaven
will be but
transit from earth
ed to do regarding the Archbishop.
Sir
of Our Lord Jesus
the
grace
short
and
may
Michael declined to say more than that the
the fellowship of
question was engaging the attention of the Christ, the love of God and
the Holy Spirit of truth and good grace go
government.
thee."
with
with
and
remain
The Parnellites
greeted this reply with
Druse s
Mr. Powers then pressed Mrs.
derisive laughter. The report is disbelieved
hand and left the jail yard. Deputy McKinin official circles, the opinion being that tile
ministry has no intention of courting over- ley then pinioned Mrs. Druse’s arms, knees
and feet. 8tie maintained her composure
whelming disaster in Ireland.
and was firm until Deputy Hallou put the
A number of the Conservative members of
Parliament who are impatient over delay in black cap on tier head and adjusted the rope
when he pulled the cap over her face.
Mrs.
take
adopting coercion wfl 1 to-morrow
concerted action, with the object of inducing Druse moaned, cried and dually shrieked so
loud
that
her
\
nice
was
and
heard
in
the
to
Conservatives
jail
combine
in
the
exertiug I street
adjoining.
pressure on the government to take immeSheriff
Cook
the
gave
sign and the drop
diate steps.
The woman’s body
The Dublin executive has automed all ! was sprung at 11.48.
lifted about three feet above the floor of
local magistrates to proclaim the plan of j was
anudemand the assistance the gallows. There was but one convulsion
campaign meeting
or muscular contraction of the body and it
of the military and police without awaiting
then hung quiet. The doctors pronounced
sanction from the government.
her dead at 12.08, but the body
was left
28.— Experiment
St. Pktebsju'BG. Fell.
hanging until 12.14. Upon examination the
with the new explosive which lias been
surgeons declared death caused bv strangumade under the supervision of the govern- i latum. Uev. Dr. Powell re-entered the
jail
ment, lots been attended with great success. i yard aud took possession of the remains in
The explosive possesses fifteen times greater
compliance with her request. The face of
destructive power than gunpowder. It does the dead w oman gave no indication she had
not produce a smoke.
suffered pain.
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Augusta, Feb. 28.
Fred Powers of Houlton led the supporters
of the majority labor bill t >day and by
4.15 o’clock this afternoon the bill had been
passed the critical stage, the engrossment, by
a vote of 106 to 17.
This result was brought
about by hard work since Saturday night in
getting in absent members, by cool and skillfull leadership on the floor to-day, by small
and relatively unimportant concessionswhere
greai changes had been demanded and by
a combination of circumstances that divided
the opponents of the Looney bill.
The
final vote was so overwhelming in favor of
the bill because the Heath and Bryant bills
having been put away near all the friends of
a 10 hour law, and all who wanted to go on
record as such tumbled into line together.
pending question when the debate began
to-dav was on Mr. Shaw’s amendment to
Mr. Condon’s amendment.
Mr. Condon had
moved to substitute the first section of the
Heath bill for the first clause of the Looney
bill and Mr. Shaw had amended this first
section of the Heath bill, a section which
merely said that no person except firemen,
watchmen and engineers should work over
ten hours by adding to it:
“If any person
of the age of eighteen years and upwards
in
employed
laboring under the schedu e of
time required by this act shall, while so eman independent contract agree to
by
ployed,
labor extra hours beyond the time covered by
--

---*

»•■***»
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compensation therefor, then any labor so
performed shall not be deemed to be In
violation of this act, provided no woman shall

be so employed, more than thirty days in any
three months."
This last provision is italicized, because it had an important effect
when the balloting began.
Mr. Shaw, who today was the most prominent among the leaders who wanted a different bill from the Looney bill, on offering this
amendment, which he changed from the
form in which it was left Saturday night,
said: *‘I am in favor of a good, wholesome
ten-hour law, and in doing this I do it regardless of any political movement or effect.
Those who have charged that 1 am opposed
to any ten-hour law, have sent out a false report. I am in favor of a ten-hour law, but I
am in favor of no law that would
deny to
man or woman the right to labor longer tnan
ten hours iu any one day, provided that they
wish to do so, and receive additional compensation therefor. I want a ten-hour law
for men, women and children, excluding
children under 12 years of age absolutely,
and those under 15 years, unless they shall
have had sixteen weeks of schooling each
But I -will agree in deference to the
year.
wishes of others interested as much as myself, to such a limitation in this privilege of
contract as is in the amendment offered by
myself to the amendment of the gentleman
from Friendship. I have never favored the
whole of the Heath bill, because it contains
provisions for enforcement that would make
the law (very costly to the State of Maine.
As to the argument for preserving the socalled Looney bill in its original form, on
the ground of the example of Massachusetts,
1 have this to say: It the present state of
the labor interests of Massachusetts is due
to
that
ten-hour
law, God save the
State
of
Maine
from
the
operation
of another such law.
During the disturbances in other States in which such laws are
in force Maine has enjoyed comparative
In offering these
peace and prosperity.
amendments I am trying to perfect a good
bill as I have consistently done fioni the
first. If I am defeated^ my efforts to get a
good bill, I shall likely vote for the best I
can at last get, but I warn this House not to
hold me responsible for the effect of the majority report if it becomes a law, for I have
earnestly tried to persuade you to adopt a
more
comprehensive and better bill.”
Mr. Wakefield of Bath made a very strong
speech against the Looney bill. Mr. Wakefield was opposed to a bill that discriminated
against women. He was also opposed to the
idea that the Looney bill was the only fulfilment of the promises of the Republican
party. Mr. Wakefield’s first choice was the
Bryant bill, his second the Heath bill, and
his final vote shows that his third choice was
nothing rather than the Looney bill. Mr.
Wakefield read a telegram, endorsed by 1,000
Knights of Labor of Bath, calling on him to
defeat the latter bill.
Major Dickey had letters from 20 of his
women constituents calling on him to vote
against the Looney bill, a feat which the
fvn
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said Sir. Dickey, that both party platforms promised a 10 hour law. Well I never
knew but one man who ever held to a platform after election.
That is the present
President of the United States, aud all the
Democrats are down on him for doing it.
The promises were put into the platform
last summer to get votes, and now that we
have got the votes all responsibility ceases.”

us,”

(Great laughter.)

Mr. Powers then gave notice that if the
House would defeat Mr. Shaw’s amendment
and reconsider the vote whereby the words,
“No woman,” had been struck from the bill
the night before he would offer an amendment to the Looney bill, giving to women
over 18 years of age the right to make a limited contract.
Mr. Powers supported his
position in a very able speech.
Messrs. Walton and Pattangall replied to
Mr. Powers and were in turn answered by a
very convincing speech from Mr. Wiswell.
Mr. Noble followed Mr. Wiswell, and then
the House took a recess until afternoon.
At 2. 30 o’clock the House assembled and
without long delay proceeded to ballot on
Mr. Shaw’s amendment to Condon’s amendment to the first section of the Looney bill.
It was duridg this ballot that the effect of
the italicized provision of the amendment
A large number of men who had
was seen.
been with the faithful who had tried to
keep a quorum Saturday night voted against
the amendment because it
discriminated
against women. Mr. Pattangall was one of
these and announced his reasons at the etow
of the voting. The amendment was lost 84
nays to 40 yeas. Then Condon’s amendmen
was adopted by a viva voice vote.
Then Mr. Hall, of Warren, moved to reconsider the vote whereby women had been
remanded from the protecting clause of. the
Looney bill.
Reconsideration was voted, 85 yeas to 35
nays.
Mr. Darker of Dangor, said he hoped all
who had voted to reconsider would also reconsider, and they did; leaving the Looney
bill to include women as well as minors.
Then more amendments to the bill were
proposed and some of them, made by Messrs.
Shaw, Looney, Powers and others, were
adopted. This is the bill as it stood when
Where anythey'were done amending it.
thing important has been put into the bill
that amendment is put in brackets; anything
that is stricken out is printed in italics. The
amendment giving women the right to make
a limited contract is the one promised by
Mr. Powers.
Section 1—No [female] minor under eighteen
vonru

nf

nirn

age], and

Inn

no woman

tnirmr iniflor

shall be

manufacturing
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employed

in
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laboring

mechanical business or
establishment In this State, jnore than ten hours
in auy one day, except when it is necessary to
make repairs to prevent the interruption of the
ordinary running of the machinery,|or wheu a different apportionment of the hours of labor is made
for the, sole purpose of making a shorter day’s
work for one day of the week; and in no case
shall the hours of labor exceed sixty in a week;
provided that the foregoing prohibition shall not
apply to any manufacturing establishment the
materials aud products of whicli are perishable
aud require immediate labor thereon to prevent
decay thereof, [or no damage thereto.] And no
male person sixteen years and over shall be so
employed as above [more than 10 hours a day]
unless be voluntarily contracts to do so, aud In
such case he shall receive extra compensation for
in any

or

sonable cause.

Sect. 6.—No child under twelve years of age
shall be employed in any manufacturing or mechanical business or establishment in this State.
Whoever either lor himself, or as superintendent, overseer, or agent of another, employs or has
in his employment any child In violation of the
provisions of this section, and every parent er
guardian who permits any child to bo so employed shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five nor more tlian fifty dollars for each
offence.
Sect. 0.—No child under fifteen years of age
shall be employed in any manufacturing or mechanical UusiiMSt or establishment in this State,
except during vacations of the public shools in
the city or town in which lie resides, unless during
the year next preceding the time of such employmeet he has for at least 1G weeks attended some
public or private school, eight weeks of which
shall be continuous: nor shall such empioymont
continue unless such clillibuj each and every year
attends some public or prlHtc school for at least
sixteen weeks, and no child shall be |so employed
who does not present a certificate made under or
by the direction of the schooi^committee, superintendent of the public schools, or the teacher of a
private school that such child has so attended
school. And it shall be the duty of such committee, superintendent or teacher, to furnish such a
certificate in accordance with the fact upon reProvided, that this
quest and without charge.
section shall not take effect until January 1st,
1888.

Sect. 7—Any parent or guardian who procures a
child to be employed contrary to Section six, and
any corporation, owner, superintendent or agent
of the owner, of such establishment violating the
provisions of said sectlou shall forfeit the sum of
one hundred dollars, one-half to the use of the
county, and one-half to the use of the city or town
where the offence is committed. Money so recovered to the use of the city or town shall be added
to its school money. It shall be the duties of the
school committees and superintendent of public
schools to Inquire into violations of said section
and report the same to the county attornev, who
shall prosecute therefor.
Sect. 8.—Every owner, superintendant or overseer of any such manufacturing or mechanical
business or establishmeet shall require and keep
on file a certificate of the age and place of birth of
every child under sixteen years of age employed
therein so long as such child is so emoloyed,
which certificate shall also state in the case of a
child under fifteen years of age the amount of his
school attendance during the year next proceeding such employment. Said certificates shall be
signed by a member of the school committee of
the place where such attendance has been had, or
by some one authorized by such committee, and
the form of said certificate shall lie furnished by
the State Superintandaut of Schools and shall be
approved by the Attorney General. The deputy
commissioner of labor hereinafter named or either of his assistants may demand the names of the
children under sixteen years employed in such
business or establishment in the several cities and
towns of the State, and may require that the certificates of age and school attendance prescribed In
this section shall be produced for Ills Inspection,
»n/l
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conspipersons
are employed a notice
printed In plain, large type,
stating the number of liours’s work required of
them on each day of the w’eek. the exact time for
commencing work in the morning, stopping at
noon for dluner,
commencing alter dinner, and
stopping at night: of the form such printed notice
shall be furnished by the Deputy Commissioner of
Labor hereafter named and shall be approved by
the Attorney General.
And the employment of
any such person for a longer time in any day than
that so stated shall be deemed a violation of section one. unless It appears that such employment
is to make up for time lost on some previous day
of the same week in consequence of the stopping
of machinery upon which such person was employed or dependent for employment, it shall
not be construed to be a violation of this act that
the motive
power in any manufacturing or
mechanical business or establishment is set in
motion ten minutes before the time fixed for beginning labor for the sole iwrjiose of obtaining speed.
Sect, a—Whoever, either for himself or as superintendent, overseer or agent of another, employs, or l as in Iris employment, any person in violation of the provisions of sec. 1, and every parent or guardian who permits any minor to be so
employed, shall be punished by a fine of not less
than #26, nor more than #60 for each offence. A
certificate of the age of a minor, made by him aud
by liis parent or guardian at the time of his employment, shall be conclusive evidence of Ids age
In behalf of tile hirer, upon any prosecution for
Whoever
a violation of the provisions of sec. 1.
falsely makes and utters such a eertillcate, with
an Intention to evade the provisions of tills act,
shall be subject to a tine of #100.
Sect. 4—It shall be lawful for any person, Arm
or corporation engaged in auy manufacturing or
mechanical business to contract witli adult ot minor employes to give one week’s notice of inteu-
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/ucicevideuee tliatlthe employment of such child
is illegal.
Sect.The Governor, bv and with the advice
of
the Council,
and
consent
shall
appoint a deputy commissioner of labor
one
thousand dollars a
at a salary of
year, who shall hold office for two years,
or until his successor is appointed, unless sooner
removed. It shall be the duty of the deputy commissioner of labor to enquire into any violations
of this act, and also to assist iu the collection of
statistics and other information iwhlch may be
required, for the use of the Bureau of Industiial
aud Labor Statistics. Aud said deputy commissioner shall, iu addition to his salary provided by
law, be allowed his reasonable expenses. Whenever the Governor of this State shall be satisfied
that the deputy commissioner of labor cannot
all the duties of his said office required
y this section, in person, be shall, with the advice and consent of the Council, appoint a sufficient number of assistant deputies to assist him in
so do doing.
Said assistants shall hold their ofof
fice for the
term
two
years, aud act
under the direction of
said
deputy commissioner
of
labor, and shall receive the

Cerform

day and reasonable
expenses while actually engaged In duty. Said assistants may at auy time be removed for cause by
of two

sum

dollars per

All bills for the expenses

the Governor.

of the

deputy commissioner of labor and for the services
aud expenses of such assistant deputies shall be
audited by the Council. For the purpose of inquiring into any violation of the provisions of this
act, aud enforcing the penalties thereof, such
deputy commissioner and assistants may, at all
reasonable times, enter any manufacturing or
mechaifical establishment and make investigation
concerning such violations. Such investigation
shall be conducted with as little interruption as
poisiblo to the prosecution of the business of such

Whoever interferes with said
establishment.
deputy commissioner or his assistants in the performance of their duties as prescribed in this act,
shall be fined fifty dollars.
Sect. 2—This act shall take effect July 1st,
1887.
This is the bill as it stood amended, ready
its
for
|to be
digressed,
passage
vote that would decide it void in the House.
This is the vote, the supporters of the bill
saying “yea,” the opponents “nay." Democrats are in italics:
Ybas—Messrs. Adams, Alden, Ayer, Barker,
Bennett, Billings, Bishop, Bowker, Boynton, Bradish, Bradley. Broum, Burns, Carletou, Clark of
Bangor, Clark of Caribou, Clark of Saco, Cloutier,
Cook, Cushing, Davison, Dority, Dow, Kels, Engel,
Farrar, Ferguson, Field, Floyd, Foster, Friend,
llaynon, Gilford, Glover, Greene, Grindle, Balt,
Hamilton of Cumberland, Hamilton of Gouldsboro, Harding of Durham, Harding of Gorham,
Harper, Hawkes, Heald, Hersey, Hobson, HorHunter,
Jewett,
Jordan, Judkins,
rigan.
Kidder, Kingsbury, Knapp, Lavenealer. Libby of
Burnham, Libby of Mattawamkeac, Littlefield of
Prospect, Littlefield of Rockland, Looney JLulkln,
Lyons, Manley, Marble, Murston, Mason. Moore
of Gardiner, Nealley, Newbert, Noble, Packard,
Palmer, Pareher, Pierce. Poole, Powers, Pray,
Purluton of Bowdoin, Randall. Ray, Reynolds,
Richards, Roberts of Brunswick, Roberts of Dexter, Bose, Ryder, Sanborn of Island Falls, Sanborn
of Standish. Sharp, Shaw, 8ilsby. Small. Smith,
V*
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ton. Watts, Waugh, Wentworth, Weymouth, Whitcomb, Widber, Wiggin, Wiley, Wilton. Wiswell—
100.

Alexander, Chase of Damariscotta, Corson, Dickey, Doten, Fogg. Harrington, Hodgkins,
Jones. O'Jlrion. Fattanpall, Russell, Scott, Talbot,
Wakefield, Walton, WUham—17.
absent or Not Voting. Allen, Beal, Bryant, Chase, of Edgcomb, Clark, of Calais, Condon,
Cutts, Creer, Hayden, Keegan, Lombard, Mallett,
Moore, of Deerlng, Morrill, Purrinton, of Bowdoinlmm. Ricker, Sawyer, Kcammon, Spinney,
Sturgis, Varney, Warren, of Winslow, Wcdyeuood, Whitmore, Woodman, Wright, York—27.
The bill now goes to the Senate. There
Senator Lumbert will lead its friends, and
Senators lleath and Gushee will lead its opIt is too early yet to prophesy
ponents.
what the result will be.
Probably next
Thursday will be the day of the debate.
Nays.

Acts and Resolves Approved.
The following additional acts and resolves
have been approved by Governor Bodwell:
PRIVATE AND SPECIAL ACTS.

act to extencKbe time in which Bootbbay
village charter may be accepted and the same
maybe amended.
An act to create the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Portland and his successors a corpoiat ion sole.
An act to set off the town of Otlsfield from the
Cumberland County Agricultural Society.
An act to authorize James 11. Oak to erect and
maintain piers and booms lu the Aroostook river.
An act for the establishment and maintenance
of a public library in the city of Bath.
An act to incorporate the Enchanted Stream
Dam and Improvement Company.
An act to make valid ilie tax in School District
No. 1 in the town of Dedham.
An act to prevent the taking of trout in the
Harvey Brook in the town of Btandish.
An act to incorporate the Norway Electric Light
An

Company.

An act to incorporate the North Washington
County Agricultural Society.
An act creating the Livermore Falls Vlllago
Corporation.
An act to repeal the charter of the town of May-

field.

An act to Incorporate the Division of Maine
Sons of Veterans.
An act to incorporate the trustees of Sergeant
Wyman Post, G. A. K.
An act to make legal the doings of West Waterville Soldiers' Monument Association.
An act to Incorporate the Sarsfield Water Com-

pany.

An act

poration.

creating the F'ort Fairfield Village Cor-

An act to
Association.

Incorporate the Goldon Rule Relief
PUBLIC ACTS.

An act relating to the salary of the clerk of
courts of Somerset county.
An act to amend sec. 33 of chap. 63 of the R. S.,

probate

courts.
An act to Increase the salary of the Register of
Probate of Penobscot county.
An act to prohibit the use of oil torches in tbe

herring fishery.

portion of the public debt and
to limit tbe operations of the sinking fund.
An act to

renew a

RESOLVES.
llesolve in favor of Hamlin Plantation.
Resolve in favor of bridges in Island Falls.
Resolve in favor of the town of FreoehvlUe.
Resolve in favor of publishing all Maine wills
recorded prior to the time of the separation of the
counties.
Resolve making provision for monuments, purchasing land and improving the same on the battlefield of Gettysburg.
Resolve In favor of Robert J. Talbot.
Resolve in favor of tbe Maine Insane Hospital.

FROM NEW YORK.

his services.
Sect. 2.—Every employer shall post in a
cuous Iplace in every room where such

4
m

the

Bill

The

Sentenced to the Reform School.

Dr.

In

Nlr. Shaw of Portland Gives Reasons
for Opposing the Bill.

A

services, which (were very impressive, were
conducted by Rev. A. F. Dunnels. During

in the House.

Vote Overwhelming
Favor of the Bill.

The

MAINE.

Funeral of Captain Patten.
Bath, Feb. 28.—The funeral of Capt. John
PatteD, Bath’s oldest citizen, took place
this forenoon.
The city government and
Board of Trade attended in a body. The

Engrossed

on such employe's part to quit such
employment, under a penalty of forfeiture of one week’s
wages. In such ease the employer shall be rea
like
to
notice
of
Intention to disgive
quired
charge the employe; and on failure, shall pay to
such employe a sum equal to one week's wages.
No such forfeiture shall be enforced wliea the
leaving or discharge of the employe is for a rea-

Sent to Prison for Life.

Ex-Policeman William J. O’Rourke, who
of murwas convicted on Friday night last
der in the second degree in the killing of
Roundsman Robert A. Montgomery, on Jansentenced to
uary 8th, was this morning
.State Prison for the term of his natural life,
by Recorder Smyth in the Court of Oeueral
Sessions.

Death

of H. C. Wilcox.

Hartford, Vt., Feb. 28.—H. Q. Wilcox of
Bangor, N. Y.. injured in the late railroad
accident here, died this lafternoon. Erysipelas setting in caused his death. This makes
the total deaths resulting from the accident,
thirty.
The West Virginia Senatorshlp.
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 28.—Governor

Wilson lias tendered the United States Senatorship to I). B. Lucas of Jefferson county,
who was one of the twelve Democratic kickers in the recent Senatorial contest.
Lucas
has accepted.

Resignation of a Pastor.
New Bedford, Mass., Feb. 28.—Rev. Ira
A. Smith, of the Congregational church,
South Dartmouth, has resigned.

MARCH

FROM WASHINGTON.
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THE LOONEY BILL

MORNING,

TUESDAY

Congress Looking
Towards Adjournment.

The Members of

Opinion

An

That an Extra Session
Will be Called.

Appointed

F. C. McCraw

port

to the East-

Post Office.

Senate and House Conferees on the

Retaliatory 4lll Disagree.
Members Give Their
House
Reasons for the Disagreement.

The

People

Maine

Who Have Been Grant-

ed Pensions.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Washington, Feb. 28.
Everybody employed at the Capitol, from
Senator Ingalls, the President pro tempore
of the Senate, down to the smallest page,
will doubtless be glad when Friday noon
puts an end to the rush and hurry which for
the past week has been the constant order of
the day. Long days and hard work were the
only methods by which the necessary business could be accomplished and everybody
is beginning to look tired out. To many not
even Sunday brought its usual rest, but several conference and other committees were
in session, ^nd the clerks of the Secretaries’

offices and the engrossing and enrolling
clerks were kept hard at it as on any other
day. All day and a good part of the night is
given to work, and every one will be glad
when it is over and they can again draw a
full breath at leisure.
Postal Changes.
A new post office has been established in
Maine at Wallacrass. Aroostook county, on
Koute 405; Eagle Lake six miles south, Fort
Kent nine miles north, and Delina Labbee
has been commissioned postmistress.
The following changes in Maine Star
schedules are announced: Koute 183—Norway to Greenwood. Leave Norway Tuesdays and Saturdays at 1 p. m.; arrive at
Greenwood by 3.30 p. m. Leave Greenwood
Tuesdays and Saturdays 7.30 a. m.; arrive at

Norway by

10 a. m.

Koute 235—Durham to East North Yarmouth. Leave Durham daily except Sundays at 8.<5 a. in.; arrive at East North
Yarmouth by 10.45 a. m. Leave East North
mouth daily except Sundays at 2.30 p. m.;
arrive at Durham by 4.30 p. m.
Koute 414—Presque Isle to Caribou. Leave
Presque Isle daily except Sundays at 8 a. m.;
arrive at Caribou bv 10.30 a. m. Leave Caribou daily except Sundays at 3 p. m.; arrive
at Presque Isle by 5.30 p. m.
Postmasters Commissioned.

The following postmasters have been comThomas J. Douglas,
2d, at Bridgton; Henry F. Libby, at Pittsfield, and Henry Penniman at Winthrop.
missioned in Maine:

Talk of an Extra Session.
an extra session of Conis the almost universal inquiry here

“Will there be

gress?”
tonight.

The

answers are

just about equally

I asked
divided between ayes and nays
Mr. Holman of Indiana the question tonight
and he said most emphatically "No, we shall
get through without an extra session.”
“Will it be necessary to pass resolutions
extending the present appropriation bills for
six months in order to get through ?” I asked.
“No, that will only be resorted to if everyI think we shall get through
without any such necessity.” “Such resolutions,” he continued, “are disgraceful, and
you may be sure they will not be resorted to

thing else fails.

prevented.”
not so Sanguine as Mr. Holman,
however, and especially in the Senate the
opinion prevail^ that it will be impossible to
get through by Friday noon.
Mr. Dlngley of Maine said that probably
tomorrow a resolution extending the present
legislative, executive and judicial bills for
six months after July 1st would be passed by
if it can be

Others

are

It is very doubtful, however, if
the Senate will agree to this method of disposing of such important measures. The
appropriation bills which have passed both
Houses and are now in conference present
fully as many difficulties in the way of completing the work before Friday as do those
which have not yet passed either House.
There are the sundry civil, post office, Indian
and District of Columbia bills, and upon all
of them are well defined differences between
the House.

the conferees of the Senate and House which
it will be difficult to harmonize. Taken altogether, the chances in favor of an extra
session rather predominate. Tomorrow's
work will probably decide the question.
The Vetoed Pension Bill.
Mr. Dingley presented today the memorial
of the G. A. R. Post of Appleton, Me., condemning the veto of the dependent pension
bill.
Nominated

for Recorder of

Deeds.

The President today sent to the Senate the
name of James M. Trotter to be Recorder of
Deeds in the District of Columbia, in place
of James C. Mathews, who was twice rejected. James Munroe Trotter is a colored citizen of Massachusetts, and is in the 48th year
of his age. His early childhood was spent
in the State of Ohio, where he began his
education in the public schools of that State.
For the past 35 years he has resided in Massachusetts, where prior to the war he was a
teacher. Soon after the breaking out of the
rebellion he enlisted as a private in the 55th
Massachusetts regiment of colored troops,
and was promoted for acts of bravery on the
battle field till he became a lieutenant. Upon
his return to civil life he was appointed and
filled for 18 years the position of assistant
superintendent of the registered letter department in the Boston post office. From
this position he was retired in 1884, on account, it is said, of his independeuce in politics, and his avowed purpose of supporting
President Cleveland during the campaign ol
1884. He was appointed one of the secretaries of the “committee of one hundred” of
Boston, and was active in the support of the
nominees of the Democratic party. It is
stated that he was strongly recommended by
the citizens and press of Hyde Park, Mass.,
where he resides, for the position of postmaster of that place, and he is said to be regatded by those who know him as a man of
nigh character and ability. He is the author
of a volume entitled, "Music and Musical
People of the Colored Race.”
Pensions Granted.

Pensfons have been

\fninn tinnnln

granted the following

Louise K., widow of Charles H. Arnold, Keadfleld.
Lydia E., widow of Benjamin Orne, West Southport.
Daniel W. Bradbury, original, Corinna.
Benjamin Orne, (deceased) original, West

Southport.

Hiram Perkins, original, Waldoboro.
Wm. H. Spear, original, Belfast.
The Retaliation Bills.

It was predetermined in advance of the meetof the conferees tilts afternoon that there
will be a disagreement on the Canadian retaliation bills, and two reports presented in
the Senate and House. The Senate conferees
insist that the effect of the House bill would
be to turn American business over to the
Canadian roads. This situation, undoubtedly, increases the prospect of an extra session.

ing

at

today.

and
how
th* House conferees had dallied in the matter. He said such bills should not be railroaded through and they could not be considered before Friday noon as they should
be considered. This is the situation with
reference to these great bills. There are
other bills in conference on which there are
radical disagreements.
But they may be
reconciled. It is however perfectly apparent that several of these great appropriation
bills cannot reach the President before late
Thursday night; so that (admitting even that
we can get
through with these bills by
Thursday night) the President must take
them on trust and sign them without reading them.
Mr. Cockrell—How about the deficiency

Speaking of the naval, legislative
sundry civil bills, Mr. AUison told of

p^vUimf
to call a new Couthe d.?tv of the President
comsin extra session. hadTheforInter-State
some reason or
merce* commissioners
and
lie
did
not
othe?not'been appointed,
seeln the condition of things that any undue

authorizing

of the Senate.
Mr. Hawley—I call your attention also t<f
the fortification bill, covering two years.

Mr. AUison—The fortification bill (which
under the rules of the two houses is one of
the regular appropriation bills and has assigned to it a definite and conspicuous place),
has not yet been reported from the committee on

of the

appropriations

House of

Rep-

resentatives.
The fortification bill wtich
passed last year is now pending in conference between the two houses.
How long
the conferees will continue on that, X do not
know, but it involves a very important cuesnon, so tnat in tne nature ol things these
appropriation bills are in a situation now
such as they have never been in before within my knowledge in the history of the two
we

bodies.

Mr. Hoar, from the committee on privileges and elections, asked that that committee be permitted to report to the next session upon power of the President, to designate temporarily, men to perform the duties
of certain offices whose nominations to the
same positions had previously been rejected
by the Senate. Granted.
Upon motion of Mr. Blair, the House labor

arbitration bill was taken up and passed
without amendment.
Upon motion of Mr. Blair, the House bill
to prevent the employment of convict or
alien labor upon public buildings, or public
works or in preparation of material for public buildings, or public works, was taken up
and without discussion the amendment was

passed.
to

Upon motion 6f Mr. Plumb, the House bill
provide for adjustment of land grants

heretofore made bv Congress and remaining
unadjusted was taken up and after adoption of sundry amendments was passed.
Conference was ordered upon it.

The pluro-pneumonia bill was taken up
and Mr. Dawes’ motion to reconsider the
vote by which Edmunds’ substitute was last
week adopted, was carried. Edmunds’ substitute was then rejected, yeas, 21; nays, 20.
Mr. Butler commenting on the remarkable
change of votes on Edmunds' substitute intimated that the change was by caucus dictation, that the bill was offered for the purpose
ol catching votes, and not for passage, etc.
He then asked to have the Clerk read Swinburne’s minority report in the House on the
pleuro-pneumonia bill, and when objection was made proceeded to read it himself.
He read slowly, hisobjeot being apparently
to take up time, and finished at 4.30 o’clock,
He then
having occupied over an hour.
spoke against the bill. The bill was passed,
19.
yeas, 32; nays,
The bill authorizes the President to appoint a boafd of three cattle commissioners
to be designate# “the United Statos cattle
commission.” The salary of the commissioners is to be 84,000 a year. The commissioners are
authorized (in person or by
agents) to enter any premises (including
stockyards Jcars and vessels) in which they
have reason to believe that any contagious
disease exists, and to make an investigation
in regard to the same. Upon discovery of
such disease they are to give notice by publication in the newspapers of Its existence.
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agents ortransportation companies doing business in the infected locality, and they are to
establish
and
maintain a quarantine of
animals, places and localities and to cause
the animals to be destroyed, and pay to the
owners of those that were diseased 3-4 of their
appraised value, and to the owners of
those only exposed their full appraised
value, the amount not to exceed SltiO in the
case of a pedigreded animal, nor S00 in other
cases.
If the appraisement of tne exposed
animal is not satisfactory to the owner, he
must maintain strict quarantine.
The commissioners are required to make and publish
such rules and regulations, subject to the
approval of the President, as may be deemed requisite to a lull and due execution of
the act. Penalties are provided against attempts to evade or obstruct its execution. A
secretary to the board, with a salary of
83000, is to be appointed by the President.
Annual and other reports are to be made to
the Commissionerlof Agriculture. Authority is given for the employment of skilled
veterinarians and other agents and employes
and for the payment of tneir compensation
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and on motion ot Mr.
Wilson of Iowa, the (Senate bill to prohibit
the mailing of newspapers and other periodicals was passed.
The Senate at 6.20 p. m., on motion of Mr.
Edmunds, went into secret session for executive business—apparently for the purpose
of resuming with closed doers the discussion
which had oeen cut short on tile report of
conferees on the fishing bill.
After 20 minutes of secret session the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.

The House went into committee of the
whole on the legislative appropriation bill.
Mr. Hiscock of New York inquired whether it was possible to pass the pending bill
before Thursday, if it was considered under
the fire-minute rule.
Mr. Cannon thought that if both houses
acted in good faith the bill might be sent to
the Senate tomorrow.
A long debate followed, after which the
bill was read by paragraphs for amendments,
On motion of Mr. Maybury of Michigan,
an amendment was adopted restoring the
The compresent salary of the tally clerk.
mittee then rose, and on motion of Mr. Holman, it was ordered that when the eulogies
on the late Representative Cole of Maryland
are concluded this evening the House shall

consideration of public business.
The House then, at 5.15, took a recess till

resume

7.30 p. m.

The House, at the evening session, listened
to eulogies of Representative Cole of Maryland, and adopted resolutions of regret. The
House went into committee ol the whole on
There
the legislative appropriation bill.
seemeu to be a strong disposition to overrule
the committee on appropriations, and despite
the earnest protests of Mr. Holman, who
warned the Democrats that instead of re-

trenching expenditures they were entering
on an extravagance of appropriation un-

known since 1873.
A number of amendments were adopted,
increasing the salaries of several of the
House officials.
Mr. Hiscock of New York offered an
amendment Increasing from 82500 to 83000
the
of the clerk to the committee on

ways

Adopted.
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To limit such non-intercourse to a
article
of
to
commerce, or
single
a single mode of communication would not
be just in theory nor adequate in practice.
The act of exclusion to be successful should
be effective, and unmistakable in its extent
and results. Opinions which have found expression in Congress, and which have been
reflected In conference, would limit the
action of the government to prohibition of
the importation of Canadian fish into the
United States. The House conferees are of
the opinion that if such prohibitory law
should be deemed sufficient for the settlement of such important political questions
as to American rights under treaty stipulations, the proper method would be to pass a
tariff law to that effect. An attempt to
reach the result by the use of diplomacy is
one
to
which
the
House
conferees
can
not
give assent. The question
to
be
on
is
national
in
legislated
its aspects,
and not sectional or local.
It is not the article “fish” we are to consider,
but the rights of our citizens, under the
treaties with Great Britain.
The rights of
our fishermen are national rights, and the
whole nation is concerned in resisting their
destruction or diminutation. It is not the
profit or loss of the fishery business that is
in question, but the
right to fish, to navigate,
and trade that is at stake.
The establishment of non-intercourse by railroad might
possibly inflict hardship on some oi our citizens, but we are unwilling to believe that
private interests will be placed above the
maintenance of the honor and dignity of
the country.
The
settlement
of
the
rests
between
pending
question
the government
of
the
United States
and tne government of Great Britain. It
will continue to be a recurring source of irritation, annoyance, and even danger so long
as it is
permitted to remain in a condition of dispute between our fishermen and
Canadian authorities. The attention of the
administration has been directed to accommodate all differences and to procure an
amicable, voluntary, iand just settlement.
To such overtures no reply has been made,
although since December 3, 1880, a proposition looking to such an adjustment hasSieen
in the hands of the British government. If
Great Britain will join in a just and reasonable interpretation of the treaty of 1818 with
the United States there will be no difficulty:
but should that government continue to sustain its provinces in a misuse of the provisions of that treaty we must prevent or
submit. Non-intercourse applied to the essential
lines
of British railway traffic
would
be more effective than confining our action to the exclusion of fish
alone.
Great
Britain
must
be
dealt
with, not Canada,and our measures should be
guided with that view, and with a deteruiin-

temporarily dropped,

salary
ana means.

President M declare in bis

ed States.
If these rights have been impaired and invaded, and redress, when prope ly asked for has been refused or not accorded
then sell respect as the nation, and sense of
duty to our citizens should compel the people
of the United State to act as a unit in adopting such measures as will restore the rights
of their citizens.
If suspension of commercial intercourse be asserted as a remedy
for the withholding of commercial privileges,
such suspension should be co-extenslve with
the attainment of the desired end, and would

and of actual and necessary travelling expenses of the commissions and employes.
An appropriation of 81,000,000 is made, and
its disbursements is to be by the secretary
on vouchers approved by the commissioners.
Mr. Edmunds, from the conference committee on the bill respecting the fisheries,
made a long report as to difficulties existiug
in conference, and which prevented agreement.
The irreconcilable point of difference between the managers on the part of the two
Houses, is reported to be the insistance on
part of the House managers to add to the
scope of the Senate bill further provisions,
Xhat in the case of injurious treatment to
American vessels in British North American
waters, it shall be within power of the
President to stop intercourse absolutely not
only by water but by land, thus cutting off
continuous movement of railway trains from
the British Provinces to any part of the
United States, and in effect reciprocally from
the United States to the British Dominions.
The Senate managers had felt it to be their
duty to decline to go to that extent. It
seemed clear to the Senate managers, and
was not contradicted by the House manathat
the
which
the
gers,
things
President was authorized to do by
the
Senate bill were not in.derogation of
any
treaty right, or of a peaceful intercourse of
nations, and were not done in a spirit of nations, but merely as a matter of countervaling business regulation. The result of the
conference had been that the House of Representative*, though its managers did not
object to the Senate bill, but desired to add
new and enlarged provision to it, while the
Senate managers were not willing to go to
that extent. The Senate managers had felt
it the'r duty on this important matter to report this state of things at once to the Senate for its information. The report is signed
by the three Senate conferees. Senators Edmunds, Frye and Morgan.
k f las n Krinf rlianncci n
Aiwr H unci U19CU3MOU

the

discretion non-intercourse with Canada by
land, as well as by sea, did not, in the opinion of your conferees, leave them at liberty
to disregard that important principle contained in the House substitute for the Senate
bill. They, therelore, declined to recede in
onnferencc from the position taken by the
House on this point. The dignified, deliberate, and earnest maintenance of our national
rights under treaty stipulations, under public commercial laws and ordinary international comity, is the sole object of the Unit-

Mr. AUison—The general deficiency bill
has not yet been considered by the House.
That is a long bill, covering many important
items, and in the very nature of things it
cannot be considered until the last moments

■

Should

became evident that no proposition that included cars and rolling stock in operation of
law would be acceptable to the Senate conferees. The unanimous vote of the House,

bills.

Eastport.

SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 28.
in the Senate the second reading of the
naval appropriation hill was objected to by
Mr. Edmunds, who explained his reasons
for doing so, and lie complained of the
delay on the part of
great and unwarranted
the House in sending to the Senate the great
h*s
appropriation bills.not.n<}-ah“®un<i?<1
to have theiu railtied determination
senate,
the
Senate
the
rrviiipd through
have the necessary time to give full
consideration to them and so should the
The bill in reference to the fishPresident
passed finally, and
ery troubles had not yet
without having
H Congress were to adjourn
on the subject it would hi
some

Edmunds, speaking at great length,
reading of the bill

Mr.

The President has sent the following nomination to the Senate today: For postmaster,
F. C. McGraw, at Eastport, Me.

XLIXth CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

eries retaliatory bill) have prepared the folstatement, which they will submit to
to the House at the earliest opportunity,—
probably late tonight:
“The unanimity expressed In the Senate
and House of Representatives had given the
managers on the part of the House every
reason to hope that by mutual concession an
agreement would be reached in conference
which would result in giving such ample authority to the President as might be necessary for a satisfactory settlement of the
pending question of American fisheries on
the Canadian coast. It is, therefore, with
the deepest regret and disappointment that
we are compelled to report a disagreement.
The managers on the part of the Houso
entered the conference with a determination
no minor differences should stand In the way
of agreement.
They proposed, in order to
remove all question on tne part of the Senate
conferees as to a violation of the Treaty of
1871, to insert in line 21 of the amended bill
after the word "Newfoundland,” a? follows:
“Except such goods, wares and merchandise
as are entitled to enter the United States under article 29 of the treaty concluded between the United States and Great Britain
on the 8th of May, 1871, and may also forbid
the entrance of any locomotive, car or other
vehicle, with any goods that may be contained therein, except such as are wholly
loaded with and exclusively engaged in the
transportation of government- wares and
merchandise entitled to ceme into the United
States under said article 29.
The amendment was not accepted, and It

SEVERE

The House conferees on the bill to authorI ize the President to protect and defend the
I rights of American fishing vessels (the fish-

that.

ut.inn tn pnntiniM* thnm till

is

a

inut eottlfunnnt

compelled.

The report is signed by Messrs. Belmont
and Lamont, but not by Mr. Kice of Massachusetts. It is believed no request will be
made by the House for further conference,
and any overture in that direction mustcome
from the Senate.
LABOR MEETINGS.

Longshoremen’s Action In the Strike
Reviewed and Other Matters Discussed.
New Yore, Feb. 28.—Delegates representing the New York and Brooklyn unions of
longshoremen met yesterday, and decided
that all union men working on vessels that
may be discharged by sailors or non union
men shall be lined ten cents a ton register
for .so doing.
All vessels discharged or
loaded in any manner, whatever, during the
past strike shall be exonerated for the reason
that all longshoremen refused to work on
said vessels, it was aiso decided that longshoremen should take steps to protect themselves in future from all outside inteference
from any irresponsible persons who now
claim to have no hand in the recent strike.
The chairman said last night: “Some of our
men were deceived and not knowing the influence at work they naturally stood by their
men.
The merchants of New York and
around here may rest assured that the longshoremen are now taking steps to prevent lu
the future a repetition of the late disgraceful proceeding- and will never invoke themselves or others in such trouble.”
A committee was appointed to draw up a full statement of the (Unity and to take steps to restore the longshoremen’s union to Its f i.n> r
condition.
There was a large attendance of delegates
at the meeting of tne Central Labor Union,

yesterday.

Delayed

Trains

Charles E. Lcew gave a pearl
set worth 87.30. a coral set and a watch
worth at least 83000 were the offering of
Cornelius Corson. James McSweeny gave
diamond
bracelets
and
worth
$1000,
"Eddie’’
Boyle followed with another $1000 worth of pearls.
A necklace and
chain
worth
$1300 came from James
Kyan. and Superintendent Kelso paid $1300
for a punch bowl.
Sheriff Brennan spent
half that sum for silver spoons, and Thomas
J. Creamer gave silverware worth $1000.
A
gold chain with diamond pendant cost Senator Norton $1500.
Charles II. Hall, J. H.

and Roads Blockaded
Maine.

In

A

Winter

Hard

Reported

by

the

Lumbermen.

Narrow Escape of a
New
A

Very

Heavy

Party of

Men In

York.

Storm

Tooker, "Jim” Fisk, Jr.,

John Garvey,
Frank Voorbees, Andrew J. Garvey, Eugene
W.
Watson
all
gave presents
Durvtn, and W.
Cameo sleeveof the value of $300 each.
buttons worth $1000 were the gift of John
McH. Pavidson, a chain and diamond locket
worth $2300 came from Judge John Cox,
and Hugh Smith presented another that cost
him $.3000. Judge George Barnard spent

Reported In

Wisconsin.

Banooi!, Feb. 28.—The people of the
western and southern portion of the State
can form but a faint idea of the great snow
ernbago which has been put upon the east-

8KJ00 for

and northern part of Maine, as well as
adjacent provincial territory. Thursday
night the snow fell thick and fast, and as a
high wind succeeded, huge and impassable
drifts were formed, preventing business and
rendering for a while, all time-tables useless.
Friday morning the regular train for Moose

ly

Levant

road

in

from

Danforth are

One due at South Berwick at
snow drifts.
10 o'clock in the forenoon did not arrive till
3.28 o’clock in ttie afternoon.
New York, Feb. 28.—A dispatch from
Buffalo says the storm of Saturday night
was the severest that has visited this city for
many years. Some thirty men were caught
by the storm of wind which swept over the
glass-like surface of the ice-field.
Rescuing parties were organized, and the
shores for several guiles up were patrolled
but none of the men could be found. There
were many holes in the ice and the great fear
was that being unable to withstand the wind
the men would be swept into these holes and

drowend.

Parties were out all day, and all but two
Buffalo fishermen are accounted for. The
others, it seems, after almost superhuman
efforts, succeeded in reaching the shores,
miles above the city, and found shelter for
the night at neighboring houses of farmers.
Besides the missing men, bodies of two
others were reported found at Lakeview,
some two miles below the
city. Two Poles
are also missing and it is possible .that they
too had gone fishing and are lost.
AnaKaa

L\.l.

OQ

'TVsa

storm of the season has just been experienced here. It commenced with light snow at 3
r>. m„ Saturday, and increased by night to a
heavy storm, which continved without abatement for twenty-four hours with a strong
wind.
Waterbcky, Vt., Feb. 28.—The west
wind and snow storm last night and today
have rendered the highways fit this vicinity
nearly impassable. Freight trains are blockaded and passenger trains fare delayed several hours. Deep snow drifts in as fast as
shovelled out.
Wisdom, Minn., Feb. 28.—People here are
in immediate danger of freezing for want of
fuel. There are only two cars of wood here
and not a lump of coal, and the residents are
forced to burn their fences and lumber piles.
To add to the seriousness of the situation,
the blizzard of Saturday night, the severest
since 1872, covered the railroad with several
feet of snow. All the men available were
put to work shovelling the road clear, but no

The Commissioners further found that
certain court fees, amounting to one dollar
and live cents on libel cases were charged
and allowed to city officers and ultimately
It seemed to the Com-rere paid to the city.

missioneis that such payments ought not to
oe made in view of the fact that all the expenses of the court, except the salary of the
judge, were paid by the county, and the
Commissioners asked that those fees be abolished.

They also thought that the fees for the
libel and executing the order of court on
same, which amounts to one dollar, should be
reduced one-half.
Believing that all these changes were in
the Interest of the whole people, and that a
a fair presentation of their case was all that
was necessary to bring about a remedy, they
addressed themselves to the Legislature, askA
ing that such changes might be made.
hearing was h..d before the judiciary comto
find
themwere
and
surprised
they
mittee,
selves met by an ex-judge of the Municipal
Court, and the County Attorney of this county, who, without attempting to contradict
the facts as stated in this communication,
argued to the committee that no change
should be made so far as the Recorder of the
Municipal Court of this city was concerned,
saying that last year was an exceptional
year, and that the Recorder of the Municipal
Court was a hard worked young man and
was receiving no more pay than his services
were worth.
Considering the fact that he
drew $1317.04 in the year is*5; $1379.50 in ths
and
1*84;
$1342.30 In the year 15*3, In
year
addition to hts salary, and that the duties of
his court are nut such as to require his time
more than a small part of each
ay, and that iu addition thereto he has in
his employ a youd# lady clerk who does
most of his work, and believing further that
there were many young men at Wie Bar who
would be glad to accept his position for the
salary, and do all its work without additional pay, we did not believe that such arguments would prevail with the judiciary committee and result m an adverse reports.
Much to our surprise, and without any notice to us, an adverse report was made to
House, and without a protest from any reprcsentative of the city or county, the report

Sersonally

Milwaukee,

Feb. 28.—Saturday’s storm
to have swept entirely across the State
and disabled all the roads entering this city.
No freight
trains were moved Saturday
night or yesterday, all energies being devoted to getting
passenger trains through.
These were moved on ail the lines with
Several passenger trains
great difficulty.
were block at different points for some time,
one
on the Milwaukee, Lake Shore and
Western being stuck in a drift for 20 hours
seems

Sheboygan.

ness

EARTHQUAKE.

Returning

to Their Busi-

No Further Shock*.

Resolutions denouncing Judge

Brown for his decision In the case of the Old
Dominion, S. C., Co., against the executive
board of District Assembly 4!>, were adopted,
as were resolutions denouncing T. V. Powderly for his action in regard to the Chicago
anarchists. The resolutions ugainst J udge
Brown denounced the U. S. Circuit Court as
the tool of Monopoly, and said that the object of his decision was to aim a blow at labor organizations and destroy them if possible.
The committee appointed by the Legislature to investigate the coal strike was denounced in vigorous terms and charged with
It was retrying to deceive the people.
solved to hold a mass meeting to protest
against Judge Brown’s decision.
A lone
communication was received from the employes of George Ehret, asking that the boycott be removed from his beer.
The communication was tabled.
FIRE RECORD.
A Pier Burned In New York.

New Ybnn, Feb. 28.—Tha whole of the
Morgan line pier at No. 3 North River, was
totally destroyed by fire this morning, together with a portion of the steamer Lone
Star, which was lying alongside. The lire
was discovered at 8.35 this morning on the
lighter Lorena. that was moored to the end

of the bulkhead. She was loaded with cotton, and the fire broke out in her after quarter from a banked furnace which was used
A few
to supply steam to a hoisting winch.
minutes later it communicated with the pier,
on which were stored several thousand bales
of cotton and a large quantity of merchandise. One fireman was severely injured and
35 others narrowly
escaped death by a
watchman closing the main exit after they
the
The
hail gone into
burning structure.
loss will be about $400,000. The high wind
drove the sparks over to the pier of the Stonington line, and at one time it seemed as
though that pier would be enveloped in
flames. It caught fire but was not ready
damaged. The boat of the Stonington due
from Stonington this morning was anchored
out in the stream. The loss to the line is not

heavy.
At Hannibal, Mo.-Lo«s

$250,000.
Havniiial. Mo., Feb. 28.—The most destructive fire in the history of the city yesterday destroyed eight blocks of lumber belonging to D. l)ubach A Co., and the Uerrinmu
A Curd Lumber Co.; loss $200,000, apportioned as follbws: Dubach *fc Co., $150,000,
iusurancellight; Herriman|& Curd, $50,000,
Five Missouri Faeific box
fully Insured.
cars and two St. Louis and Hannibal box
cars were also destroyed.
Tramps ate supposed to be responsible for the origin of the

fire._

The Southern Mackerel Fleet.
Gloucester. Feb. 28.—The early Southern mackerel tleet has commenced to fit out
and by the 10th of March a number will be
ready to sail.

Lonpos, Feb. 28.—A letter from Cannes
says a feeling of profound gratitude is general over the providential escape of the town
from terrible disaster, but that deep gloom
prevails, especially among business people,
who foresee that the Klviera will never again
be a health resort.
I’akis, Feb. 28.—M. Lockroy, minister of
public works, says sewers in the shaken districts are so damaged that the soil will become enflltrateil with the sewage and be
a source of contagion as soon as hot weather
The government will send engineers
comes.
and a specialist to do everything possible to
British travellers
disaster.
such
avert
to the
continue to arrive
'v at Calais en route

uiui|uui^|y p|,

**rwOu

bw

wnwro

tide in which he says that a continuance of
minor shocks is likely. A chasm has opened
on the ground near Nice from which a stream
of hot, muddy water bubbles up. Portions
of the coast will get filled in.
Nick, Feb. 28.—This city has resumed it*
normal condition, people having entirely rethe earthquake fright. A
covered from
slight panic was occasioned yesterday durof mass in the church of
the
celebration
ing
Notre Dame by the fbllowlng »f some old
plaster. The panic soon subsided without
having caused any harm.
Home, Feb. 28.—Thirty houses have fallen
in Clarlsiu in consequence of the damage
done to them by the recent earthquake.

ATWEED REMINISCENCE.
A Wedding Where the Present* Cost
SI 50,000.

Wm. ;M. Tweed's daughter, Mrs. Mary
Amelia Maginnis, the wife of Arthur Ambrose Maginuis, died last week in New Orleans, She was married in the fall of 1868,
when Tweed was at the zenith of his power.

magnificent one, its most
notable feature being the extraordinary
presents received by the bridal couple.
Their total valuation reached nearly *130,000. Every politician and contractor who
was favored or hoped to be favored by
The wedding was

a

Tweed did his full share to mako the event
Tweed lived plainly in
a wonderful affair.
TweDty-sixth street, and his daughter was
married there. He was then merely deputy
commissioner of public works, which, singularly enough, was the highest office he

held in the city government. He was
then in complete control of everything, howThe weddiug was celebrated in the
ever.
afternoon, and the city departments were al
most as uiuc • desertel as if it were a holiday. The house was almost packed with
wedding presents. Peter B. Sweeney gave
the bride a diamond bracelet worth glow.
“Prince Hal” Genet contributed a *2000 diaever

Com-

the City Building, and is a matter of but two
or three minutes work.
The Commissioners
asked that these fees nilitht tie redoeed

worse.

The People

County

PoBTLAItO, Feb. 2b, l$b7.
To the Editor of the Prett:
An article In the “Evening Express" of
the 28th inst. on “Liquor Fees In Portland,"
contains seme statements which are so misleading and Inaccurate as to call for a reply.
The situation is as follows:
The County Commissioners found on investigation that the County had been paying
tTom its treasury large sums of money yearly
(amounting the last year to more than two
thousand dollars) to the Recorder of the Municipal Court, in addition to his salary,
which is eight hundred dollars with an allowance of two hundred dollars for clerk
hire, and which the statutes provides shall
be "in full for all services," and that these
large sums were paid him under a provision
of law which allows the judge of the court
to designate some person to post libels, and
to receive therefor the sum of one dollar for
each libel posted. The posting is all done In

Green Bay Express, was blocked in a cut a
mile south of the city, and despite the assistance of a snow plow and shovellers was
not extricated until Sunday afternoon. The
blockade is reported the worst between here
The temperature lowered
and Milwaukee
rapidly last night which will make matters

THE

the

missioner*.

train can arrive for some days.
Plymouth, Wls.. Feb. 28,—Saturday’s
storm is reported the worst of the winter.
The extent of snow fall was light compared
with previeus storms, but the high wind
which prevailed all day and night placed an
trains.
embargo on the movement or
Freights were delayed in reaching the Jlty,
Tile
and have remained abandoned since.

near

“Ed”

two years before the crash.

A Statement from

Monday.

blocked, and no teams have as yet been able
to come out. Commercial travelers who go
north are waiting here until our Piscataquis
and Aroostook friends open communication
with the rest of the world. The storm of
Saturday night and Sunday morning capped
the climax.
Dover, N. H., Feb. 28.—Trains on the
northern division of the Boston & Maine
railroad were badly delayed to-day by heavy

and

THE LIBEL POSTING FEES.

head Lake left as usual, and was due here
at night.
It did not put in appearance,
however, and in the evening it was learned
that it was near Abbott, bound north. Saturday noon the lake was reached, and the return trip begun. About twenty hours later
it arrived here, having been on the road
nearly 48 hours instead of 12 hours, the usual
time.
Manager Cram of the New Brunswick
Railroad was in town, Friday, and received
a dispatch, stating that all freight trains on
his road had been cancelled, as there were
drifts all along the line ranging from six to
twenty feet in depth. Up to last night no
passenger trains had arrived at Vanceboro
from Presque Isle or other northern points,
but the telegrams iudlcat»that the road will

the

necklace

another $1000 into an emerald
Tweed himself gave Mrs. Maginni* a
large check and a house in New Orleans,
and the Fathers’ and American Clubs gave
presents estimated at $to,ono. This was on-

ern

Lumbermen who came down Saturday
night, report snow from four to seven feet,
and are discouraged at the out-look for
spring hauling. All agree, however, that
there must be a good dr iving pitch, and thiwill help them In getting all the logs to the
booms, as well as to bring in the large number hung up along the rivers.
Of all the stage lines running from this
city, only two made trips, Friday, and the
driver of one of these,—the Aurora line,—
walked sixteen miles on snow shoes, carrying fifty pounds of mail upon his back. The
Patten road from Mattawamkeag, as well as

diamond

a

Kearney put

■>et.

the

be open

CENTS.

monel cross.

STORIW

lowing

objected to the second

President has not
Postmaster

PRICE THREE

1887.

haste should be made about appropriation
be coerced
bills, or that the Senate should rules
of busfrom Its wise and well-ordered
iness. He asked that the committee on appropriations should make a statement as to
the condition of business.
thereupon made byStatements were
Messrs. Hale and AUison, showing the obstacles thrown in the way of legislation by
the House.
The presiding officer presented a message
from the President in response to a resolution of the Senate in reference to the seizure
and sale of the American schooner Rebecca
at Tampico, and also to the resignation of
the late minister to Mexico, Mr. Jackson,
stating that it is not deemed compatible
with the public interests” to communicate
the correspondence in either case at present.
The naval appropriation bill was laid before the Senate and read the first time.

The Anti-Mormon Bill.
The anxiety of the friends of tha AntiMormon bill increases at the fact that the

signed it.
Appointed

1,

th<K__Jvs>

was

-»

accepted.

Immediately on learning these facts, we
became satisfied that the matter was not tally understood by the members of the Legislature, and that there must have been soma
misapprehension as to the object we bad in
view, which was not fairly disclosed oy the
order that had been introduced.
We thereupon again add reseed ourselves to
the Legislature in the form of a bill, asking
v—. ••

tut

results

tion

as

*«v

*

desired, rather than special legisla-

asked for. The bill was
the committee on legal affairs,

originally

referred to
but suddenly received a check by being laid
the table, on motion of a member ol the
judiciary committee.
The County Commissioners lielleve that
on a fair showing before the Legislature relief can be obtained, and they propose to
present to the Legislature a new Dill, which
will work the desired result, and which is
not subject to the objection which a prominent member of the lobby was heard to state
would be made to the old bill, saying that
“it would be ruled out of order as presenting matter already acted upon.”
We now propose to ask the Legislature of
the State of Maine to amend section 63 of
chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes by adding
"Provided that in
the following words:
towns or cities in which a recorder or clerk
of a police or municipal court is paid a salary, it shall be the duty of said recorder or
clerk to make and post all libels, and no fees
shall be allowed therefor."
ThU matter has never been presented to
It has never been
the Legislature before.
passed upon by the judiciary committee, and
Is
the
if
disposed to relieve toe
Legislature
inhabitants of the County of Cumberland
from a burden which unjustly rests upon
them. In the opinion of your Commissioners,
no opposition will be made in any quarter to
on

this bill.

We think that it is time that lnouiry
should be made by what means and from
has heretofore
what sources opposition
been offered to our efforts in the above matbeen
have
ters. We
surprised to find
certain influences
apparently at work
Recorder of
of the
the
interest
in
the Municipal Court of this city to thwart
any change of the law which shall take from
him this large addition to his salary, which
makes his position more valuable in a money
than that of the Judge of the
point of view
•*
Superior Court.
YVe Wave been further surprised to find
should naturwe
to
whom
that some persons
ally look for assistance and support in protecting the interests of the county have
failed us thus far. It may be through uilsprehension of the case, but from whatever
cause, to the manifest detriment, as It seems
to us. of the inhabitants of this county.
YVe have addressed you thus openly so
that there may be no misapprehension In the
minds of the public as to what we are trying
to effect and the difficulties we have thus far
met with.
The Express article says the County Commissioners “failed to make any point clear to
the
save
that,
under the
law as
mo
me enmmittee
cumminee save
uiai, iuiubi
W..VSI — .I ««a.U. a
IX now slilucts, «ie e**r
ou the business ot its Municipal
clear
Court of some >*ooo a
to
we would say that our
In
was not addressed to the
the

profit

reply
Legislature
question simply

year."

appeal

much the city of
of
Portland was making out of the Municipal
Court, but was directed to the point that
the Recorder of the Municipal Court, as well
as the city, were receiving fees which, in
our judgment, were a burden to the county
treasury, ami which should be suppressed.
anything
If
we
attempted to make
it
was
coin uilt tee
that
clear
to
of the
the Recorder
that
the
fact
the
for
was
Court
receiving
perMunicipal
formance of his duties as clerk of an Inferior
court much larger compensation relatively
than is paid to the judges of our highest
court, and if there was any member of the
committee who did not realize or apprehend
this point, it must have been from inability
on our part to clearly express ourselves.
Respectfully yours.
Henry Nitter,
Joseph B. Hammond,
how

County Commissioners.

DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS.
CAPE ELIZABETH.

The Democrats ot Cape Elizabeth have
made the following nominations for town

iicers for the ensuing year:
Moderator -T. B. Haskell.
Town Clerk- Noah H. Knight.
Selectmen—Charles A. Tilton, Michael J. I'eabbles, A. K. Sktlltn.
Treasurer—George M. Stanwood.
Collector—Thomas B. Haskell.
S. 8. Committee—Elgin C. Verrttl, for three
years; Blon B. Small, one year.
Town Agent—Stephen Seamman.
Auditor-WilUs r. Slrout.
_

St. Dominic's Conference
At the

regular meeting of St. Dominic

,

s

conference, fet. Vincent l>e Paul, Sunday
the
the following were elected officers for
ensuing year.
President-Clarence J. Coughlin.
Vice President-James Horton.

.Secretary-James M.

State.

Treasurer—James E. Owen.
•

'rHE

lie has acts—every one of which
But all women do not marrv and rear chillias tended t» strengthen the
and all women do not have homes
city’s control of dren,
But because they do not marry and do
No.
the Ogdensburg and to render it less
easy
net have homes does not reallv seem to be
for interests inimical to Portland to get pos- sufficient reason
why they should vote.
session of it. Mr. Chapman is not on the
A word more. It has Jieeu written that
defensive. His support does not compro- I most surely no woman will be driven to cast
a vote, that no one will
impose upon the sex
mise him, neither does any pfficial position ! the
resposlbilities of election. Let not the
he holds in any corporation. He is not a di- women of Maine be misled in this matter
Once the “privilege” of voting were
rector in a road that is about to he consolisecured,
no
dated with a foreign corporation which has j the conscientious woman could rid herself of
:
conviction that it would be not oulv
been asked, and yet does not seem ready, to meet and right, but her bounden
duty, to
I “ear the full burden of citizenship,
promise fair play to the Ogdensburg.
It'was
a wise saying, that
argument to|the legislative oominittee: “If the
!
right to vote can
CURRENT COMMENT.
I but be obtained, those women who do not
j want to vote will then be obliged to do so in
matter.

PHKSS.
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letters ana cotmnun
ami address of the writer are
Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
Ucstion but as a guarantee of good faith.
V/e cannot undertake to return or
preserve
communications that are not used.
W, do

not

vena anonymous

cations. The
it all eases
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7.

Republican Nominations.

WARD I.

Alderman—Bichard K. Gatley.
CmmMmgi—George TrefetUen, Francis Higgins, J. F. Hutchinson.
Warden—H. P. Dewey.
Clerk—Osman Munroe.
Constables—Ruel M. Field, Kdward K. Heath.
WARD

AUlerman—Isaiah Daniels.
CouncUtnen—Prank K. Haggett,
tuett, Levi M. Blake.
H'nnlen— Frank Pluinmer.
clerk—Tlioinas Pennell.
School Cianmtttee—Ezra Drew’,
Constables—Luther A. Sterling,
wcil.

William Cam-

WARD ».
Alderman—H. U. Ricker.
(VmneMmen—Osman Adams, Frank H. Cushing,
Alexander T. Laughltn.
Il’a rden—Albert E. Perry.
Clerk-Edward F. Tompson.
Constables—V. T. Merrill, E. A. Lelghtou.

—-

BILL.
Kennebec Journal.
We hope the Republican members of the
Legislature will not forget that the party by
the unanimous declaration of its State convention and by the letter of acceptance of its
gubernatorial candidate, stands pledged to a
ten-hour law. To refuse now to enact such
a law would be regarded as a breach of faith.
The ten-hour law has always been understood to include “women and ahildren.”
Good faith peremptorily requires that both
he iucluded in any law that shall now he
We do not discuss details, but we
passed.
beg that Republican members of the Legislature will not in their differences on minor
points neglect the main thing which is demanded of the Republican party by all the
laws of honor and fair dealing.

WARD 6.

Alderman—William M. Marks.

hoiTEdwZ!wASc^tt;-Dewey>
Warden—Josiali H.

Drummond,

lerk—Charles A. St rout.

Ab-

Jr.

School

Committee—Albert T. Dunn.
Constables-Lincoln S. Ray, 8. D. Lincoln.
WARD ».

Alderman—Herbert G. Briggs.

Councilman—John P. llohbs,
Spring, James G. McGlnulliii.
Warden W. H. Plummer.
ntetoel-_UML.r.l

School

Ellphalet

G.

A Mrs. Toodles would Like to
few Words-

Committee—Silas H. McAIplnc.
W' 8tover> Benjamin

Iiunjiiam”,f*—Benia,"i"

Both the Senate and House of Texas lias
voted to submit to the people the
following
amendment to the constitution:
The manufacture, sale and exchange of intoxicating liquois, except lor medical, inecliauical and
scientific urn-poses, Is hereby prohibited in the
State of Texas. The Legislature .shall at the first
session held after the adoption of this amendment
BeCeS88ry aWi t0p,lt ,llts Plov,,lon lut0
effect

snow

drifts

along the roads

readers of

the

against what in

aud in every di-

Pkess,
all

in

humility

the beginning
1 wish to say,

and what with whirling snow, clouds so
dense and so furious that half the time the
buildings only across the highway, are hid-

|

To exchange Mayor Chapman for Mr. McCarthy is to exchange certainty for uncer-

j
I

Though

a

rection, whose depth-! do not like to tell lest
so extraordinary a statement
prejudice the

The Governor has not yet signed the
bill,
but there is not much doubt that he will do
so.
But there is considerable doubt If the
people of Texas will adopt it.

J
;

the

Say

Noistii Coxway, Feb. 26, 1887.
North Conway in mid winter is as fine a
place as could be imagined in which to meditate on grave subjects. What with the snow
five feet deep on the level, and what with

The official wing of the Democratic
party
is putting in big licks for Mr.
McCarthy. So
are the railroads.

appropriation hills are behind
and this
session of Congress bids fair j
to end in rush and
turmoil, it can fairly :

den from sight, one's mind must perforce
he her sole kingdom, though she were the
most energetic woman suffragist that ever
battled or plead or worked to get the ballot.
If your correspondent seems to be intruding because she does not live In the State of
Maine, my excuse is that it is my native
State, and that 1 have lived there the most of
my life. When Mrs. Toodles bought a door
plate with “Thompson” on it, she thought
that
perhaps she miglit sometime have a

who miglit marry a man of the
has been accom- j daughter
name of Thompson, and then the
doorplate
plished during this session than during the would come
handy; my little son when he
|
first one. The most important of the
meas- I grows up may, very likely, go to Maine to
I live; if the woman
ures that have become laws ate
suffrage movement preundoubtedly
the inter-State commerce law and the law ; vaii there, it would have its effect on his
i work or profession or business; so 1 am just
regulating the electoral count. The retalia- I as much interested as anybody else,
tion bill has not yet got
through, but prob- j Once was the time when the commonly accepted teachings of the Bible in some of
ably the session will not be allowed to ex- these
matters would have been listened to papire without its passage, as the differences
tently and with respect, but it is not now.
between the two houses are not very essent or instance, I fancy that there are
few who
have not heard it said that St. Paul was a
tial.
cranky, old bachelor,” that he was “narWhat a grip the election of Mr.
and the like, because of certain utterMcCarthy row,
ances concerning the public demeanor of
will give the custom house
upon the Demowomen.
So if one were tosav anything ruiecratic party of Portland!
iiclv about woman suffrage, ft would not be
nor diplomatic—all, bow
politic
readily aud
The present Congress dies Friday, and it
naturally these fine words, neither of which
looks now as if
jmist
die
sincereness
or
jt
leaving a good signifies
impartiality, come to
mind when one ponders on the political aredeal of
unfinished, or finished in a na
that we are to dignify, and whose convery unintelligent manner. The
appropria- tests we are to raise to higher level—it would
tion bills are way behind
hand, and though not be politic nor diplomatic to even allude
perhaps there is time to pass them there cer- to these antiquated notions.
u
uisagieeauie not to lie
tainly is not time to consider them. They
in writing about such
-^niust get through, if at all, without their strictly impersonal
subjects as this, but the Press corresponcontents being known to any but the memdents have found it convenient to refer to
s*-'*
bers of the committees that have prepared
eachother, that they might make themselves
understood, so I likewise.
mem.
i>ut 11 these bills are not passed an
“D" has written of “the arguments so forextra session must be held. The
cible
and full of weight, sufficient reply to
choice,
therefore, is between passing the appro- all argument of late put forth against the
priation bills in a rush and calling an extra movement,” contained in the Rev. Mr. Henry
Blanchard’s
session. On the whole the former is the Bet us not “Answer to the Remonstrance/’
deceive ourselves.
Mr. Blanleast of the two evils.
clard states that he was surprised on
reading
the petition, because the
statements, i. e.,
The Advertiser says “Mayor Chapman’s that the responsibilities of elections
will iuvolve women in the ambitious
first term has been in
intrigues of
every way creditable
and
in
politics
the
competition of business,
and he deserves the compliment of a re- will
impair the integrity of their devotion to
election.”
domestic duties, and will deteriorate the
character and consideration which gives
tlum the influence they now exert in society,
The Looney ten hour bill was passed by
have been in his judgment “irrefutably anthe House yesterday
substantially as re- swered.
ported. There is little doubt but it will go
But there be those who do not think that
through the Senate and receive the signature these objections have been irrefutably answered.
I will not yield to the temptation to
of the governor. After the Heath and
Bry- cite instances of women
who, through kindant bills were out of the way, the vote for it
ness for kinsmen, have
already been suswas pretty nearly unanimous.
The bill appected of having been involved in the inof
trigues
plies directly only to women and minors, but
politics, and who would not be
likely Jo be made more honest by being given
indirectly its effect in the great majority of greater
power. Mrs. Caswell says that now
manufacturing establishments will be to re- when women urge any moral reform they
strict the hours of work of all the
believed to be honest, that their motives
employes are
are above reproach, and who of us will
to ten. The measure does not
avow
go as far as
that when she reads of some politician’s besome of the laboring men would have
it, and ing profoundly interested in some public
goes farther than some of the corporations
movement, she does not often, immediately
and involuntarily suspect him
would wrish, but it is abreast of the laws that
of having
some political “axe to grind?”
other States have passed on the
subject. ExNay, some of us are decidedly of the opinion
perience may suggest some changes that can
that imposing the duty of voting upon us
would be the old story of Samson and Delilah
profitably be made in it.
reversed; in being shorn of our long hair we
Mr. McCarthy thinks he can resist the in- exceedingly fear we should be shorn of
our strengtli to do good, and should ultimatefluences that will elect him, if he is elected.
ly bring down ruin upon ourselves.
And
A great many men, as conscientious and resmight there not be danger that many of the
Philistines
olute as he, have thought the same
would
down
likewise?
go
way, but
D” expresses herself as being very glad
very rarely lias one succeeded.
that the Press lias set the views of the opposing
parties side by side; at this dispasMr. McCarthy thtnks his relations with
sionate distance, and among these calm and
the Portland* Rochester w mid not influcooling snow drifts, I really do not see how
ence his action in regard to
she can feel so, looking at the matter as she
any question affecting that road which might come before does. Mr. Blanchard says, that some of the
him as mayor. Perhaps they would not. Nev- remonstrants have given “some” study, posto woman suffrage, he shall not
sibly
ertheless it will be wiser for the citizens to deny,much,
but lie pleads for greater study, more,
and renewed. Now’, wfe are all of us
choose a mayor who has no such relations.
prone
be said that

mnch

more

Mr. McCarthy and the Railroads.
Mr. McCarthy has attempted to
gave himself from ills friends and supporters
by
writing a letter to the Argus in which he
says that he is in favor of the city’s holding
on to the
Ogdensburg railroad, and expresses
the opinion that lie can act with
impartiality
on questions
arising between the city and the
Portland & Rochester railroad, notwithstanding lie Is a stockholder and director in that
road. As nobody so far as we know has
accused him of desiring that the
city should
let the Ogdensburg go Ills defence seems
to be somewhat premature to
say the least.
F?OWPV*r I'O
Clashb
bUCti
an
inference might be drawn from the character
of some
of
the
interests
that
are
hard at
work
for him—a
not
unnatural suspicion W’e confess. The
cit-

j

BANKERS,

to fanev that tllO.SH whn frnllr
tha rnnof
about a thing have thought the most about
it, have “studied” it the most.
But sometimes this is not true.
The suffragists have
done almost all of the talking so far. There
haB seemed to be no particular reason
why
tliev should not, but it would be somewhat
rash to adoptTMr. Blanchard’s evident conclusion from this circumstance.
As to the next “argument” viz.: the culture and ability and character of divers
learned men and women, living and deceased,
of whom he is willing to believe that we
must know something,” and their convictions that women ought to vote.
Oh, sisters,
let us accept no man nor woman as infallible
iu articles of political faith!
do, and
ifjwe
then the duty to vote be imposea
upon us, I
am afraid that we should
trouble
only
ourcoi'roo
eUoUo*.
to nua out who had
been nominated bv our
party, and consider
that all the intelligence necessary for direction, just as the mass of men do now, and
then how ever should we elevate and purify
*
1

The entire stock

OT BOSKS GUARANTEED

pan

*?>}{
?!!«

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

i/w,

T?n
150

u3ln»

Proprietors

of

POOR'S NANVtl. OF RAILROAD",
Execute orders at tlie Stock Exchauge in New
York and London. Kailway Bouds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence invited.

43 WALL STREET, NKW YORK.
feblO
d6m

«
««
4,

44
«

I

Maverick Nat’l Bank,
BOSTON,

ieb25

WE

CASH

3.50
4.50
3.50
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.50

a

ANNUAL 4tll MARCH PARTY,
FRIDAY,

AKETA8 SHURTLEFF,

Hall.

the

only

Carrying everything necessary, with

NEW

We make

A Brilliant Star,
A Great IMuy,
An Excellent Company.
At each performance win appear

Baby

STREET,
Maine.
\aiar,
Publir.

dtf

(fflooic, Juts
no.

naturally follows that the

o r

have

Qmd

rium

On tree exhibition at No. 230 Middle street, a
beautiful oil painting 12 ft. by 6— scene from 2d
act of "Echo''. Don't fall to see It.

A«lini«ftton to Ttaentre Each Evening A3, 30 niul 73 ceutn.

Lecture.

ffintUe if

street.

city.

t'ITT ADVKKTIMK.VIKNTM.

STATE

Congress

Street,

Pierce A. and Edward Somers

are

with Us.
eontf

MINT YOUR BUGGY FOR ONE DOLLAR'

of

and

notify the Inhabitants of the several
laid City of I’rrtland, qualified accordtheir respective Ward
ing
(aw, to meet
Rooms on the flrst Monday lu March next being
the seventh day of said month, at ten o’clock In
the forenoon, then and there to give In their votes
for Mayor, one Alderman, three Common Councilmen, a Warden. Ward Clerk and two Constables,
(except that each Islam! ward may elect oue Constable, residents of the ward, to serve for one year
Also In Wards, Two Four, 8lx. and Seven (or a
member of the Superintending School Committee,
resident in the Ward to serve for two years.
And further, then and there to give In their ballots upou the .ollowlng question, Whether the Inhabitants of the City of Portland will accept an
act of the Legislature of the State of Maine entitled, "An Act authorizing the City of Portland to
condemn and take a lot of land for the erection of
a Soldiers’ and Sailors' Monument.”
Such question shall be determined In the follow
lng manner, that Is to say: each voter In favor of
such condenmatlnn and taking the lot known as
Market Square, shall express such preference by
In

bearing

opposed

manufac-

City

to Warrants from the Mayor and
PURSUANT
Aldermen of the City of Portland, l hereby

ballot

the word

thereto by a

“Yes,”

and each

ballot bearing

city

(Late Consul

Ttie»dny

will be

hi oi«*u

Stevens,

SMYRNA, Asia Minor.);
March
IM,

at

Evening,
At

v-o
Ii‘b*8

7.45

o’clock.

02t

18th STOCKBRIDGE
City Hall, Wednesday Evening, March 2

COUTHOUI,

the charming young l.;uty Header %ud Impersonator,

Street Church

Ruggles

Quartette,

the famous Boston Choir,
Mr. Herbei t O. Johnson, I st Tenor, Mr. William T
Weeks. 2d Tenor, Mr. George II. Remele,
1st Bass. Mr. George Clark, 2d Bass,
Ml- Hertha W ebb. Violinist.
Mr. Harvey Murray, Pianist.
Ticket* 50 and 75 cents. Chairs on
Now on sale at Stockbrldge's
M. C. Late trains on G. T.
Notje-To avoid disturbance the
kept closed during the performance
her.

cents.

the

stage 60
Hall fare

on

doors will be
of any

num-

,
>

•

febMdlw

PROHIBITION
CAUCUS !

voter

the word

The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock In the afternoon, when they
shall be closed.
I also give notice to said inhabitants, that the

Alderman of said

Hon. W. E.

BY MISS JESSIE

OF^ MAINE.

To the Electors of the
Portland.

Wards,
to

SOMERS BROS.,

STREET,

Three door. wr«l of for urr oIHro.
Joseph A. Locke
Ika 8. Locke.
feh27
dtl

STIFF HAT

THE-

BY-

removed to

180 MIDDLE

459

sell cheaper than the retailer that
P®y two profits, the manufacturers
and the jobbers.
We can save yon from 50
cents to $1.00 on a Hat.
Look for! the Hatters in the window.

Nadine Foster,

the smallest Yum-Yum, ever before the public, In
her famous specialty, “One Little Nig tor School."

Maine Charitable Meehauies’ Free Course

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

our own

can

ami

BERRY,

LOCKE A LOCK U,

win-

our

MEXICAN SCENERY,

for the complete production of her play.

-IN

Better than any $3.00 Stiff Hat in the

Ur limit

“ECHO”

CARDS.

*

Alriinio

,

Sale ot tickets will commence at box office of
theatre on Saturday morning. Feb. 2«, and continue until Thursday uext. Doors open and curtain rises at usual hours.
feb25dlw

a

turer

City

STEPHEN

SALE.

workmen in

Hats.

original

©tlx

PROPORTION.

HATS
ann it

at

by Chnntller—Tickets 30 cts. or 3 for
• 1.00. To be had atC. J. Farrington. Middle St.:
F. R. Farrington, 208 Middle St.; K. V. Barbour
302 Congress St., and at the door.
marl (ltd
Music

4.50
5.00
4.50
3.00
2.50
7.00
7,50

STREET.

we are

two ol our

making

B <3 ND S !

Forllaud
anldtf

f®h?,

du

dlw

STREET.

Templars Hall. Wednesdar Ere.. War 2, at 7.30.
MKS l-VKE, of Boston, will
„.£,..IL‘l.K!JK..aml
the exercises. There will be sale of
P®^t

KNOWN GOODS:
$4.50
$0.00

sessional

the Aldermen's Room, In City Building, from nine
till twelve o’clock lu the forenoon, and from two
to live o'clock In the afternoon, on each of the
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification ot voters, In and for the several
Wards, and for correcting said list.
GEO. C. BCKGE8S, City Clerk.
February 24, 1887.
feb24dtd

The Prohibitionist* of Portland are
requested to meet in

CONGRESS HALL,
Wednesday, March 2, at 7.45 P. M.,
to nominate

a

cers, to be

supported at the Poll*

Pull Ticket or

City

Onon

March 7, 1887.
PER ORDER OP COM.

feb38_
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KOCCATIOlEAl..

ROBT. F. SOM IS & CO., REMARKARLE
1SI,CE8S>

FOBES 4

CO„ PAINTS, PORTLAND,

MARK

No. 232 Middle Street.
T. J(.
The Standard of Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for Its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given tills powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation ever/ way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD (

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer qf Maine from ’76 to ’83.

FOR SALE BYALLCROCERS
tnarlO

r

nrmdly

---

—

Is n’t Dyspepsia an irritation, and
Indigestion enough of an aggravation, without your taking an alcoholic

medicine to still further Irritate and
aggravate your stomach, disturb
your liver, and weaken your kidneys? Then why drink bottles of
whiskey concoctions when a sure,
safe, and reliable remedy for

OF

w

1 ni

DOWN SALE
«

—

SOMERS CAN BE FOUND WITH US.

Winter

Overcoats,

Hill CUT CORSETS. WINTER
We

are

the sole

Agents

in Portland for the

—

Mail,postage paid,

of

DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION, and
HEAKTBIJBN,

is to be found in a box of

Only

a

nY8PEPSM
Killers.
||iui
||ikkkiiu.

Gentlemen’s Furnishings,
For Cash

to

Reduce

Stock.

Congress St,

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

$9.98

-

few left of nearly tlirce liuudred suits.
train in the State of Maine.

The best bar.

Ttie Clottiler and

Furnlslier,

ki win

UNDER

in the form of

a lozenge, compowders in condensed form, are agreeable to the
taste, and never fall tq core
are

posed

of medicinal

SICK HEADACHE,
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION,
HEAETBCKN, and ACID STOMACH.
8G4 people relieved In one day, so
the selling agents, DOOLITTLE &
SMITH, 24 and 2G Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass., report.
They will
mall them anywhere In the United
States on receipt of 50 cents for a
large box, or 26 cents for trial size.

$16 All Wool Chinchilla Overcoats for 8.46
$30 Silk Lined Overcoats for
$12 All Wool Suits for

W.

J.

the subscriber,

COLCORD,

143 PEARI. STREET.

I*u24

dtf

FALMOUTH

HOTEL.

S.

A

MIDDLE
ST.,
PORTLAND,
lan27___

CORSETS !
mm

Jliiii

18 8 7

16.74

eodtf

I 8 8 7.

.

COUTHOUI,
the charming young lady Header and impersonutor; Mr. GEO. C.

DOBS O IV,
of Boston, the “King of

CECILIA

Eight Musicians.

S

Or-C

3

Bonanza Shiits and Drawers only
40c All Wool Hose at

All tickets reserved at 25 and 36 cents; Children
and pupils ol schools. Including high school and
private schools. 15 and 26 cents. Now on sale at
Stockhrldge’s Music Store. Course tickets exclutnged tor matinee 11 desired. Hall fare on
M.C.,
P. & O., P. & R., and U. X. K. R.
(eb23dlw

TURNVEREIN

ifAh

Jffillf

Exhibition and Ball!

Il|»sJs
illSHf

If

CITY

Monday,

o a

HINES BROTHERS,
n
Q°v2

-

CUR KM Pains, Kxlernnl and Internal,
RKLIEVEN Mwelling,,, Contraction, of
the

Musclca,

Mtiffneu

of

the

A LARGE BOTTLE.

-

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

eod«m

-

-

feblS

rT&Stllst,2dor4thpnrm

OIL COVERINGS,
25 CENTS.

We have just received the most beautiful designs in new Oil Clolli or Enameled Table Coverings ever displayed in
America, and shall have a sale on these
new patterns all this week at
only 25
cents per yard. They are perfect in
every way and are best qualities made.
Stair and Shelf Coverings in same materials also on sale.

NINES BROTHERS.
feb28
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SPRING

,75

A POWERFUL REMEDY.

NELSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

CENTENNIAL

by calling
they can see
something entirely different from what others
are
running, and a great variety of

are

very much

But

year.

$1 Buckskin Gloves for

most of the

shapes

on

the

same

as

last

Coe

to select from.

No. 482

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

EXCURSIONS

Leave Boston and Eastern Citiea evarv month
Low rates. Address WAKHEKHUOH.aud
ritosm rat ouBen.wN \vaahinCtonNi
Boiion, ITlnnw
feblopodlm*

Tbe Beal Table and Dairy Mall
offered to tbe public.
it.

_

Unequalled for Dryness,

.....

Whiteness,

n

-AT

Purity

(ebb

& Strength,

WHOLESALE BY-

Mole AgeuM for lUaiue.
Ask your grocer for It.

get rid of them before packing.

«.

1 HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Portland,

ant to

ever

___

-“-m

w

eotlSm

COE,

—

Hrll., ('lab., Vaalliag. PMariag. Tumbling, PfraaM.,.
II.ru.aial Mar, Plying Ming.,
I’nrullel Mara, a ad Par*
farming I.udder*.
FOLLOWED BY AN

MUSIC

Brrrpliaa
Mayor Chapman,
Hon. J. W. Bysaonds,
K. B. Duran,

—

BY

—

,

and solicits the Inspection of the
public of the
merits of the

celebrated baxus carburetor,
for enriching coal gas, and thereby
REOUCING THE RET COST 40 PER CENT.
while giving a more brilliant and effective light
The

The Hatter,

H.H. HAY&SON,

lu their Retail Apothecary Departmeat, Xo. 258 Middle St.. Junction
of Free, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their assistantsare careful and competent;
the drugs and medicines used are
the purest aud best obtainable.
They also make a speeialty of ohtaiuiug for their customers rare
and unusual medicines and
proprietary good*. Their stock contain*
a good line of
Trusses, ('ruiehes,
Braces, ete. Their prices ate always reasonable.
)an15
eodSTATtlRm

Caataiillrri

Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.
Hon. W F. Lunt,
F. W. Woodman,
James W. Bailey.

tominiilcc

M. B. Uilbert,

J. E.

of Iri.aimtaki

E. L 8ml1 b,
E. B. Duran,
C. L. Morton.

Doldt,

A. T.
G. M.

Uughltn

Gould,

TICKETS:
Admitting Gent

and I.ady to Floor.*1.00
Admitting Lady to Floor.
iSi
Reserved Meats for Gallery.
7S
General Admission to Gallery.5G
Gallery tickets can be exchanged for Boor ticketsafter the exhibition, at tbe box office.
Tickets may be had of the committee and mem.
beis. Male of reserved seats at
Mtockbrnlge's

Tuesday,

at u a. in.

lgl)-tj

Numbers given

out at 7

a* m

dtd

CITY
BY

in the winter

Blankets, Fur
Fur ( aps,
Gloves, Ac., Ac., ean buy
them at their own price for a
few flays, as
we

7, ’87.

Dank

WEI9ESIAY
Parties in want of
anything
line, such as Robes, Horse

Mar.

CONSISTING OF

—

n.™ Work in

BLOCK,

03 KXCU IIVUK NT

has been In constant use for the past live years In
Boston and other large cities, and needs no recommendation.
23nov
dtf

Congress Street Opposite Prble Housee.
Sets,
Q2w

CALIFORNIA

Light Co.

BANCS CARBURETOR

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
CLOTHIER,

HALL.

ORDER of ELEVEN DANCES

has opened an office in

STYLES

economical,

a« it coat" but 113 cent"
per bottle.
Druggists pronounce It the best selling medicine they have.
Sold everywhere. Beware of
counterfeits and Imitations. The genuine only
prepared by, and bears the name of,

boys will find that

—

EXHIBITION FROM 8.00 lo 9.30 BY A CLASS of 26.

—

The Maine State Heat and

,22

Joint".

HEAI.M Hruiwe«, Menld". Rarn., Cut",
Crack", and Mrrntehe". (Beat Ntable Rem.
cdy in the world ) Cl RES Khrumali»in,
More
Neuralgia, Hoaneneu.
Throat,
Croup, and all kindred affliction..
Moat

Tlic

AT

—

GILBERT'S ORCHESTRA, comigting of 14 pieces

COE.

.49

ORCHESTRA,

Prof. chas. Grimmer, leader.

38

few of those Ulsters marked down to $6.00 left.
9

QUARTETTE

■

—

n

the Ladles'

Mrs. Nettie Fellow, 1st Hopranp;
Miss Belle BautletT, 2d Soprano;
Miss Ada Cabv, 1st Contralto;
Mrs. Jennie Kino Moukisox, 2d Contralto.

lan2°___eodist2dor4thp
Only

the Banjo;’’

C-S

6.00 SPRING.

-

2.30,

at
by the following Artists: Miss JESSIE

if JS 5 s s

CeS >s

ME.

City Nall. Saturday Afternoon. March 5th.

Mr. HARVEY MURRAY, Pianist.

price 91.00.

*08

MATINEE

At

CRIMMER’S

W.

The latest Improvement In

#1.00

FOR SALE ONLY BY

prlva^pun'is by

—

m

receipt

on

Given to

Tne

These are the most Stylish
Shape and Perfect Fitting Corsets ever introduced into Portland, and are
Warranted Not
To Break Over The Hips.
Try a pair and if not Perfectly
Satisfactory In Every Respect, return them and have your
money refunded.

Sent by

AND

Coagrcaa Hired, Oppoaile City Hall.
A practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of 8200,000
organized In 18H4. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed In each department, and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furutshed. Address,
E*. A, CRAY, A. M. R*rincipal.
sep!8
rod6m

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

SUITINGS,

new

TAILOR CUT CORSETS.

J. E. PLUMMER, 497
-ED. K.’SE- $18 Blue Suits only
Db. MARK R. WOODBURY’S

—

English Ballad

ME.

____

politics?

It would be easy, too, to cite distinguished
izens of
Portland
will watcli with men and women who have opposed
women’s
great interest to see the effect Mr. McCar- voting; but it seems to mo that telling what
other
think—be
people
tliev
never
so great—
thy’s letter has upon his railroad boom. Its is not
“arguing.”
natural effect, of course, will be to cause it
Mr. Blanchard in his fourth argument deto dwindle into nothingness, and
practically clares it his belief that the great body of
women are as intelligent as the
to take him out of the race for the
great body
mayoralty, of men; we have
all of us always believed
for the custom house and post office unthat, but why ought we to vote because of
assisted are hardly powerful enough to sus- it ? He says he holds that women are more
tain him. If they should find the railroad conscientious than men. Alas and alas, If
interests !still booming him, If they should this were but true! but the Holy Scriptures
do not teach us so, nor history, nor the newsfind the w ord
being passed around among the papers of the present day, nor our own
railroad employes that Mr.
McCarthy w’as knowledge of the world nor our obserV
the proper man to vote for, if
ingof the life of the people of this ninethey should teenth century.
find the campaign fund still
pouring in, and
But of vital concern to every woman is
should hear his friends
confidently predicting this: “We believe that it is the duty of
Ills election, they would be constrained to women to be the helpers of men in securing
conclude that his letter had not for some good laws and good executors of law. Wo
ao not ask women to demand and use the
reason produced its natural effect.
suffrage, only because it is their right, but
In the course of his letter Mr.
because it is their high duty to co-work with
McCarthy men
in affairs of state.”
invites Mr. Chapman to give his views on
Now many have believed that woman has
railroad questions.
That would be quite
been already heavily burdened from the besuperfluous. Mayor Chapman’s views are ginning, that she
must be so to the end; that
known of all men.
He has no entangling fn bearing and rearing faithfully sons and
alliances which it is necessary for him to daughters, in making happy homes, in working lor
among the poor, as mistry and cut loose from by letter writing. He sionaries,churches,
as nurses in hospitals, in schools,
has no need to counteract the character of
working for public charities, working iu inof his support by proclaiming that he will sane asylums, aud in the temperance cause,
she was not worthy of ireproach;
be able to act for the interests of tire city in
that she was doing her
part, performing all
spite of it. It was ho who first proposed of her “high duty.”
But the “Sweet and Pleasant
and advocated the amendment that provides
History of
I atieut Grissel” has
furnished a type of fethat the Ogdensburg railroad shall not be uiaie
excellence always exceeding comfortasold or leased without the consent of a
|e masculine mind. It seems that
majority of the people. It was largely through
She is told
mII l,as ‘!i0t. *)orne enough.
his efforts that the additional stock in the
ier llelP in politics, in the
n® toKether nobly. She is to be
Ogdensburg was Issued to the city, giving to
put upon more and more. But if the poor
men
ueed her help in
the latter a stronger hold upon the property.
the way
politics’’—by
how unfortunate y significant
the
isMr. Chapman has something better than
then should she be “satisfied, and phrase
more than
words to show his attitude in regard to this
much contented.”

teb!7

iiATTERS
dows

the gifted Ylrtit aa trtrrw, supported by hur
strong tiiimrsn (tHupnui, in her great

Good

warn

by placing

BEU .AH,

Fair.

l.tDIKS' AID NOt'lETT,
will give an entertainment In

Justice of the
Pcucc.
dec21

Boot.

CONVINCE

Kockland.Hs & As Bath.«s & 4s
No. Pacific UoId..Hs
Maine Central. .7» a (is
Anson.4s
P. & O. K. K....0S

194 IfE(»D(.B
January 1.1884.

TIIE

Portland,

_

public that

March 1st, 2d and 3d.

dtf

and

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
180 -Iliom.i:

remove

eodtl

__

TUESDAY, WEMESDAY and THI RSDAY.

_

Entertainment

JOHN H. CARD,

MASS.

_

No.

SAME

CONGRESS

the

—FOR SALK BY THE—

feb23

HtJNIJtKNft

BROWN,

421

ONCE.

Special rates given any person desirous of forming
parties of 25 or more.
Telephone 2404.
W. W. BURNHAM.

be sold at prices
have ever beeu offered in Portland.

OTHER COODS IN THE
THIS IS STRICTLY A

$40,000
CITY OF AUGUSTA, IE„ 4s,

uold

“
“
Sons Cloth
Toji Boots “
“
French Kid “
“
*•
French Boat “
c,
,
An
Straight Dongola Foxed Boots for Ladies
•
jlalniorals and Congress
'*®?4ts t0**1* durable
Cloth T°P Ure8s Congress
JeJ8?Jr
hand made
....
Morocco Leg Calf Boots

ALL

BANKKKN AND HROKHKN,

full line of
Kid
Jflousquctairc
Gloves in 8 Button.
18
Button* Hi Button and 80 Button lengths,
in Tan and Opera Shades.
a

THREE ETENIHMOilLy.

SLIDE

R E3 M E M B E R.
of BOOTS and SHOES at 421
Congress St., to
lower than

P^jrs J«s. Bovd A
«*

AT

Tleket sale at Storkbridge’s Monday morning
9o'clock. Numbers given out at 7. Tleket*
S<) and 76 cents and *1.00. Matinee 33, 60 and
75 cents.
feb24dlw
at

VACATED.

reduction in price of the FOLLOWING WELL
N07,CF.A.™£
(jarside & Sons French Kid Boots for Ladies

by the Nhowaiter ITIoriage Or, More
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire, \ermontand Kliode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Individuals are investing in this class of secu
Call or address for illustrates pamphlet,

Greenongh,

BE

bi\uww, aign ot

CORRESPONDENCE OK BANKERS, BBOKEKS
AND INVESTORS SOl-ICITED.
fel>22
eod3m

Poor &

just received

BE CLOSED OUT !

Our entire stock must be dosed out iu the next
Thirty Days. We shall
April 1st, from our old store 421 Congress St., to 401 Congress
St., Clapp’s Block.

3* NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.
HA VK CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A SELEC 1 ION OF CHOICE INVESTMENT NECIBITIES.

dee21_

TO

TOBOGGAN

RUDDYGORE.f
PORTLAND THEATRE

—AND ATTEND THE—

"KM!!4r,ic,e8 8',<i ^rar
SAMARITANS
Suede

Immense Bargains in All Grades.

KUHS, LOEB & CO.,

[PER

STOCK. TO

STORE

eod&w3mG

j an2(i

ities.

WOMAN'S SUFFRACE.

fl

tainty.

ENTIRE

■

THE TEN HOl’B

Warden—Charles A. Perry.
Clerk—George I.. Barrows.
tosh"StaMe* 'VllUani Burrowcs, Benjamin McluOcorge »■

DAVIS & MRTUN,

We have

from 9 lo ll.

Dancing

GET UP PARTIES

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
EVENING GLOVES.

RUBBERS.

_

BAILED FREE.

GLOVE DEPARTMENT.

50 CENT

RUBBERS.

EXPLAMTCT/ PAMPHLET

WARD 4.
Alderman—Nathan E. Hedlon.
OmmHlmen—L. A. Goudy, George A. Clark,
Charles A True.
H arden —George A. Dow.
Clerk—J. M. Mason.
School Committee— Ira S. I.ocke.
Constables—A. M. Sawyer, William P. Larkin.
WARD 3.
Alderman—William H. Smith.
Council men—John F. Rand. John M. Peck,
George W. Sylvester.

nstruction from 8 to9.

MENS’

35 CENT

STOCKS, GRAIN, PROYISIO^E, OIL, ETC.

Frank Hunne-

Gilbert’s Extra.
TUESDAY EVENING, Mar. 1st.

Ladies tp call and examine the line of Elegant Eight Croquet Rubbers made by
the Goodyear Glove Co., which we carry.

LADIES’

AJirNK.nKNTN.

--

WANTED.

I HOW TO MAKE SOME!

i.

AMDSEMKNT*.

—

RUBBERS I

erder to counteract the
ignorant vote.” And
yet it implied a foolish admission; the igNorth American.
norant rote, the old
story I the vote that
In spite of the fact that he has been known
| could be cajoled, that could be intimidated,
to take a hath. Judge lieagan continues to
that could be used as a weapon, that could
| l>e
grow in popular favor in Texas.
bought with a price! In what essentials
,
BOUND TO KIND FAULT.
would politics be different from what they
nre
now ?Ellen M. Mason:
Philadelphia Press.
Only a few weeks ago the Democratic and
FIN A NCI A I..
Mugwump organs were snarling at Mr.
Blaine for making public speeches, and now
they are scolding him because he is too busy
to make any. '1 hese more or less esteemed
contemporaries don’t seem to know exactly
what they want.
Hebetudinosity is what
ails them.
BY DEALING IN
THE COLOB LINK.
New York Tribune..
“The Richmond Dispatch" is the authority for the statement that no colored mail can
become a member of the Stonecutters’ Union of that city. The Dispatch also furnishes
the interesting information that the Council
Committee “have not deemed it wise to emcolored mechanics” on the new City
ploy
ball of Richmond. At the risk of being acO k
•- A U R f S
*
cused of waving the bloody shirt and openS5-.SKBUS & suck:::;-:,
ing the bloody chasm, we venture to remark
that it seems to look as though there was a
1
“■i llromtway (and
->).
color line visible to the naked eye at Richmond.
YOlMi

CHAPMAN.

niscBLLjiimija,
!

INEXPLICABLE.

PCK MAYOR.

CHARLES

IHmCELLAREOFH,

HALL,

EVEHjN,

HKCI Dth.

REQUEST.

»B. CHARLES HOWARD

MONTAGUE,

of the IIiota liilobr, will
kIvu OM ofkilWM
derlul exhibition* of

“MINO READING,”

when he will duplicate Washington Irving Bishop’*
so-called mind reading ai t* anti ciplal Inrw ii U
«««r.

reproducingallot Bishop’4remarkable

per-

foruiancvA and at the s mie time pftMUting many
entirely new ami rlgtiuil feature* which hive
puzzled scientist* and iina/d the public.
’IttbJr |p; 4'hna*llee’« l>* (lie^ir.*.

Admission 3> ct'Uls; lleser'Ve*l seal* .“W> cenH
For*il.‘;,t «'handler s M.i.i. Sion,
arruiglon
stlooi 8c«U nttltwnUy morning March
tebXMtd

Blo -k

»

n

flpwy^wiMi

——

THE
TUESDAY

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

PRESS.
MORNING, MARCHT”

PORTLAND, Feb. 28, 1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions. &c.:
Flour.
Urain.
|
I HtghMxd Coru.62 Vi*53
Superfine and
low grades 2 60@8 60 Corn, bag lots_65*66
X Boring and
Meal, bag lots. ..62*63
XX Spring..4 “0@4 25 Oats, car lots....41®42
Patent Spring
Oats,bag lots....42*43
Wheats.5 2o*5 60 Cottonseed.
car lots..
Midi.straight
@25 00
do bag...
roller .4 60*4 75
(*26 00

WIT AND WISDOM.
Wile—I’ve been wanting one of those long felt
hats for a lone while.
Husband—Well, get one, and it will fl’l a long-

felt want.”

The breath of a chronic catarrh patient is
so offensive that tie cannot
go into society
and he becomes an object of disgust. After a
time ulceration sets in, the spongy bones are attacked, and frequently, entirely destroyed. A
constant source of discomfort is tile
dripping of
the purulent secretions into the throat sometimes
producing inveterate bronchitis, which in its turn
has been the exiting cause of
pulmonary disease.
The brilliant results which have attended its use
for years past properly
designate Ely’s Cream
Balm as by far the best, if not the
only real cure
for hay fever, rose cold and catarrh.

Sack’dBr’u

clear do.... 4V%(*4»„
stone ground. 4 26@4»/»
St Louis si’gt

often

lots. .18
do bag... 20
Middlings. 20

60
00
00
00

00®22
roller.4 76@6 00
00*22
clear do—4 25*4 60 do bag lots,21 00*23
Winter Wheat
Provisions'.
Patents.6 26*6 50 Pork—
I Backs ...18 60*19 00
fhk.
l Clear
Cod. P qtl—
18 00*18 60
Large Siiore3 26*8 601 Mess.16 60*10
00
®
Largo Bank2 75*3 00| Beet—
Small..
(a
1 Ex Mess.
8 26S8 60
Pollock.2 60*3 261 Plate.... 10 00® 10 60
ExPlate 11 00*11 50
Haddock.160*200|
Hake.1
25*1 761 Lard-Herring
I Tubs D D..7Vi@7»,ie
Scaled 49 bx. 16®20c
Tierces_7V»7tic
No 1.13@15c I
Mackerel ip bbl—1886. Hams ptk
12*12 Vi
Shore ls.21 60®26 001 do covered.
.18*13 Vi
Shore 2s.12 60*15 OOi
Oil.
Med. Vs.
Kerosene-SnaU ....
@
Port. Kef. Pet. 6V4
Produce.
Water White. b
Cranuerrles—
Pratt sAst’l.PbbL 11 Vi
Maine.... 8 00®10 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11 Vi
CapeCodll 00®12 00 Ligonla. 8Vi
Pea Beans...1 76*1 85 Sliver White. 7Vs
Medium....1 75*1 80 Centennial. 8Vi
German mol 60*1 76
ltaisins.
Yellow Eyes.1 60*1 66 Muscatel
1 90®2Vi
Potatoes, bush, 60®60!Londou Lay’r 2 26*2 76
3t Potatoes 3 00@3 60|Ondur»Lay. 9
@10
Omons
3 25*3 501 Valencia. 7
@8

Palls....7«;:,Sh£c

The following conversation was overheard between two Tennessee negroes“Howdy, sir?”
"Porely, purely; I’se g. t a
in my
back. How’s yeu making it? mighty misery
"Me? Ohl l'se kicking,but not high; fluttering, but I can’t fly.”

Useful and Hurtful Medicines.

There Is a certain class of remedies for constipation absolutely useless. These are boluses and
potious made in great part of podophyllin, aloes,
rhubarb, gamboge, and other worthless ingredients. The damage they do to the stomachs of
those who use them is Incalculable. They evacuate the bowels, it is true, but always do so violently and profusely, aud besides, gripe the bowels. Their effect Is to weaken both them and the
stomach. Better far to use the agreeable and
salutary aperient, Hostetler's Stomach Bitters,
the laxative effect of which is never preceded by
pain, or accompanied by a convulsive, violent action of the bowels. On the contrary, It invigorates those organs, the stomach and the entire system. As a means of curing and preventing malarial fevers, no medicine ean compare with it, and
it remedies nervous debility, rheumatism, kidney
and bladder inactivity, and other Inorganic ail-

...

Turkeys.16(alt>i
Cliickeus.14®15|gran.

Fowls
Dueks
Gnese

uugur.
latcd p fb.6V4

.13® 141 Extra C.6%

.12

’Meeds.

141

a

.14315iKed Top....82 («;S2Vi
1 Timothy Seed2 20@2 25
liples.
9
1 50*2 75 Clover.
@llc

4

pbb’

Cheese.

Vermout....l6@16Vi

N.Y. factoryl 5® 15Vi

Kv&poiated pit,12®13c
I.c-uiuns.

Sage. 16*16

Huiier.
Creamery 40 lb...23®25

Palermo.4 00*4 60 Gilt Edge Ver_23*26
26@4 60 Choice.20*21

Messina.4

Malagers....

Good.10*17

Omures.
Store.14*15
Florida. 3 003 3 76
ligg*.
Valencia
6 00*6 26 Eastern extras ,.16@17
Messina and Pa
Can & Western.. 16* 17
Flermo p bx. 2 60*2 75 Limed.

ments.

"Yes. Bobby,” said the minister, who was diuing with the iamily, "everything in this world has
its use. although we may not know what
it is.
Now, there is the fly, tor instance. You wouldn’t
think that flies were good for anything, yet—”
“<■ h, yes I would,” interrupted Bobby, “I know
what flies are good lor.”

Foreign Exports.
MONROVIA,LIB. Schr Ellen Crusoe—48,090
ft lumber 38,448 do rails 2000 pickets 45 M shingles.

"What, Bobby?”

“Pa says they are the only thing what keeps
him awake when you are preaching.”

_

><"!iroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Feb. 26.1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
nn.i nn
n.laaallana»..n

i.yuia K. l'lBKnam's
Vegetable Compound
strengthens the stomach and kidneys and aids diIs
gestion.
equally good for both sexes.

....

_____

roads 49

uectiug
itse.

cars

Crain

A Malden schoolmistress gives the following
extract from a composition written by one of her
scholars, a boy of twelve. “Fashion” was the

l'nerchan-

miscellaneous

Quotations.

CHICAGO 1SOARU OF TRADE.

Saturday’s quotations.

subject:

WHEAT.

“Sensible people wear sensible fashions, and inpeople wear insensible fashions.”

May.
78%
78%
78%
78%

sensible

Opening_
Highest.....

Lowest.

That wonderfulrcatholicon known as Lydia E.
Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound has given the
lady a world-wide reputation for doing good.

ClosingJ....

June.
79%
79%

May. June.
38%
39%
39
39%
38%
39%
38%
39%

Highest....

Customer—Is that your dog?

lowest.

Closing.

New Customer—He seems very fond of watching you cut hair.
Hairdresser—Itsh not that. sir. Sometimes I
make a mistake anu take a little piece off a slientleman’s ear!!

80%
80%
80%
80%

79%

00 BN.
Fell.

Hairdresser—Yes, sir.

July.

79%

Opening....

New

60@20

car

OATS.

May.

Opening—
•Highest...

28%
28%

•

Lowest.

Closing.

Keep Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup at home. Physllcians prescribe it. Thousands lake it.
Price
25 cts.
Mr. Henry Mylander, a well known tailor of
Baltimore, writes“I do not hesitate to pronounce Salvation Oil a most excellent liniment.”

28%

28%

Monday’s quotations,
WHEAT.

May.

Opening.
Highest.

7.8%
79%

Closing

79

Lowest.

June.
79%
80%
79%
80%

78

July.
80%
81 %
80%
81%

COHN.

Mrs. Parvenue had been abroad, and when she
returned she had much to tell. One day a lady
was talking to her. “Ah, my dear Mrs. Parvenue,
did you go to Italy?”
“Oh. yes,” was the reply, “We were all over it
and saw everything.”
“Did you see the Vatican?”
"Yes. we were there, but It wa< eiuptio: fearful
that day, throwing up lava and smoke and stuff,
and they concluded that it would not ue safe to
go up to the top. It was a fine spectacle from the
conservatory of the hotel, and I enjoyed it quite
as much as if I had been riuht on the
spot.”

Opening.

Lowest.

Jan.
Lowest.

Closing.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Bakhett, Bankers and
Brokers, 18G Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 104
166
Casco Nat. Bank.100 161
163
First National Bank.100
116
118
Sum >erland National Bank.. 40
61
63
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 123
126
National Traders’Bank.100 143
146
Ocean Insurance Co.100
76
80
Portland Company.
06
100
Portland Gas Company. 60
65
70
B.O N D S.
State ol Maine 6s, due 1889.106
107
Portland City Ss.MuniclpT variousUH)
116
Portland City 6s, It. K. aid 1907...126
126
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.102
106
Bath City Os It. R. aid various.;.. IOC
io
lit
Bangor City 6s, long It. R. aid.. ..113
Mun.123
>25
Bangor City 6s, long
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid. 304
.Oo
And. A Ken. It. R. 6s, various... 105
106
Portland & Kell. RJt. 6s, 1895 111
13 3
Leeds & Farming’tn R. R. Gs.Ill
113

“Do you know, my friend,” said the temperance
solemnly, “what It costs you to drink whiskey? It costs your health, character, home, happiness-”
“Yes, by jings! and it costs me #4 a gallon besides. That’s the wusj; of it.”
The action of Carter's Little Liver Pin* is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently tlmu iate the
n\er, ana regulate the bowels, but do Jut purge.
They are sure to please.
For

M-ilna ('antral

man:

There’s

no

yer.
Tom—Howls that?
Harry—Why. because lie’* the joker.

the li-

that pa-

136
110

102%
107
111

anfl,.1
aeL^S’oaoi?
^'^.^^^‘'
S5S^'ci.d«rbltf?t?7®4ac:

dull and weak.

Freight* weaker; Wheat
CHICAGO. Feb. 28,1887.—Flour market dull;
Winter patents 4 26*4 50; Southern Winter at
8 76*4 00 ;Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 60*
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25 a
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 00@4 26; Minn, bakers ill sacks at 8 0«@8 26. Wheat stronger; No 2
Spring at 72%®76c; No 2 Red 78%a79c. Corn
steady; No 2 at34t4®36c. Oats—No 2 at 2394®
24e.
Rye—No 2 at B3c. Bariev—No 2 at 49®
61c. Provisions are excited—mess Fork 17 70.
I.nrd higher at 7 25V4; dry salted Bhoulders 6 00
*6 25; short clear sides 8 20*8 26.
Whiskey
steam -d.

“short” operators settled.
The market then
broke off to *18 and closed there. Starting sales
for May were made at $16 66, or advance of 30
$> bbl over the closing prices of Saturday: the
market advanced quickly to $17 10, declined to
$17, advanced to $17 66, receded to $17 46, advanced irregularly to $18 10, fell off to $17 90,
then advanced without a sale to $18 40, made
another clear jump to $18 75 aud then went to
$19 and again to $19 10. when an attempt was
made to sell off pork at this figure. The market
dropped to $18 60 without sale and declined to
There is now no doubt
$18, where it rested.
that May is cornered, hut to what altitude price
it will go is purely conjectural.
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 28 1887.—The Flour market
Is steady; XXX 2 70*2 80; family 3 00*3 15;
choice at 3 35@3 50; fanev at 3 70®3 80; extra
fancy at 3 86*8 96; patent at 4 16*4 40. Wheat
active, firm and higher. No 2 Red at 77»4®78V4.
Corn is firmer and higher; No 2 Mixed 34a3t»/4.
Oats dull hut firm; No 2 Mixed at 281/4.
Rccc P S—Flour. 7,0oo bbls; wheat, 16,000 bu;
coin. 72,000 busb; oats, 24,000 bush; rye,1,000
bush, barley 62,txX) bush.
Shipments—Flour,7,000 bbls ;wlieat 7,000 hush;
com.223,000 lush; oai11000 busli;lrye O.OOObU;
barley 4,000 busb.
« r,w <>Ki.r.Ai\s,i<eu. gs.ios/.—cotton steady;
middling!) Vic.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 28, 1887. Cotton is quiet;
middling 9 l-16e.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 28,;i8S7.—Cotton Is firm;
middling UVic.
MEMPHIS,Feb. 28, 1887.—Cotton steady; middling 9 Vic.
MOBILE, F’eb. 28. 1887.—Cotton is firm; middling 9c.

York Stock and money Waifg-t.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW VOKK, Feb. 28
1887.—Money on tail
has been easy, ranging from 8% to 6;last loan at

3%. closing at 2.

Prune

mercantile paper very
scarce at 6
7 asked with loans made at 0 per
cent.
weak
with concessions all
Exchange
around. Government bonds are dull and rather
and rather heavy. Railroad bonds are moderate-

bid,

STATE OF TRADE.
(From Bradstreet’s of Saturday, Feb. 28.)
Out of twenty-five cities reported by
telegraph
to Bradstreet’s, Chicago and Kansas
City alone
announce special gains in^he volume of
staples
distributed duriug the week. New York, Pittsburg. at. Louis aud Dallas, Tex., report some improvement, while at Boston, Cleveland, San Francisco, Nashville, Evansville, Milwaukee and Galveston, no special change is noted. General trade
has experienced a check at
Philadelphia, Columbus, Ohio, Cincinnati, tLouisville, Omaha, Burlington, Minneapolis, St. Paul and New Orleans,
and at other points, owing to rain and snow

Adams Express
Amerlcau Express.
Central Pacific.

142
109

36%

Chesapeake & Ohio.
81/4
Chicago & Alton.
142%
Chicago & Alton preferred....: .160
Chicago, Burlington & [.Quincy.137%
Del. & Hud. Canal.101%
Del., Lack. & West.135%
Deuver & Rio Grande, new.

Erie. 33»,4
Kric preferred
72
Illinois Central.
129%
lad Bloom. & Western. 18
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore.
94%
Louisville & Nasn—. 611/4
Manhattan Elevated.. 156%
Michigan Central.
89%
Mtnn as v, Louis. 18%
ao pref.
42%
M Isamu 1 Pacific.
108
New iersey Central
68%
28
Northern Pacific.
uo met.
69%
...

continued bad condition of the country roads, aud as well as cities previously named,
tiecause of the Intervention of a holiday. The Industrial situation Is rather better, the average
number of employes striking within ten days liavIniudropped off one-half as compared with a
month prior thereto. It Is probable that labor
disturbances for two months will record over
100,000 strikers In 1887, against 58,000 in 1888.
storms and

..
...._

...

aggregate

morinwesiern.t -law

Northwestern preferred.

ended yestesday
against 976,720,262 last week and *613,758,040
in the like week of 1886, a decline of about
*103,000,000 on the week, materially lest than may bo
ascribed to the loss of one day’s business. As
compaietl with the week a year ago (five days)
there is a gain of *60,000,000,or about 8 per eent.
Leading domestic money markets arc rather more
active than last week, and Cheago has been drawing on New York for funds. Owing to Interruption to the country trade west, southwest and
northwest, mercantile collections have been
greatly curtailed. The demand on local bankers
at several of the more important
distributing centers Is noted in changing rates for
exchange on
New York. The gross earnings of 100
railways,
having half the total mileage of the country, we re
in
*24.490,000 January, against *20,065,000 iu
January, 1886, a sain of *4,425,000.
Wheat suffered another reaction during the
week, which declining visible stocks and quantity
afloat failed to check. Speculative circles were
again demoralized; weak longs let so, and prices
declined rapidly with active trading. Active export bttyluz at lowest flguros. east and west, ud
vanced quotations again, the close
yesterday at
New York being 89c against 9014c a week
ago.

141

New Vork Central..
112*4
New Vork. Chicago St St. .Louts.
7*4
do nrel.
1944
«)hlo Ccniral.
Ohio & Miss.
27Vi
Out.. & Western.
17»/4
88 Vs
Oreiion Transcon
Pacific Man...
65
—.

Panam:.
Pullman Pal -ce.J40V4
Reading. 3(1%

BocK island.
126
St Louis & Ban Fran.
32
do pref.. 64*4
1st prel.....
112*4

St.! Paul
sil*/s
Paul St.preferred.120*4

St/Paui, Minn. St Man. 116*4
St Paul N ".naha..
48*/a
aotpre.108
Texas Pacific. 27*4
Union Pacific
.57*4
U. S. harness. 62
18
Wabash, St. Iamis & Pacific
80
do pref.
Western Union Telegraph. 74%

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph-j
CHICAtiO, Eeb. 28, 1887—Cattle market—re1000; stronger for good;
shipments
6,000;
ceipts
shipping steers 3 60a3 00; Stockers and feeders
at 2 60*3 85; cows, bulls und mixed 2 00&3 60;
hulk 2 80®3 20.
Hogs—receipts 1,000; shipments5,000; strong;
rough and mixed 6 2045 66; packing and shipping at 3 35,0,6 85; light at 4 90.a5 40; skips 3 30
44 TO.
Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 600; steady;
natives at 3 00K4 90;Western 3 75a4 70,Texans
4 70. Lambs 4 50 ao 76.

llradstreet's advices are that the Austrian colowill have 190,000 short tons of wheat
or
export. Export demand at San Francisco Is good.
Hog products, excepting mess pork, have cone
off rapidly after the heavy advance, on freer deliveries of hogs and speculative influences. TI10
continued advance of pork at Chicago Is explain-.-•hmestic Markets,
ed by the fact that a large short interest is
being
by Telegraph.]
well squeezed. The advance of 20@30 points in
shiv
Vi n l>. Peh. 28 1887.—Flour marketcoffee options within three days was lost within !
ed eip's 22.499 nntsaud sacks; exports 544H bbis
ten minutes yesterday. Baltimore sold
heavily.
and 8748 sacks; dull; sales 12,500 bbls.
Brazilian receipts are smaller, but home tradede- i
Iso 2 at 2 30g3 10;
am. (juotaliuns
suptrtme
Western and .-stale 2 70,68 26; common to good
maud Is light. Holders are Ann. Iron and steel
and
Stale at 3 30*3 60,
extra Weslcrn
good to
are quiet.
choice do at 3 66si 10; eouunon lo choice White
There were 163 failures in the United suites
wheat Western extra at 4S6&.4 85; fancy do at
to good exlra Ohio at 3 20
reported to Bradslreet’s tilts week, against 211 at 4 8506 lo; common
jt5 OO: eonimou to choice extra 81 Louis at 3 20a,
last week, 208 a year ago, 254 two years ago, 218
iliunesota extra good to prime at
5 10; pale 1
three years and 204 four years ago. Canada had
4 500,4 76; cimice to double extra do ni 430*1
n HI. tuclu-v e 1600 bills city mill extra at 4 50
The total til the
27 Hits against 35 last week.
C<&4 66; 900 iilils fine do at 23063 10: 660 bbls
United Stales tills year to date is 2.141, against
superfine 2 70a3 25; 850 bills extra No 2 at 3 80
2.301 til 1886, 2861 111 1885, 2341 ill 1884, and
M.3 00; 3,800 bbls winter wheat extra 3 20®5 lo4200 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 20«5 10. \soulli2
f. in 1883. Canada has had 233 this year,
ern flour steady; common to fair extra 3
50(64 (hi■
against 219 last, 250 In 1885, 280 in 1884, and
good to choice do 4 10a,5 25. Bye flour steady’
246 hi 1883.
wheni—receipts 10*»,100 bush; higher; exports
nies

|

Yours for Health
2°

Teats

IIA K.
P.
/IM

Kocord.

PINKHAM’S

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND,
Is

ft

Positive Care
Painful

SAIL!NC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

and
and

FOU

Richmond New York..Liverpool.. .Mch
Saale.New York..Bremen
Mch
City of Para.New York.. Aspinwall Meh
Cienfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos .Mch
Celtic.New York..Liverpool... Mch
Rheatia.New York..Hamburg ...Mch
Manhattan.New York..Ilav&VCrur Mch
Gallia .New York..Liveruool...Mch
Elbe.New York..Bremen ....Mcli
of

Rliynlaud.New York..Antwerp....Mcli

Saratoga.New York..Havana

Mcli

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool;...Mcli
Ciiyof Chester...New York..Liverpool ..Mch

Aller.New York..Bremen. ...Mch
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool... Mch
..

Cienfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos Mch
Germanic. New York..Liverpool.. .Mch
Suevia.New York..Hamburg...Mcli
Aurauia.New York..Liverpool...Mcli
Devouia.New York..Glasgow
Mch

Werra.New York ..Bremen
Mch
Zaaud&m.New York. Amsterdam Mch
San Marcos.New York..Havana
Mch
Westemland.New York.-Antwerp ..Mch
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos Mch

common

3 Mothers,

1
2
2
3
3
3

^

■

TH3S ^W**
SENT BT MAIL 8 B-

observation,
Mrs. ITnkilvm’s ‘‘Guide to Health”

receipt

or price.

and confidential CIRCULAR MAILED TO ANY LADY 8ENDINO ADDRESf
AND STAMP TO Lynn, mass. Mention this Paper.

IT8 MERITS KEEP UP THE SALE.
triT is a Blessing to overworked women. It

12

mb.

MOVES FAINTNESS, FLATULENCY, ALL CRAVING FOB STIMULANTS, AND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH. CURES
Lecoorrucea. Menstrual periods passed without pain.

12
12
12
17

Physicians Use It and Prescribe It.
THE DROOPING

SPOUTS, INVIGORATES AND

HARMONIZES THE ORGANIC FUNCTIONS, GIVES ELASTICITY
AND FIRMNESS TO THE STEP, RESTORES THE NATURAL LV8TRK
TO THE EYE, AND PLANTS ON THE PALE CHEEK OF WOMAN THE
FRESH ROSES OF

...

—

LIFE’S

SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER TIME.

WEARY WOMEN PRAI8E IT.

...

Its purpose is solely for the legitimate healing of disease and the relief of pain, and it does all it claims to
dq
It will cure entirely all ovarian or vaginal troubles,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements;
and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is particularly
adapted to the Change of life.

ISTEWt-C

PORT OF PORTLAND.
28.

AN ANGEL OF MERCY.
The Woman's Sure Friend for aij. delicate and com*
LADIES IT WILL NOT PERFORM SURGICAL

Arrived.
Steamer Hercules, Swain, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamship Franconia. Bcnnet, New York—mdse
to JB Coyle.
Sch Enterprise. Strout. Boston, to load lumber
for New York.
Sch Adeline. Starkey, Halifax for New York.
Sell Avis, (Br) McLean, St John, NB, for New
York.
Sch Anna V Bergen, (Br) Odell, St John. NB,
for New York.
Sch Humboldt. Pinkliam. Koothhav.

PLICATED TROUBLES.

OPERATIONS OR CURE

CANCER, BUT IT WILL UNDER ALL CIR-

CUMSTANCES, ACT IN HARMONY WITH THE LAWS OF NATURE.
GTT1IAT FEELING OF BEARING DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT
AND BACKACHE, IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BT ITS
USE.

«?*A11 Hold by DruggistB.-||i
MRS. PINKi!AM'8 LITER PILLS curb
Constipation,*
Biliousness and Torpidity of the Liver, 26 cents.

Cleared.

Brig May, (Br) Manning, Lunenburg, NS—mas- L

f

MARINE INSURANCE.

"N

I

ter.

Sen Ellen Crusoe, Jones, Monrovia, Lib—S C
Dyer A Co.

Boston Marine

SAILED—Barque Mary.
FROM

OUB CORRESPONDENT.

INSURANCE COMPANY

WISCASSET. Feb 28th —Sid, sch Lawrence
Babies, Tibbetts, Cnsfleld, Md.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Philadelphia 28th, barque Ocean PearlFROM

Hardy,

on

13

17 State St., BOSTON.
Wall Street, NEW YQEK.

Cardenas.

Matanzas 19th, schs J K Souther, Belano,
Grace Davis, Dyer, Portland; 22d.
barque Ada P Gould, Heurahau. New York.
Sid 2181, schs Helen G Mosely, Holt, Portland;
24th, barque Naverslnk, Hall, do; brig Jennie
Phinney. Morton, do.
Ar at Cardenas 27tli, barque Jessie Macgregor,
McFaddcu. New York; sch Geo Walker, Cole,
At at

Aspinwall;

Capital Paid

ONE MILLION D0LLAR8.
Assets
OVER TWO
Net

MILLION DOLLARS.

Surplus as to Policy Holders

$1,651,161.94.

Sld

man. New York.
Sid Ini Iquique

in Cash

This is the

this continent upon the
Risks onlft and
plan, taking
the business of the Company exceeds that
of all other Massachusetts companies com.

doing

about Feb 16, barque B Webster

business

largest American company

stock

Kinney, Philadelphia.

Sid frn Bristol, E, Feb 27, barque Vllora H Hopkins. Netv York.
Sid 1m Hong Kong Jan 18th, barque Ralph M
Haywood, Baxter, New York.
Ar at Manila Jan 13, ship John T Berry, Watts,
Iliogo.
Sid fin Paulllac 23d Inst, ship Oneida, McGilvery, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 26th, ship Abner Coburn,
Nichols, San Francisco.
Passed St Helena Feb 16, barque Amy Turner,
NewelA from Chittagong for New York.
A r at Rio Janeiro Jan 3utli, brig Josela, Snow,
St Thomas.
Sid fm Halifax 26th, brig Artos, Robinson, for
New York.
Arat Jeremle 7th Inst, sch Edith B Coombs,
Thompson, St Pierre, for New York 16th.

on

Marine

bined.

_

R. B.

FULLER,

of foremast split.
Sell Georgte L Dickson, Harding, from Baltimore for Boston, put into Norfolk 26tb for
repairs,
having been 111 collision with sell Woodruff,'’ and
••

(‘M.rni'il

u Wfl V

plauksliear

fm-fM-ii/mnir

unit

wna

#>nt

ilnurn

to

starboard side; also, carried away
shrouds of mainmast on starboard side and sustained other damage.
Sell Etta A Stlmpsou. Thomas, from Brunswick
for St John, NB, put Into Vineyard-Haven 20th
leaking 600 strokes per Inur. Will probably take
extra men and proceed.
New Bedford. Feb 28— Sch Amina F Angell.
Tripp, from Baltimore for Portland, has anchored
oil Nohska with loss of headgear.
She was m
collision with sen W L Bradley and the latter
un

sank.

New York, Feb 28th—Barque Henry Warner,
Paine, from Santos for New York, with coffee, has
put iutp Barbadoes, supposed in distress.

hav^

Domestic Ports.
SAN FBANCISCO-Ar 27th, ship Raphael,
Harkuess. Newcastle.
PORT TOWNSEND-Ar 18th, ship Soltaire,
Bewail, San Francisco.
PASCAGOU LA—A r 2Ctli, sch Nellie T Morse,
Baker. Aspiuwall.
Cld 26th, sch Nelson Bartlett, Watts, Boston.
MOBILE—Ar 2«tli. schs Dora Matthews, Brown
New V ork: Carrie E 8 long.
Strong, Bostou.
KEk WEST-Ar 27th. brig lilt Hussey, Norton. Galveston for Philadelphia, (see Mem.)
CHARLESTON—Ar 27th, sch Victor Puig. Haros. liaracoa.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 24th, sell
Emma E Angell, from Baltimore for Portland.
BALT iMURE-Ar 26th, sen Bent F Poole, Davis, New York.
Ar 27th, sch St Johns, Gillmore, Fernandina.
Cld 25th. sell Frank O Dame, Rogers, Providence; Helen Montague, Cook sou, Salem; Thus
W Hyde, Sherman, Portland, (and sailed.)
Slu im Bermuda Hundred Fell 26th, sch A F
Crockett. Thorndike, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, sch James A Garfield, Kent. Cardenas.
Ar 27lh, barque Oceau Pearl. Hardy, Cardenas;
brig Elizabeth Winslow. Oakes, Cardenas.
Cld 26th, barque Eliza J McMauemy, Dodge,
Matanzas.
Sid fin Reedy Island 20th, barque Eliza J MeManemy. Dodge, Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar SOtli, schs Florence Rogers,
McLeod, Zaza 14 days; Addle G Bryant, Stubbs,
Philadeldhta.
Ar 27tli. sells Martinique, Lowell, Tlaeotalpan;
Marion Hill, Armstrong. St Domingo; Nigbtiuggale, Whalen, Eastport j B W Morse, Wiley, New
Ilaven.
Cld 26th, barque Gamiel, Crockett, Rio Janeiro;
Carrie Heckle,Collins. Havana; sells Lizzie Lane,
Herrick, Port au Prince; Cyrus McKown, Farnliain, St Kitts.
Sid 27th, sldp Alfred D Snow, for San Francisco.
Passed the Gate 20th, sells Rival, from NYork
for Bath; John Bracewell. do for Boston.
Passed tile Gate 27th, sell Hope Haynes, Collins, from New York for Bostou; L T Whitmore,
do for Boston; Mary, do for Rockland; Addie u

POWDER
Pure.

HEADACHE, Dilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. 25c. a Tiot
by druggists.

TO

Mldaie

Miissey’s Kow, Middle street; also one store
Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT

WM. P.

E. VAN N00R0EN &

TO

Dwellings.

BOSTON.
eod6m

IN THE

—

Now. ‘M

DM.I .»•»

BUILDING,

si. __u

....

1>. ll tUl.OlK. Esq.
Very pleasant and desirable Rooms, large Vault.
Stea
Heat, Elevator and .Janitor service. Also
New Room just fitted
up In the basement, suitable
as an Insurance or Broker’s Office.
feb’28dlw
APTLY AT THE BANK.

We

11
street,
front aud back

head of State street, contains
parlor, diuiug room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses In the city. Kent $660 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS fit ADAMS, No. 22
Exchange St.
dec24dtf
near

LOST.
wallet containing a small sum of
money, which the owner cau have by proving property aud paying charges. L. M. PEARSON, 4 Horton
28-1

FOUND—A

Place,_

T OWT—Sunday noon ou Free or Oak Streets,
JU between Free St., Baptist Church and 77
Oak St., a pair of steel bowed spectacles. Will
finder please leave at 77 Oak St2$-l
noon,

on

Spring street,

near

HATTERS!

manufacturers of Silk and Stiff Hats, finest quality and
workmanship guaranteed. Our Hats are SECOND TO NONE. We do
not advertise to give two dollars for
one, but we can and will sell

cheaper than

all other dealers.

The New York leader of fashions.

Silk and Stiff
the world.

Hats,

SOMERS,7The Hatter,
LEADING MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTER,

always be t'onnd

Old Stand.

at

25!),

display

If.
Sldtf

inuNcnN’?
UUniVOUIl 0 nmuiDii.

MR. S.•
18-2

ANTE D—All to know that the firm of Hall
\kl
VT
& Dawson Is dissolved by mutual consent
The business will be carried on by Chas. Dawson
Jr. at the old stand.
CHAS. DAYVSON Jr. C.
B. HALL, 236 Dantortli street.
_24-1

Bures

Diphtheria. Croup. Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia. Pneumonia, Rheumatism. Bleeding at tbs
Dungs, Hoarseness. Influenza. Hacking Cough. Whooping Cough, Catarrh. Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

rent of 4 or 5 rooms for
man and wife: thust be cheap; parties having such they would like to rent to reliable person
cun address stating terms, H. 8., this office.
23-1

WANTED—Small

isiAN YNP*

Ladies’to caU at 618 Conlargest stock
of
and
City,
fancy pins for the hair;
plain
special sale for ten davs. New lot just lu, new
styles. LOVEltlNU’S PARIS HAIR STORE,

WANTED-Tlie
gress street, to examine the
iu the

with from

■

■ ■
trated
Pamphlet ■
All who buy or order direct from us. and
request It, shall receive a certificate that the money shall
be refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail
price, 36 cts.; O bottles. *2 00. Express prepaid to
any part or the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON * CO.. P. O. Box
3118. Boston, Mass.

$8,000
party
WANTED—A
estab810.000 to buy nail Interest in
to

lished wholesale and retail business. From Scoot' to $0,000 net protit guaranteed on his money.
Fullest Investigation given. Address "H,” Press

MOST WONDERFUL

22-1

cash prices paidlor cast
oS clothing, ladies’s or gent's; or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M. UEGltOOT, Perry House, Portland, Me. 23-1
to know that our illusWANTED—Everyone
trated cataSgue of flower and vegetable
seed, is
for
free distribution.
ready
SAWYER & CO., Seedsmen. f> Preble St.

W. C.
22-1

now

WANTED—Those

looking for bargains In
WANTED—Those
Boots and Shoes to call at No. 553 ConOak St. All
at bottom

gress, corner
goods
and every pair warranted. Men’s
less than cost. J. W. TURNER.

prices,

Kip Boots

at

10-1

gold and silver. Why keep
your old broken and worn out jewelry when
you caii get Us full value In cash or taken In exchange for watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 400 Congress St.,

WANTED—Old

Scliriver, Proprietor.

18-4

to sell
full line of
WANTED—Salesmen
Fruit and Ornamental Trees and other
stock. For
address

CHA8. H.
particulars
10-2
Park, Rochester, N. Y.

1,0(1 It KAKKEEM WANTED—20 cents
will be paid until further notice. GOIJDY &

19-tf

er d o X—CLEAN barrels with beads and In good
lit
condition, for which 20 cents will be
20-2
paid at No. 12 UNION WHARF.
FEMALE HELP.

cook

good
WANTED—A
try prefered; reference
address 112 FREE ST,

one

from the

counor

required. Call

eotl&wly

Principle,

at

—

No. 221
25-1

other Food..

leading Physicians.
by
Oscar Oldberg, I*h. D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, and Dean of the College of
Pharmacy. Chicago, says of It: "I have analyzed
Bush's Fluid Food or Borinine, and find that It
contains 26.58 per cent ut soluble albuminoids.”
A. L. Loomis, M. I).. LI,. D., of New York,
says: “I prescribe Bush’ Fluid Food, or Bovinine, and prefer it to all others.”
Lewis L. Bryant, M. D., City Physician of
Cambridge, says: "l feel In prescribing Bovlntue
my patients are getting one of the best articles of
food known to the profession.”
Geo. H. Payne, M. D„ Pres. Massachusetts
Surgical and Gynecological Society, says: “I have
used Bovtnine largely, and can say that it excels
all other Raw meat extracts, and, In fact, all other kinds of food that 1 have ever used In building
up patients troubled with cancers, and most
cheerfully recommeud It to the profession.”
Recommended

Men and women to sell shiploads of
thread clipping Thimbles; best tiling
in America. Send 10 cents for samples and circular. T. H. HUSTON, 124Vi Union street, Lynu,
Mass.
21-1
iHI8CEIiLAKEOVg.
TUOEIIAND DOI,I,ABN-To loan
first class city real estate security. ApC. I*. MATTOCKS, No. 31V2 Exchange St.,

__25-1

Daring the Inal four month. of
ne.., the prineipol food of GEN.
wa.

i*

best drug

no old
reason for

stores in

stock, all

new

selling.

For
PERKINS &
House

inlying: also Wharf
Lots with privilege
1AOK
to MOSES GOULD, 101 North
Back Cove.
Apply

on

24-1

street.

of City Hotel Stable;
"into the cart.
7-4

Ft»K
no loading to do; slides
EASTMAN & GOODWIN.

NAEE-Oue second hand 12 Horse
Power Eugiue and Boiler with all the fittings

FOK

BIDDEFOllV>IMSTOV*Ei<FOUNi>U^n'Bmdeford
Maine.___________

FOR^SALB.
l/j,

sdiooner, New Boxer; «0 tons; light
draft; rebuilt in 1883 with best white
pan he bought at a bargain if
u;ik
for soon. SAMUEL BAN KIN.
Kennebunkport Me., Feb. 22, 1887 feb22d3w*

r,

■JMilfc-calb-d

To Lei,

Chicago,

111.

Put up In 6 ounce and 12 ounce bottles.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,
Agents for New England States.—All Druggists.

Janll

eotlUm

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

GUINNESS’

DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
bouse on Pine street, near Brackett street,
contains two
recently modernized and improved,
kitchen, batb room, (with
parlors, dining room, seven
chambers, plenty of
hot and cold wafer,)
1,1
®.r®
closets and front and back
area of

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale in

the Original Package by

tSSSi

4.o(K) smiare

feet. Terms reasonable. Inqnlre of ROLLINS &
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

Arrai|«rst~ls

410

Fore

Street.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-live years expe-

HAVING

iiciieu m me

uusiuess who

nailer

corey

a

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.j
8.00: Mechanic Palls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.0b; £. Hebron 9.30:
BuckOeld 9.46; E. Sumner 10.35; Hartford,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57:
Mechanic Palls 3.15: arriving at W Minot 3.37;
K. Hebron 3.37: Buckfleld 3.50: K. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.J6; Gllbertvtlle 4.36 p.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.16, 9.15 A m.;
arriving at Portland 8.26 a. m 12 06 p. m.
MTAliK f ON N CCFTIO.NN.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.27 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Bucktteld 3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30: Dtxileld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also lor
Breltun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.(81, DlxOeld 7.00 a. m.: arriving at Portland 12.06 n. ill.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt
K. C. BRADFORD. G. T.

A._oct29dlf

liRA.Vi) TRIM RAILWAY OP CAJUIM.

HA.tlPHOm, Agewi,

L«m Wharf. Boolaa.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CIL

On

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf dally, Suudays Excepted, (or Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jeuks.Oreat Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island lor Portland and Intermluate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
atb.ioa. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
sep20dtfGEO. F. WEST. Manager.

AKKANGEHENT§.

ON

on

octZO__dtf
Ross’s Vegetable

p.

Frans Aewistan and Ankara, 8.36 A m.
12.06. 3.16 and (\.N> p. m.
Frans liarbaa, a26 a m., 12.06 and 5.50 p. m,
Freoa t'birage end nauirral, IS.IX.
Sroui if urbrr, 12.06 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.

Wednesdays

and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38 East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

35

septal-dt>General Agent

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP oOMPAATS

vessels in
repairs.
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. W. STIMP80N, JB..
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
decltiatf

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
TO
'Illwiul*
INrlrnil, ihicag*.
Ml.
LmU.
OuiMhrt, Magi’.
naciRMli,
Ml. Paal, Mall I .at Ur C'iljr,
Draver, Maa Praaciara.

FOK—

CrmH.

California, Japan, Oilin' Cantrai

^
T

euoo.

ana bourn America ana

iv
liTlr

and all

CITY OF rAKA, satis Wednesday March 2, Noon.
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal St., North
Hirer, tor Man Francis** 'la The Isthmus a(
Panama,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$705 Steerage *30.
From San Francisco, 1st apd Brauuan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF KIO 1)K JANEIRO, sails Saturday
March 6, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general lnlormat Ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. A DAMN Ac CO.,

JUbKPH HICKSON,Reneral Manager.
WM. KDUAR. (i. P. A..
J. HTkPHKNSON. Hunt.
Nov. 1.
1886._dtl

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R

113 Mule Nireet, Car. Brand Hu, Haeuu.

ARRANGEMENT

dtl

elO_

na ^lWS, PassengerTrains will Ixra**
Portland:
UortcMtrr, l lnntou, Iyer Jaaclia*.
ftanhua, W ia.ll.aaaa and Fppiug at 7.3
a. on. uul 1.03 p. at.
Par VlHurferatrr, < auroral, and points North
ac 1.03 p. an.
Par Harbralrr, Muriagralr, %ll>««l, %%'airv«
bara, .md Mara Hirer at 7.30 a. wi.,||.03
aud imixed) at 0.30 p. an.
Par fiarhaa at 7.30 a. an., 1.03, 0.30, so
^inixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Par Mncrnrappa, l amb, rli.a.i Vfllla, »>.b
br.ol, J.nlln gild W ..«■ f.rV. at >.Jt
.ml IIMNIa. ■„ ■ .03. .'1.00, H lfl IM

Par

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moviile and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, lit* Londonderrf.
MAILING DATEM

27th Jan.
24th Feb.
loth Mar.
24th Mar.
7th Apr.

From
Portland,

oTKAMKiist
_

Oregon,

17th Feb.

j

From
Halifax.

loth Feb!

17th Mar. (lPth Mar.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
I4ih Apr. 16th Apr.
Vancouver.
Sarnia,28»h Apr. |aoth Apr.
Sarnia,

(mixed, #.:l#p.

Orkoon,

gar F.re.1 % veuuc
Urrria. IM.IMt a. m.
Hi no ami «.'M p. ■.
The 1.09 p. m. tralu from Portland connect* at
%,ct J I, m l. with II.muc l .aael H.ulr for
the West, and at I'.Ion Depot, W .ree.ter, tot
New Y.ek via Harwich Liar, and nil rail
vL Mprinattrld, also with M. Y. AN.*:. K. K.

BHIMTOC NEK VICE, (Avoiiiiiwith l>ock.)
Avonin'th! STEAMERS. iFnnii Portland.
loth February
2oth January.
Texas,
3d February._iQuEHac,_[24th February.
From

(“Steamer Maryland Route") (ut Philadelphia.
HikliiiMore, Wa.hiagi.a, and the M.alh, inn
With Hanlon A Albany It. K. for the W Ml.

Kales at Pass.gr
Cabin...*60, *60, *76 .Return .*100, *125. *150
Return.. *60
Intermediate*:!"
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVTD TORRANCE A CO.,
nov2dtf
Foot of India street.

Close connection made at Wotbrook Ja, ,e»
iloaa wttn through trains of Maine Central K. K. and
at Urand Trunk
Portland, with through
traius of Urand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. H KI.I.KN,Ticket Agent, P, rb
land A Rochester Demit at foot of Prebfe Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J w PKTKH8 Hunt

Transfer,

,.

..

oct23dtf_

International

IAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

vuk

lifter IIVMMt, Oft. 2),
ISMtt, Pannenifer Train* Leave
Portland an follow*:
For IlHMgor, 7.10 a. ill., vta tugu.m; 1.20 p.
On mid

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX. N. S.
—

New

AND ALL PARTS OP

—

Hraaswick,

Nava Mralia, Prince
wards Island, and Cape Kmoa.

via Lew Minn. 1.26 and tll.15 h. in, viaAnfor Kllrw.rtb, Bar llnrb*r, VnnreHnltfns, and the Prsvis.
4rw.tMk I'.aalr,
era, Ml. Mlrpbrw it ail

in.,

K.ta;St. J.ha,

Ed.

e.,

l.au

Dl?

week sod you have the floraep. .lulled stove in Uie
world. For ssts by sll Uiocers sod Stove Deslore.

s

particulars

seut

on

dec9

application.

CONSUMPTION.

T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 81st Bt.
oi't23"odfrwBm»
New York City.
T> A PUD rosy be found nnfheatOea I
I A 1 Uj IL K Howell a Co's Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (Vi Spruce Street), where adverb*
huf contracts me.y be "ladu tor It IN N liW YOKIf*

TUIQ
1 lilo

_eod3m

Proprietors,

1 aave a positive remedy fur the above disease; by Ua bm
thousands of eaaaa of She worst kind and of long s anding
bet* n curt* d Indeed, so strong is my faith In Itseffloaej
that I will send TWO BOTTLE? FREE, together with a TALI'ABLE ^RKATISBon this disease, to an sufferer. Give extiete A r. V,tdorsM. M.T. A. SLOCUM,iu realism. T

Ibav#

LL keepers of hotel®, boarding houses and
/JL employment offices to whom persons are
brought from surrounding towns and from towns
wUhfii the State, and who are such persons a» are
liable to become a public charge, are
earnestly requested to send both the person bringiug
ami such
to the Office of the Over5J22S5 fgx
*
that their pauper settiement
te
°J)r*
may be determined as to whether It is in the city
dolnK 50 y°« wbl help the Pauper De£ot*
partment to save an item w’hloh is already begin
I
ntng to add quite an amount to our pauper ex
penses. I*ER ORDER.
feb21UM

brouiht

ni.

ro.

naagw

h, 7.10 A m., 1.25,
a. m„ 1.26. 6.16
p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. in.;
Kscklaad and Km aad (.tarsia K It.,
7.10 A in.. 1.25 p. m.; Aul ara aad l.rwis
Isa at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p in ; lashua
via Hrauswlek, 7.10 A m., 1.26, (11.16 p.m.;
Paraiasisa, Tloumoulh W ialhrsp Oahlaad aad Slavik Aassa, 1.20 p. m.; Para,
iuglou via Hrunswick. 7.10 a. m. and 1.21
m.
trains timed as above Irom t'ommercL.) Street
Station, stop at

Rm

Sold toy All SrugKlsta.
.PRICE sac.. aoc. and •! .OO.

4

(ii.iop.

itardiarr and Hi uaoa.ii

iHollce.

L1 C W Its causes, and a new and
successful 1'IIBK at your
home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the uoted specialists without benefit.
Cured himself in three
Full
months, aud since then hundreds of others.

1.20 ana

6.16,111.16 p. m., Huib, 7.1o

A CREAT DISCOVERY!

i IS v

p. in.,

A Piaeninquis R. R.. 7 .10 a. m., 111.15 p. in.,
loi XUov.hr*..It Brilojo Ms BntrrrV.th
1.25,(11.15 p. BLj Waterville. 7.10 A m..
1.20, t.26, and, tli.16 p. in., and on Saturdt ys
only at 6.16 p. in., lor taauvia, Slsltstvrll,

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent und effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00.,

TRAINS

.Siaaditf. On. *3,

'mm-

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

|
Liverpool.j

OF

On and alter

DOMINION LINE.

From

points in the

Sortliwrat, Weal and NonlhweU.

Jan 13_S&TuTh&wlv

IjAI il

Oaool Fool of India Street

Eichangi Si, and
—

—LINK

•d~Tap« Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
removed In from one hour and thirty minutes
to three hours.

now

B

m.

AH HI V A I.M.

AUBURN. MAINE.

been thor-

Port Clyde Maine Railway has
in readiness to
THE
oughly rebuilt, and is
All work
take out all
need of

\

in.

Far

1.30 p.

__

To Vessel Owners.

1W«,

Uarban, Msntrrul, t hirtsk*
Qurbrr, 1.3* p. in.
Far HarhUeld and Cantis, 7.10 A m.

LUNGPneumonia,
RESTORATIVE!
Notice
Coughs.
Whooping

i* hekeby uivkn, that tim
subscriber lias been duly appointed ExecuWill cure
Colds,
tors of the will of
Cough, Croup, Asthma. Bronchitis, aud all Diseases of the Throat aud Lungs.
MARY ISABEL TRICKEY, late of Portland,
Also Consumption
In Its first stages. Price 50 coats per bottle.
If
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and baa
unable to get ft front your druggist send at once to
taken
upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
|
J. L. RONS, 114 Lee Ave., Brooklyn N. Y. I the law directs. All persons having dem -.nds upon
the
estate
of said deceased.are required to exhibit
feblfi
eod&wlni
the same: and all persons Indebted to said estate
i are called upon to ma 'e payment to
HENRY S. TRICKEY, Executor.
feblBdlawTu3w»
Portland, Feb. 3d, 1887

after MONDAY, NaV. 1,
trains will ran us fallawei

her Ankara sad l.ewisw a,7.10a m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
Fsr t-artmm, 7.10 a. m., 1.80, 4.VJ' and 6.30

For NEW YORK,
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

and

DEPABTE HUS.

TRUE'S PinVORM ELIXIR !

d.,

»1* of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., wurrauts me in believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.

|,*

Lewiston

THIS

dtf

nov24_

ftffect Nev.

IMMO.

USE.

lii Insolvency.
WINTER AltKANGEMENT.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
The new Steamers ot this Line will leave RailState of Maine,
February 21, A. D. 1887.
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
In CAse of SAMUEL M. HOOVER, Insolvent
and THURSDAY at 6.00 p M„ for EAST FORT
Debtor.
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
is to give notice, that on the twenty-first*
Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination. tp-Freiglit received upto 4.00 p. m.
day of February, A. 1). 1887, a Warrant In
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at ihe Uuion
Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other inforJudge of the Court of Insolvency for said Counof
mation
at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, (out
Cumberland, against the estate of said
ty
of State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR..
SAMUEL M. HOOVER, of Yarmouth,
Oen’l Manager.
uov20dtf_
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-first day of February, A. D. 18S7, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
inai me
payment oi any ueuts u> or Dy sam
Debtor, and tile transfer and delivery of any
by him are forbidden by law.
property
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be lioldeu at Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the seveutli day of March,
A. D. 1887, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
febza&mh 1

R. STANLEY & SON,

own

A

eigftt *radffi£orsTlot
appersJu^wtth**
and papered throughout;

Court of Insolvency lor the County of Cumberland,
State ol Maine.
February 21, A. D. 1887.
Incase of HAKVKY 1>. HADLOCK, Insolvent
Debtor.
rilHIS Is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
X day of February. A. D. 1887. a Warrant In
was Issued
Insolvency
by Henry C Peabody,
Judge ol the Court ol Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
HAUVEY D. HADLOCK, of Portland,
adjudged to be all Insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
said Debtor, which petition was filed ou the
twenty-first day of February. A. D. 1887. to which
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or bv said
Debtor, and tlic transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of hia. estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to tic bidden at Probate Court Koom. iu
said Portland, on the seventh day of March, A. D.
1887, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writen.
H. K. SARGeNT,
Deputy Sherifl, as Messenger of the Court ol Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
feb22&mhl

hi. airliGRANT

Borinine, in cam.
of the greate.l mine.
Prepared only by J. P. Bpsh Man'e’o Co.,

24-1

LEASE—Twenty
of

or

_S&Tu&wly
In Insolvency,

Willi.
of Cholera Infantum,

HO YIN IN E and

_

For Sale

the

IMPORTERS,

|)UUU

HA EE—Manure

RREAKPANT.
1-By a tlliirough knowledge ol the natural laws
wnlch govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’bills. It Is by the Judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may he
gradually bBIlt up until strong enough to resist
every ten# ency to disease. Hundreds ot subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
manya fatal shaft by keepli g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and
properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tills by Grocers, labeled thus:
JA.REN EPPI4 & tO.,
ll•■n■re|mthit- PhnaUia, l.ondon, Eng
fell*

Tolerated by Ntomacha that reject all

AliUNTM WANTKD.

goods,
further information, call on J. W.
CO.

EPPS'S COCOA.

Brel sail .Wallen

nud Mmell.

__26-1
A first-class cook
WANTKD
CUMBERLAND STREET.

of the

of

Concentrated.
Highly Coudeaa. d RAW Food Extrnc
Acceptable to the nao.1 Delicate Tame

2S-1

by a smart capable girl
\\TANTED—Situation
TV
to do first or general work In a private
family. Good reference given. Apply at my emOffice, 22S Vi Middle street, MRS. N. H.
ployment
(* A I MIs'P
mmr M
Polmnr'a nlrl Uli.u. UtAra

town,

liKirKni.-tonruKriMi

BOVININE.
The Vital
A

in need of printing of any
kind will save time and money by sending
tlieir orders to M. H. CAMPBELL & CO.. 383
Commercial street, foot of High street, (formerly
the Mitchell Printing Co.)
First-class work at
reasonable prices. Telephone No. 045.
21-1

At

lucVy stTfu

I IMHUHTAIT

n°v27

WANTED—Highest

HAI.E 4>B

■ ■ ■■tb.lr

FAM^i!rYLINIIflLli 1

know that Mr.
N. S. Gardiner,
real estate agent, loan and mortgage broker, 40
.Exchange Street, Portland, Me._32-1

public to
WANTED-The
Leonard O. Beau Is with

Nursery

■

an

Office.

Wiatrr

WINTKK

buy $1,000 worth of cast-off
WANTED—To
Clothing of all kinds; highest cash price
address

a

B.
70

_at/

Rumford Palin & Budfidd Railroad

From BOSTON ei«n WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

of

(Mon-

and will be sold during tbis week at
20 cents each or two for 36 cents. Same
goods
sold for 50 cts. and gl. JOHN E. DAVIS. 28-1

paid. Call, or
immediately,
LEVY’, 97 Middle street, Portland.

}anl8

bwi TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
p. m. From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vesseL
Freights (or the West bv the Penn. H. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free u( commission.
Hound Trip 41s.
Fumie 4(0.00.
Meals and Room included.
For (relght or passage apply to

to know that MRS. DR.
returned to No. 42 South
ready
corns, bad nails; outgrowing joints a speciality; will visit residence if
desired. Corns 26 cents; out-growing 60 cents.
28-1
this

Sardinian.
Feb. 24
.Narration.
March. 3
Circassian.
March 10
i Peruvian.March 24
accommodations
Passenger
unequalled? Cabin
*50, *65 and $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,
$16
For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or (or passage or (relght to H &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
Feb. 17
March 3

STEAMSHIP

Waanswa.

tTo leave passengers ouljr.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale al l aiea elation Tirliri OMre t earair 11-in I Mireel, Ferllssd, end I a ion 1 ichel
OUlcr, tO Kuhsiir etrrrl
JAa. T. KCKBEK, Gen’l Manager.
D. J. PLANDEKS, Ueu. P ft T A
M. L. WILLIAMS, UenT Agent

THURSDAY.

|_

Feb. 3
Feb. 10

tries

and West.

From PHILADELPHIA

to treat

see the
our window

FroiN’ortland

*1KAMEK-_|_vta Halllax.

DIRECT

can

WANTED—Ladles
SHERMAN, has
alid

day) morning

1887

Liverpool and Portload (Service.

STREET, Bostona
Pliiladelpliia
Directly Opposite Head Cross Street.

W. II. SOIVIERS

to
WANTED—People
Vases exhibited iu

LINE.

Winter Arrangement*.
I

III

£m.

nov23_

MIDDLE

253

at 7

htwamkr

2

a. m.. sl.OO, *6.00 p.
|7 3<. 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 17.00 p. III. tape Klisahelb, 9,00 am.,
18.00
III.
9.1SI
a
1.00.
1,00,
s>»,
in..
p.
Hiddrfsrd, 2.00, 9.00 a m., 1.00,
00p.m. Fsrtsnteulb.Newharypnrl, Maleas
and l.yaa, 2.00, 9.00 a m., 1.00. 8.00 p.
m
Ansesaiary 9.00 a m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.80.
B.Oo a. in., 13.30. 1.00, 4 0", 7JX) p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, ».4o, 9.00 a. in., 13.40,
1.00 and B OO p. in.
Tbrough Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. rn„ and
Portland 2.00 a m.
(Prom North Harwich to Mcerheve frees
leg via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines lor New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines lor New York South

o’clock; arriving In
connection with earliest trains lor

From Liverpool!
_vla Halifax. |

ill

EASTERN DIVISION.

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evday evening at 6 o'clock.
octltf__ I. B. COYLE. Ja. Manager.

the finest in

tu/n. III-.. M

For Hoeioa at *3.00, *9.00
Hasten for Fanlaad

ery week

1888.

I

m.

OfU A D V

points beyond.
Through tickets (or Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter. New York, Sc.

THURSDAY,

WANTED—Everybody

is

day evening

VIM.

Junction) 3.3o u. in.
(Connects will, all (tail Lines.
MONDAY TRAINS
lor Heston 1.00, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scar boro Crossing.
ket

Arrangements.

ALLAN

YOUMAN’S.

to see tlie one quart
MajolicaPitchers which we shall place on onr
counters this week for 20 cts. each.
Always sold
for 40 cts. or more. This to be the week for bargains in crockery, glass aud tia w are at JOHN E.
DAVIS', 433 Congress St.
28-1

street,

WENTEHN DIVISION.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

are

r’

THAWS LKATK PORTLAND
Par Haetaa *1 17.30, 13.40 a Ol., 12.40 t3.SC
p.ui. Haataa lar Partlaad 7.30,3.3Oa m. 10b
and 4.00 p. (II. For deerbere Hr,,, b
F.ne
Petal, 7.30, 3.40 a in.. 3.30, 6.30 p. w. Mere
Hiddrferd, Hraarbaak, 7.30, 3.40 a in.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. in. Wells Brack 7.30, 8.40
a m., 3.30 p.
m.
Nartk Berwick, (.real
Falla, Wore., K trier, Harrrkill, Lae.
re ace, l.ewrll, 7.30. 3.40 a m.,
12.40, 4,30 p.
in.
Herkralrr Pi. rating ton anil A Ilea Hat,
3.40 a in., 12.441. 3.30 p. In. .flanrkratrr anil

THE FUMT-CIeAM BTEAJfEBA

every week
season (or

Small Bills and Posters.

PAMKItUKH TWAIN MKHVM'K,
in effect Wednesday, Feb. J.'l, IW7.

I 'HHPHPti

THE

see

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

__

V XI

HOTELS.

MUM

FARE ONLY $1.00.

For Rent.
story French roof house, No. 702 Congress

WO

For Further Particulars

STEAUEKS.

—

FIRM NATIONAL BANK

m iniID litres AT

March 10, April 14, May 18,
June 23
PA VON IA,. March 17, April 21. May 26. Jane 30
CKPUALONIA.March 24, May 6, June 8,
July 14
BOTHNIA.April 7, May 12, June 16, July 21
SCYTHIA.
April 2S. June 2, July 7, August 11
CABIN PASSAGE, *60, *80 and *100 according
to accommodations. Intermediate
passage, *36.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain aud Ireland. Kor passage or freight apply
at the company^ omee, 88 State street, Boston.
febl6d3ni_A L EX A N DEH M A KT l Agent.

oltuvnofnlu laouo Lf D A HI IT ■

Trip,

This carnival Is but a preliminary to one, In
case of
ljberat patronage, that Is proposed to be
held each
year, similar to those In Burlington,
Montreal, M. Paul and other places.

Hmiau te Mverpeel every Till HMD % ¥
aad fremNKIV YOKK every MATH H DAY
calling al <|arrastewa, C'erk darker.

Fall an»l Winter

—

One Fare the Round

BOSTON

LET

AT

CATALONIA..

CO.,

383 Harriton Avenue

doy25__

—

From all stations (or afternoon trains of March
2d. All trains of 3d and morning of 4th, good for
a return March 6th.

CUNARD LINE.

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

PREBLE._20-tf

OFFICES

—

St.

on
or

Temple street.

good

General Agents,
feb22eod3niurm

WILL BE (OLD BY THE

.HAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD

kTEAflKRM.

RENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops in
FOR

N A EE-One

t o.,

—

KOYK.,,T.A/tlAMrLT0^t

HAS. ..

dec30dtf

WATERHOUSE._

FOK
Maine; growing
fine location,

a

<

LET-House 62 Gray Street; also upper
TO
tenament in house 27 Free Street. Enquire
of F. S.

FOK HALE.

<1. tioKitivin

EXCURSION TICKETS

Trsiss Arrive io Perltandi

FOR

City._

Boston.

Lancaster, WhlteOeld
Klver, Montpelier, Bt. Joint

iu.

RKNT-The four story brick and mastic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48Va Exchange St.
Jaull-tf

ply

hy«e«.

n\m, MARCH U and 4th, 1887.

follows:

Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Staudlsh. (.Imington, Sebago
Naples, Parsonlleid, Kezar Kails, Deumark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brid»
ton, flarrlson and Waterford via Brldgton.

METAL SKYLIGHTS

Avenue,
Oak street
Deerlng, on
about two in lies from city; has good supply of
water: also boiler for sale on premises.
BENJAMIN SHAW. 48Va Exchange St.
21-1

on

A positive Cure.

as

Brldgton, Kryeburg, No. Conway*

for

Littleton, Wells

3.13 p.

~

well

ONE
to

particle Is applied into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at Druggists: bv mail,
registered, CO cts. Crculars free. Kl.Y KKOS.,
Druggists, Owego, N. Y.sepieod&wlynrni

-AT—

eodtf

It R K NT-The large
lighted two story
FOframe
building for manufacturing purposes
In
Forest
near

Catarrh r»VIHYRllM

A

FOR $5.00

we

LET.

SICK

I«2a__d&wnrmcTh

K

Galvanized Iron and Copper Corniced and
Gutterd. Metal Shingled. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illudtrated Circular.

Flour Barrels Wanted.

m uiucil
pnp
with colored platrs and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 683 Main Street, Dutfalo, N. Y.

WINTER SPORTS

Tlenimil.

■bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling,
oton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.

Absolutely

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
strength and wholesomeness. More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only tn
cant. Koval Baking Powdek Co., loe Wall St.
N. Y.
luyadl

12-tf

iitrirt' ti rttuBn un uiocaw* ui

a. as.

—

kKabyans, Btehleham.

*

thousand dollars at live per
ou real estate in PortEdge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St

Norfolk,

Feb 25—A contract has been made
with the Baker Salvage Co. to raise the sch Baylis
suuk
off Fenwick Island.
Wood,
Norfolk, Feb 27—Sell Walter F Parker, Kelley,
from Damariscotta, with ice, dragged ashore 26th
during a heavy gale, about three miles from Cape
Charles City, and remains. She went on at high
watei and will
to lighten cargo.

207

tebae

cent, for live years
WANTED—Six
land. Gilt

fusely illustrated

I,care Pertlnud
S..13

MERRY,..’™

til

44
44
For
woxu-out."
run-down,” debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housewomen generally*.
tuid
over-worked
keepers,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription la the best
ot all restorative tonics. It is not a44 Cure-all,*
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose
being a most potent Specific tor all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
women. It is a powerful, ger rnl as well as
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Proscription is sold by druggists under our portfire guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.009 or six bottle*) for $5.00.

Poriluud aad

OF

—

TUIIVM W-

IW.33 a. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
n.33 p. iu. trorn Montreal, Burlington and West

KENT, Pearl St.

Martha limes, of Lynn, 268 tons, built In
1870, lias been purchased by A C Gay & Co, and
others, of Rockland, at 84760. Capt A G Hunt
Is to command her.

D«¥

end until further notice Passenger Trains will

manufacture llicm our.
We Iron and keep iliem looking
very nice. No cburge.

selves.

CHASE, 77 East

Sch

Memoranda.
Brig H IS Hussey, Norton, from Galveston for
Philadelphia, arrived at, Key West 27tli with bead

elegunl, and

ure

a

THOS. H. LORD,

GRAND CARNIVAL

FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monty. October 4, IMS,

SOMETHIN*; NEW.

tall^iThats

our

S.

Correspondence solicited.

NATE

A SPECIAL STYLE.

011

*£/C/£**-■%&L*

^
eras from

S

i

WANTED.

tJTlT REVIVES

MONDAY, Fell.

THE

fjmm

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 1.
rises.6 3 9
I.
2 57
Sun sets. 6 29 “‘S11 w*'er j
3 16
8fi9m
Length of day ...11 10
I
®
Moon sets.mom
(
8 tt 2 In

MARINE

Iwrew

LOST—Tuesday

5
6
5
5
8
9
9
8
8
10
10
12
12

Ogdensburg A.T.

Mae running

Oul»

the end of horse railroad, a russet leather
The finder will be rewarded at
portinonnale.
THIS OFFICE.26-1

0

18th, brig C S Packard, Philadelphia; lOtli,
Hannah McLoou, Boston; W L Pluuiuier, New
York.
Ar at Callao F’eb 24, barque Chas Fobes, Buck-

...

Spoken.
Nov 16, in Binca Straits, ship Alex McNeil, Im
New York.
23, off Bermuda, sell F D Hodgkins, Thompson, from New York for Point-a-Pitre.
Kong for
Hong
Feb

^^^■—t

1 no transactions at the Stock Exchauge aggro
■rated 229.045 shares.
xtie roiiowmg are to-day’s quotations of Govern
men! securities:
United Slates bouds, 8s
.100
New 4s. reg.
-128%

New 4s, coup.
128%
New4%s, reg
109%
New 4%s, coup.110*4
Central Pacific lets .114%
Denver & R. Ur. lsts.119%
Erle2ds.
98%
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Oregon Nav. lsts.109%
Union Pacific 1st .115
do Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
8t Co., No. 83 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

Small, Norfolk.
Arat Havana 17tli, schs E S Newman, Keyes,
from Apalachicola.
At Bermuda Feb 24. brig Carrie Purinngton,
Johnson, from Boston for Hayti, wtg orders.

LONDON. | Feb. 28. 1887.—Consols lat 101%
and 101 for the April account.
LONDON, Feb. 28, 1887.—U. S. 4s, 131% ; do
4Vis, 111%.
1.1 V i.UP .>OL, Feb. 28, 1887.—Cotton market
steady—..piands 5 3-16d; Orleans 6V*d; sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL,Feb. 28.1887.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s 2d®7s 4d; Spring wheat 7sd 2d®
7s 4d; •Club wheat at 7s 6dg7s 7d.
Commixed western 4s 3%d; peas.at 5s 3d
JProvtsions, fro. Pork (ids: bacon.38s|Od|for short clear
Cheese at C4s Od lor American; tallow 24s Odfor
American; lard 30s 6d.

ly active and steady. The stock market closed
quiet and barely steady, slightly below opening

....

sell Norombega,
Harding, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Clenfuegos prev to 26tli, barque Bovlston,

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Philadelphia.
SUl 23d, brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Philadelphia.
Ar at Sagua 18th, sch Mary A Power. Barba-

figures.

brie: T Iteinick. Kosset Mevicn
bid tm Demarara 15tU inst,

kailkoidm.

PORTLAND ft MONTREAL LINE.

via Rockland.
FOltTSMOUTH-Ar 24th, schs Mary B Smith,
Whitmore, Thomaston for New York ; Relief,
Blake, Boston for do: Odell, Wade, do for Belfast;
Geo W Glover, New York for Rockland.
BOOTHBAY—Sld 26th, schs Cora C Meader,
Meader, Boston; Janies G Robinson, and Cora
Dudley, fm Rockport for Norfolk: Alice T Boardman, Rice. Calais tor do; Lad; of the Ocean, Peterson, Rockland for do; Ringleader, Thomas,
Thoinastou fordo; Annie V Bergen, do for do;
Oroznnbo, Warwick, Calais for New Bedford; L
M Eells, Rockland for Boston.
Forelstn Ports.
Passed St Helena prev to Feb-16, ship El Capital!, Sewell, Calcutta for New York; Geo Curtis,
Sproul. Hong Kong tor do; barque E O Clark,
Stahl, Bangkok for Cadiz.
Ar at Marseilles prev to Feb 26, barque Franc
Lambrith, West, WC Africa via St Michaels.
Sld fm Havre 23d, ship Cora, Appleby, New Orleans.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Jan 26, barque Mary Jenness, Cochraue. Apalachicola; 29th, Mary E Russell, Nichols, New York; 31st, Etta Stewarl, Adams, Portland.
Sld 19th, barque John F Rothman, Kay, Barliadoes; 24th, Sarmleuto, Gould, Boston; brig I W
Parker. Pressey, Barbadoes.
At Pernambuco Feb 4th. barque J W Dresser,
Parker, for United States; brig Leonora, Monroe,
unc; sell Annie Belle, Lewis, ao.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Jau 30th, brig Josefa, Snow,
St Thomas.
Sld fm Rio Grande do Sul Jan 18. sch A B Crosby. Marston, Aracaju.
Ar at St Thomas »th Inst, brig Fidelia, Blake.
Guadaloupe, (and sld 17tli lor Viequez. to load for
Boston; 13th, LStaples,Stowers, St Lucia.
Sld Feb 13th, sells Mima A Reed, Nash, Mayaguez, to load for North of Hutteras; 14th. Waldemar, Parker, Fajardo, to load for Portland; 17th,

HAM.HO ADM.

Portland and

Hodgdon, and Ada A
Kennedy, Bunker, Baltimore.
Cld 28th, sch Lizzlo Catr, Browu, Norfolk, Va,

rye l.OOo bush.barley 17.01X1 bush.
Tlie climax of excitement in the provision deal
was apparently reached
to-day. The clique
which had been conducting the deal in mess pork
succeeded before the close of the afternoon.
Board in advancing the price of mess pork for
May delivery to *19 10 t> bbl, at which figure few

City

SUHCILLANIOII*.

to load for Norfolk.
Ar 27tn, schs Daylight,

1 18.

FitoM

JHIICELL4NEOCR.

Calais; Radiant, Hardy, Rockport.
Old 26th, sch Weybosset, Crowell, Clark’s Cove,

Receipts—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat. 20.000
bush; corn 81,000 bu; oats 48,000bu; rye 2000
bush; barley, 88,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 107,000
bush: corn, 24,000 bush; oats, 74,000 bush;

Ar at
zow

Bryant, fm Philadelphia for New Bedford; GM
Providence.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th. sch Bessie H Kose,
Clark. Baltimore.
NEW BEDFOKD-Ar 16th, schs A B Crabtree,
Sinclair, and Mary Augusta, Treworgy. New York
Georaietta. Alley, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 26th, schs Etta A
Stlmpsou, from Brunswick for St John, NB; A E
Herrick, Weehawkeu for Boston; Augusta J Fabens, Tiverton for Boston.
In port, schs Cephas Starrett, E II King, Speedwell, G H Holden, Wm C French, Jas Kothwell,
E H Cornell, and Eagle.
Also, brig Minnie Abbie, Plummer, fm Naguabo
for Boston; schs Jennie A Stubbs. Demarara for
llostou; Bessie H Kose, Hoboken for do; Silver
Spray, and Carlton Bell, do for do; Grace Webster, Amboy for Portland; Hattie E King, Hoboken for Eastport; Rattler, New York for do.
EDGAKTOWN— Ar 2(ith, sch I.aura E Messer,
Gregory, Charleston for Weymouth; James Kothwell, Amboy for Boston.
HYANNIS—In port2tCh.seh Perseverance,Willard, and J Nickerson, Winslow. Hoboken for
Portland; Abbie Bursley, do for Boston; Mark
Gray, do for do.
BOSTON—Ar 26th. schs Jed F Duren, Noble,
Brainard. do for

bvnvnwSbu8h!

..

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ernes

100

Hie
are received
dallv:
A'eh., l’opeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 97%
New York and New England Railroad.
01%
do uref
C. B. & Q. 138%
Flint & Fere Marquette;) Itallroadicom.|28
do pref. 93%
Wisconsin Central. 23%
California Southern Railroad. 38
M exlcan Central 4s.
56%
Mexlcau Central.
14%
Eastern Railroad.
.132
Old Colony.178%
Boston fit Maine Railroad. 217%

l>aelatl and Haney. What i. it?
A little while ago tlie general public began ti
hear more or less about Lactart and
Honev, as a
cure for coughs aud colds, and a
great deal of
curiosity was stirred in regard to it. The success
of the new preparation appears to have been remarkable,for it now appears toliave a place in the
stock of nearly every live druggist.
The secret of its efficiency Is really very simple
lor Lactart (the pnre acid of milk) is combined in
certain proportions witn honey, and together they
form a preparation that has wonderful curative
power. People have always used a sweet and sour
in some form, in
combinotfon, as a cure for coughs
hoarseness or sore throat; but nothing equal to
Lacurt and Honey has ever before been devised.
The soothing and healing qualities of
honey are
united with the mucus-dissolving power of Lactart
and Honey lias so agreeable a taste, that It is certain to become widely popular wherever it Is tried
and its healing virtues tested.

viviuiugsju uiiny-siA
*873,7b2,991 for the week

1 •) 1

[By Telegraph.]
fallowing quotations of stocks

doubt but he does it
on

let mtir 7a

Soston Stock Market.

Tom

Harry—Well, he's the best bow'er

11

Maine Ceutral R. R. Consol 7s_134
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s.108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s_101%
"
Zd mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .110

Smart Weed and Belladonna combined with
other Ingredients used In the best porous piasters
make Carter’s S. W. & B. Backache Plasters the
best In the market. Price 25 cents.

well.

May

28%
28%
28%
28%

Highest.

man,

ster.
Tom—Indeed?

Feb.

Opening.

for Dyspepsia and IndiIt is palatable and has
tonic action. Try a bottle and you will be convinced. Bold by all druggists, or William F. Kidder & Co., 83 John st., N. Y.

on

39%

OATS.

“Dlgestylln”

What Is Dick doing now?
Harry—He does the humorous work

38%

Closing.

At last—A sure cure

Beggar—1 am In great distress, Monsieur.
the love of God give me a few cents.
Mensleur—But you seem to be a strong
why don’t you go to work ?
"Because I haven’t the time.”
‘‘How is that?”
"Why, I must spend all my time begging.”

June.
39%
40%
39%
40%

38%
39%

Highest.

•

gestion.

May.

203,429 bush: sales 228,000 bush; No 2 Spring
at ®lHc; No 8 Red at
88e; No 2 Red at
00^*90^0 li elev; No 1 Red at 93e;No 1 White
H“rlrr dull. Corn higher; rereirirs
,
exports 39,204 bush: sales
at 47V4&48C elev;No 2 at
c :iSteai"er
v’ B0Vs®50%c delivered. Obis a
,fe
bush exports bush:
ri;ceilits 6968
i. J*° 3 at :!4c i White doai
eIev: d0 White at
“w8^,®34^®
lNo 1 White 38c: Mixed Western at
White State at 39
Wo dull at 14c.
feuagnr is
'rii
P#fEf?eTrfair
dul1; C 4VM*4% c; Ex C 4% ift4% c;
will
rSS?Sfl
White Ex C at 4%c; Yellow 4*4 ®4% c; off A 6 1J5@G Vsc; Mould A at 5 16-16 ^standard A at 6 616c; granulated at 6 11-16(0,6% c; Confectioners
A6 16-16c;cut. loaf and crushed at
6)>4@33fec:
nowderedatG 13 16^6Hc; Cubes at 5 15-16c.
■Virolcuui—united at 61%e. Tallow steady.
Fork is firmer: mess quoted at 16 00. Beef dull.
l.Brd higher—'Western steam spot 7 27V*®7 30;
refined at 7 66 for Continent, 7 66 for S A.
But
ter firm ;State 16*27c; Western 12*27c. « hri »e

EONOliEMS ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage cheeks may
obtained (or principal poluts Bast and West.
(The 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowbegaii on Monday niorulngs or to Bellas!
and Dexter or beyoud Bangor on Sunday m»rninga
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The mornlug trains Irom Augusta and Bath 8.45 A m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a m.; the day trains Irom Bam
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m., the afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Hath, Augusta, Buckland and Lewiston al 5.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Kxpress train at 1. 60 a. m.
I.iasited Tickets, flm aad secaud clnu, fwi
all palate la Ike Prvviacra an sale at rebe

duced rules.

PORTLAND, MT. OESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO
After Harch N, 1SS7 aad 1’alll
6'urihrr holier,
the S'eamer t'iiy af Richasaad, Capt. Win. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar llarbor and Machiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tues-

Oa aad

day

and

Friday,

and

Machiasport

at

4.00

a

m.

every Monday and Thursday.
PAVSON TUCK Bit, ileueral Manager.
P. A. BOOTH BY. (len’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct22tl
Portland. Mar 1,1887.
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PRESS.
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TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 1.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADTIiRTIMEnEIVTS TO-DitV

ItUU

AMUSEMENTS.
Samaritans' Annual 4tli March Party.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Boston & Pm l land Clothing Co.
New Dress Hoods—Turner Bros.

j

Lost—Portemouale.

Portland Marine Underwriters.
Milllnerv Auctlou—M. A. Bosworth.
Free Exhibition—Geo. C. Sliaw.
M. C. M. Association.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Pollee Notice—Regular Meeting.
To Let— Rent.
For Kent -Cottage.
Grand Florida Excursion.
I-ost—Pocket Book.
For Sale or Lease—Housife
Riues Brothers—2.
9

•••••••

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leave you conslipated.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the bowe’g
and make you well. Dose one pill,
1

_d&wlw.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WKllB.

Monday.—Fritz H. Jordan and others, libellants, vs. steam ferry boat Cornelia H. Libel for
damages for collision of ferry boat with schooner
Ariadne while lying on the easterly side of Central Wharf discharging cargo. Settled
by payment of damages sustained and costs.
Bird.
N. & II. B. Cleaves.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

n_

Ml. Peck and Mrs. Lake of Boston will
take part in the eutertninuient to be given
by the Ladles’ Aid Society, Good Templars’

Hall,

to-morrow

evening.

There will be a large audience at Mechanics’ Hall to-niglit to hear Col. Stevens’s interesting lecture on “Asia Minor,” in the
Mechanics free course.
There will be an athletic and variety entertainment this evening at Scaudanavian
Ilall. The object Is a benefit to Harry Ox-

ley.

Mrs. Jones, who lives on Lafayette street,
fell on the ice Saturday tuid cut a bad gash
in the back of her heud. She was picked up
insensible and carried home.
Canton Itidgely, No. 2, met at their lieaduuarters In Odd Fellows’ Hall last evonimr
aud the degree was worked in full, while refreshments were served in the banquet hall.
Last evening, a passer in Lincoln Park

discovered a small and disconsolate newsboy
crying for the less of bis cash capital, which
had been swindled from him. A man gave
the little fellow a lead medal for a fifty-cent

piece, taking

all the money the boy had as
change for what the newsboy supposed was
a good half dollar.
Accident on the Portland A

burg.
Yesterday morning, the down
Portland A Ogdensburg railroad

Ogdens*

train on the
met with an

accident near East Baldwin. While proceeding with two engines and a snow plow,
the plow suddenly left the rails, twisted
ground at a right augle with the track, and
completely derailed the forward engine. The
rest of the train remained on the irons. All
efforts of the engine on the rails to pull the
derailed engine hack again, proved unavailing, and a wrecking train was sent out from
this city in charge of Hoadmaster Newcomb.

After five hours of hard work the derailed
engine was haifled back ou the rails uninThere were a large number of pasjured.
sengers on tlie train, among them being
lion. W. W. Thomas, Jr., just
returning
from the delivery of his lecture at Harrison*
In response to earnest and repeated calls
from the
snow-bound passengers,
Mr.
Thomas arose and spoke extemporaneously,
and in an easy, pleasant way, of Sweden and
the Swedes, of the habits and customs of

the Scandinavians, and of the strange and
wondrous sights of the far North-land. It
was a rare treat for the
passengers, and
at its close a unanimous vote of thanks was
passed to Mr. Thomas for his delightful entertainment. The train arrived here about
5 o’clock
yesterday afternoon, about five
hours feeliiud time.

^^Z

■

^

The Turnverein Exhibition.
The rehearsals for the exhibition to be
/
given by the Portland Turnverein in City
Hall, Monday evening. March 7th, show a
great degree of proficiency on the part of
the performers, and the great success of the
entertainment is assured.
An especially

pleasing feature of the exhibition will be

the class work. The number on the
stage in
the class exercises will be larger than in any
similar exhibition ever given in this
city
and their performance will be an excellent
testimonial to the work of the Turnverein.
The sale of reserved seats will begin this

morning at

WINDHAM.
Mr. J M. Fificld, of Portland, and Mr, I: The Maine Woman Suffrage AssoWe have received from Treasurer F. S.
0. W. Rolfe, of Bangor, will start for Kan- j ciation’s Letter to the Legislature.
Ilawkes the town report for 1880, printed by
sas this morning.
Mr. John Coleman, who has recently had ! To the Honorable Senate and House of W. M. Marks. We give the following statistics :
charge of the dining hall In the United | Representatives;
Valuation of the To mu, 1880.
Gentlemen:—The Maine Woman Suffrage
States Hotel, has returned to the Preble
j
estate.
House, where he. formerly worked. Messrs. ; Association understood that petitions would Real
Personal
estate.^ ^ ^
O’Connor and Foss, of the United States j not be received by the Legislature beyond a
G,300.00
After sending over two Supplementary tax.
have been fortunate in securing, as Mr. I specified date.
No of Polls, 523.
thousand, two hundtcd and forty names of
Coleman’s successor, Mr. Arthur ManchesPoll tax, $2.00.
m
.012, ou $1.00.
ter, lately of the Preble, who is a young man petitioners for the submission of an amend- Kate of taxation,
Amount of Money Tax.
and
Items
ment
to the constitution giving the ballot to
perfectly competent to fill the duties of Ids ;
State tax.$
! women—six hundred and forty of which
new position.
>470.10
County tax.
W. G. Hailey. Westfield, Mass.; J. Karan- ]1 came from Portland—our association ceased
Support of Schools. 2,000.00
Poor.
1,000.00
of
Support
augli, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Levi Jacobs, to ask for signatures. Many more could Contingent Kgtpenses.•••
GOO.OO
Collector's Commission and AbateNorth Stratford; H. II. Mayall, St. Paul; | have been obtained. Among those who sign800.00
ments .
G. E. Bicknes, Lowell, Mass.; T. B. Bas600.00
] ed, or would now sign, are prominent ladles Town OfHcers.
Outstanding Kills...... 1,000.00
comb, E. Lindsay, S. J. Peterson, Boston; of Portland and the State.
and
Bridges.
2,000.00
Mrs. Margaret W. T. Merrill and Mrs.
of
Koads
Henry Chase, Augusta: A. A. Higgins, Augusta M. Hunt of Portland, Mrs. L. M. N. Kepairs
7.64
Overlaying...
West Milan, N. H.; Wui. Nichol, Orange, Stevens of Stroudwater, Mrs. Hannah J.
Assessments.$11,368.22
Total
and
Mrs.
L.
I
of
Weston
W.
Winthrop
Mass.; W. II. Gibbs, Orange, Mass., were Bailey
Assessed ou 523 Polls.$ 1,046.00
! of Skowhegau, may be named as representa$860,185.00. 10,322.22
among the arrivals at the United States Hotives of many others.
63.00
|
Supplementary tax.. ...
tel yesterday.
We did not imugine, however, that prom152.80
Highway Deficiencies, 1886.
Mr. George W. Moore, who is one of the I Inent ladies were to dietate your action. Nor Tax on Dogs, 118.
118.00
did we supposethat Portland, on whichever
most popular hotel clerks In Maine, has reTotal Commitment.$11,702.62
side its majority of petitiouers
be,
signed his position at the City Hotel, and would be considered the judgemight
llOI.LIS.
of the
will leave to-day for Concord, N. H., where
wisdom of submitting an amendment.
Our
The annual report of the town officers of
We ask all men and Hollis has been issued from the
he will enter upon his duties as head clerk of appeal is to the State.
Maine Senwomen of our beloved
commonwealth to
Mr. Moore
the Eagle House of that city.
consider the justice of our request. That tinel print at Biddeford. The following is a
1ms been in Portland only a short time, but
request is not for woman suffrage but for an summary:
has made many friends who regret to have
opportunity by which the voters of the State Resident and mm-rcsident estates....$204 840.00
can express their wishes concerning woman
Number of Polls. 353.
him leavo here, hut wish him success in New
Poll Tax, $2.00.
That opportunity can only be
suffrage.
Hampshire.
Percentage, 22 mills ou a dollar.
reached through you. Only the Legislature
Assessments.
Captain C. P. Crosby, who is to command can give permission to the citizens of Maine
subon
this
to
not
debate,
important
vote,
State tax.$1,674.67
the schooner yacht Coronet in the race with
tax.
County
454.68
the Dauntless across the Atlantic, assisted ject.
Support of Schools. 1,500.00
We respectfully solicit your votes, therePoor
and
in preparing the model of his vessel and
ExconcernContingent
fore, for the resolve now before you
| Topens«s. 1.600.00
earcfully watched every detail of her con- ing an amendment to the constitution.
pay outstanding orders and Interest. 1,500.00
ask the Senate, in the name of justice,
We
struction. He Is about 50 yours of age, a
Kepairs of bridges. 600.00
to maintain its recent position with a twoOverlay In assessing.
163.63
well-built, muscular man, and a native of thirds vote. We ask the House to concur. Unpaid highway
taxes.
56.99
been
debate
our
cause
has
For
the
Since
he
childhood
has
upon
followed
Eastport.
Total amount committed Jos. 1.. Smith
Its
advocates
are intelligent
continued.
long
the sea in all styles of vessels.
Among his and conscientious. Borne of them are disfor collection.
$7,249.97
experiences, which arc guarantees of his tinguished. It seems to us only just that
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
grit, are the sailing of a small tugboat from you now give the voters of Maine an opporNew York to Cape Town, Africa, and a cattunity to empress their convictions at the
polls. If a majority of women are opposed,
CAPE ELIZABETH.
boat from Boston to Bermuda.
as is claimed, their wishes will find voice
At the Republican caucus held at the Town
the voters. We only ask for opporthrough
MUSIC AMO DRAMA.
tunity for voting. To the decision of the House, Saturday afternoon, Jos. S. Fickett
polls, we shall cheerfully submit.
was made chairman, and Edward C.
ReyHenry Blanchard,
BEULAH.
nolds secretary. The following nominations
President.
“Echo” is the name of the play to be brought
j were made:
out at Portland Theatre tills, tomorrow and
To the Editor of the Press:
Moderator—Jahez Marriner.
Town Clerk—Noah B. Knight.
Thursday evenings. Of Miss Beulah, the
In the early days of woman's suffrage
Selectmen—G.
F. Henley, E. 8. Leighton, Chas.
author of the play and its heroine, only
•
agitation, those ladies who desired the bal- ! E. Jordan.
words of praise are given by the papers in
lot were held up to ridicule, as “Woman’s
Collector—Thomas B. Haskell.
Treasurer—Elisha N. Jordan.
cities where she appears. She is young and
Rights Women” one cannot help thinking
8. 8. Committee—J. S. Fickett, B. P. Snow.
beautiful, of Mexican birth. The"scenery is
that the struggle among some of the ladies
Auuuur—a. u.
x>uyu.
said to be especially fine and appropriate,
Town Agent-Daniel Plummer.
in this city at the present time nor to have
and the supporting company excellent. SeConstables—U. C. Miles, T. 11. Place, Geo. W.
il... 1_ ..mil.
their rights is almost as ludicrous. The Cash, Fred P. Dyer.

o’clock, at Stockhridge’s; numbers to be given out at 7 o’clock. These
seats are the two front rows in the
gallery,
commanding a fine view of the stage. Each
9
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STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.
The Ruggles Street Church Quartette will
sing five quartettes at the Stockbridge entertainment tomorrow evening. Miss Bertha
Webb, the violinist, appears at this concert,
andm is her first appearance since returning
from a year’s study with Listemann. Everybody will want to bear Miss Couthoui recite.
FRIENDLY INN.

A concert will be

giveu at the Y. M. C. A.
Thursday evening, in aid of the
Friendly Inn. Tickets will be sold at Loring, Short & Harmon’s and at the door. The
following will be the programme:
Band
Selection..Boys'
Of

rooms.

the Y. M. C. A.
Zither Solo.Miss. Deering

Heading.Miss. Noyes
Piano lluet.
Violin Solo.

Master Lamson

?(>nK.Miss Greely
Heading......... v.Miss Noyes

Violin solo.Master launsnn

£o»g...Miss Greely
Selection.Boys’ Band
NOTES.

“Pavements of Paris” at Portland Theatre next Monday and Tuesday evenings.
Miss Alice Gertrude Crawford of Boston
who recently made her debut on the stage,
plays the double role of Veda and Madeline
in Beulah’s drama "Echo.”
The Ideal’s new tenor is Frank Baxter of

Washington.

Margaret Mather is 24 years of age.
The McCanll Opera Co. will appear at
Portland Theatre March 14th and 15th ; and
Siberia March 29th and 30th.
Thera was a large advance sale of tickets
to “Ruddygore” at Stockbridge’s yesterday.
Miss Jessie Couthoui arrived hero yesterday afternoon and took rooms at the Falmouth
Hotel.
She read in Cumberland
Mills last night and will read in YVaterville
iu
Portland
tonight,
YVednesday, in Lewiston Thursday, in Batli Friday, and in Poutland Saturday afternoon.
School Committee.
The regular monthly meeting of the School
Board was held last evening, His Honor, the
Mayor, presiding.
Present, Messrs. Crandall, McGowan,
Holden, Merrill, Ring, Bradley and McAlpine.
The records of the past month were read
and

approved.

The requests of Misses YY’arren of the High
School, Gould of the Chestnut Street School)
and Morse and YVhiteley of the North School
were read and granted.
The resignation of Miss Murch of the
Butler School, was read and accepted.
Bills and pay rolls for the month, amounting to 87,629.96 were presented and ap-

proved.
The subject of ventilating and heating the
High School building was introduced by

lloor ticket secures two seats on the floor of
v/oi. merriii, anu on nis motion was reierred
the hall, in front of the stage. After the ex- [
to the committee on school rooms and rehibition of one hour and a half, a grand ball
pairs, with the request that this committee
will take place,music being furnished
by Mr. present the subject to the next City CounM. B. Gilbert, the director of
entertain- cil.

ments.

The Citizen's Convention.
Last evening there were thirty-six men
gathered in Brown’s Block, Congress street,
under a circular notice that had been sent
to each one, in reference to taking action to

nominate

an independent candidate for
MayIt was understood that the movement
looked toward the nomination of lion. John

or.

AV. Deeriug.
The meeting was called to order at 7.45 p.
in. by J. T. Stubbs, and A. D. Sweetser was
elected Chairman and J. T. Stubbs, Secretary. The most prominent of those present
were Joshua Emery, Mr. Sweetser, and J. T.
Stubbs. After organization the chairman
invited the Press reporter to withdraw.
The Argus reporter, it was unanimously
voted should remain. It is said that Mr.

Leering

not nominated ia-t evening, as
the meeting was only for con-citation, but
that he will be nominated later.
was

Maine

A

Man

Charged

with

Em-

bezzlement.
Ezra T. J. AVhiton, who has been living in
Newton, Mass., several months, was arrested (Sunday by Sheriff Kelly of Boothbay,
charged with embezzling $3400 from the
Knickerbocker Ice Company of New York.
He was taken to Boothbay yesterday.
It is
stated that he was employed about six years
at the company’s agency in Bocthbay, rising
from the position of a clerk to that of paymaster and financial agent.
Luring the last
two years of his service, however, it is
charged that he took money from the funds
of the company by placing fictitious names
on the pay roll and placing the alleged earningu ixx uio o»u pvckci. Me leit i5oothbay

last

summer.

On motion of Dr. Ring, Miss Grace S. Burrows was elected to a vacancy in the Practice School.
The Superintendent of Schools reported
ten non-resident children from Deering attending the West School the last term, they
having remained in school after their parents had removed from the city.
Col. Merrill, on the part of the School
Board, proceeded to read his annual report,
at the close of which, after some discussion
on the points therein, the hour being late,
the Board adjourned to Wednesday afternoon

next at 4 o’clock.
Charles Howard

The mind

reading

Edward J. Stubbs.
death was announced in yesterday’s Press,
was 53 years of age.
His funeral will take
nlflAA

4k»

Pl.n4

_1.

vr_

mouth, at 2 p. m. tomorrow. He was a popular and public spirited citizen of that town,
and had been a member of the Board of
Selectmen several years, and was a member
of the board at the time of his decease. He
was a member of Casco Lodge and Cumberland Chapter of Masons, and that order will
conduct the funeral services. Mr. Stubbs
was insured in the Provident Aid
Society of
Portland.
Masonic.
St. Alban Commandery, Knights Templar,
have procured from Charles W. Mutell &
Co., Springfield, Mass., an elegant outfit. At
their last conclave held February 24th, Kmiuent Commander Benjamin B. Farnsw'orth
conferred the order of the Red Cross
upon
his son, Benjamin H. Farnsworth and three
others. It is the first time in the history cf
Masonry in Maine, that a father has conferred this order upon his son.

The

Fisheries.
The mackerel season opens with brighter
All the stock left
held
on hand is a small quantity of No. l’s,
at $18 per barrel, and a small quantity of
dry bank cod held at good prices. Cod will

prospects

than last year.

probably open at $3 a quintal, mackerel at
$9 to $10 per barrel, shore cod at $3.fi0 per
quintal. The probabilities for halibut are
unknown.
Saint Paul’s Church.
At the 7.30 p. m. services tonight in Saint
Paul’s Church, the Rev. Doctor Dalton, Rec'
tor of St. Stephen’s, wil preach.

at

City Hall, March 9th, promises to be an exceedingly interesting occasion. Mr. Montague’s extraordinary success in the performance of the experiments recently done by
Washington Irving Bishop would be of itself (sufficient inducement for the public to
attend, and the fact that he is to undertake a
practical demonstration of just how they are
accomplished makes the interest so much
the stronger.
A great; many people, in spite of all the
discussion which has arisen on this subject,
are still in doubt about the true Inwardness
of the mind-reading puzzle, and to these people Mr. Montague’s exhibition will be exceeding instructive and interesting.
It is a curious fact that Mr. Montague,
since he has showed his phenomenal ability
in this line has been claimed by everybody.
The Spiritualists claim him as a
good
medium, the adherents of the animal magnetism hypothesis Insist that bis success is due
to mat

agent,

believers in Bishop’s
are certain that he ob-

and tne

brain-wave theory
tains his results

Mr. Edward J. Stubbs of Yarmouth,whose

Montague.
be given

expose to

by unconscious induction of

this kind.
Mr. Montague, however, insists that the
feats are simply a series of clever physical
tricks. The Ipublic will judge of that after
they ;1irvc seen him and listened to his ex-

planation.
The sale of seats will take place to-morrow
morning at Chandler’s music store.

Runaway.

miACtinn

au

if

shall become a
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question of
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toleration or

If

unless this

skirmishing

that woman taken as a whole would add a
minus quantity to the uprightness of the
popular vote. It is claimed squarely by the
opposers of suffrage for women, that ihey
wish all the benefits with none of its burdens—certainly a strong attitude to take.
It seems quite as much to ask of men, to
change the laws to suitour needs ana whims
as to ask them to allow us to vote.
Thev
might reply appropriately in the words of
I’urltan
the
maiden, l’rescilla, when John
Alden went wooing for another, “Why don’t
you speak for yourself, John?” or in tills
case why don’t you wish to speak for yourIn this matter of exemption from the burdens looked for from the ballot, no doubt
lies the key note of all the objections of the
most intelligent women.
Our American
women are so overburdened in one way and
another, mentally, socially and physically,
that their hearts cry out against one more
duty with its complications.
But there is
to hope that after its adjustment, sufwill
a
for
a
rage
largo numprove panacea
ber of the ills which now burden women,
that it will “shift off” many of the old burdens as new ones begin to fall. When women commence to think and act for themselves
as they will be obliged to with
universally,
tlie ballot in hand, then self-respect will increase, and they will become more patient
and forbearing towards one another, and
quarrels will be less frequent among the
lower classes, their character will become
more elevated and female suffrage will be
sure to enhance the dignity of the ballot.
An Impartial Observer.

?round

Rev. j. w. Bashford and the Constitution.

Again, it may be urged that the legislators are
chosen to act for the people, and that they play
the coward when they shirk responsibility and refer any question to the people for decision. But
this argument savors too much of aristocratic as
against representative government.—^. IV. Hash
ford in the Press Feb. With.
The Legislature, whenever two-thirds of both
houses shall deem it necessary, may propose
amendments to this Constitution.—Constitution of
Maine, Art. X, Sect. 2.
The Legislature shall, by a two-thirds concurrent vote of both branches, have the power to
cab constitutional conventions for the purpose of
amending the Constitution.—Constitution of
Maine, Art. IV, Part Third, Sect. 15.
If the equal suffragists had asked the Legislature to give women municipal suffrage without
ascertaining the sentiments of the people, the protests would De c nsistent. But we have asked for
an entirely different right, viz: the right of the
to vote on this question_J. fV. Bashford,

people

The remonstrants are simple enough to
believe that the Constitution makes it the
duty of the Legislature to examine and
weigh seriously and independently all propositions lor altering the fundamental law of
the State; and forbids them in spirit if not
in letter to propose any amendments unless
“two-thirds of both houses” honestly and
sincerely “deem it necessary."
In this faith they remonstrate against the
necessity of the suffrage amendment, to the
body on whom the first responsibility is cast.
And when the amendment is proposed to the
people, they will continue their opposition
by protests and arguments addressed to
those upon whom the responsibility for the
next step rests.
In the meantime, with the reverend gentleman’s permission, they will decline to follow
blindly those who maintain that the Legislature must abrogate authority and disregard
responsibility as often as it is suggested that
*
the Constitution requires change.

History Repeating Itself.
To the Editor of the Press:
It is curious to look over the names ol
those who are now protesting against the removal ol the Old City Hall, and see how
many times the same names have appeared
to protest against almost every measure of
progress that has come up in this city in the
past twenty years, and how scarce the dollars are that they have given in that
time for the benefit of the city or of the public generally. Such contribut rs|in that list
me

vei> sciiicc,

uub

uuimtTs

hunwu

its

such, who have spent most of their lives in
crying out against taxation, many will be
recognized, and that is the extent of their

interest in the monument business.
Their
are about six hundred such people in Portland, and they; are great talkers and busy
workers, and it is a great wonder with such
a “lug” that Portland has made;evenithe progress that she has. If we are to keep pace
with other cities, the Old •City Hall should
come down, whether the monument goes up
or not.
It.
_

Trouble on the Railroads.
The noon train on the Grand Trunk arrived here an hour and fifty minutes late yes-

The railroads crosstrains were cancelled
ing northern New Hampshire and Vermont
are also badly blocked with snow. The noon
trains on the Maine Central were about

Members of engine company No. 3 responded to a still alarm of fire from the
house owned by William B. Irish, on the corner of Carleton and West streets,
yesterday
morning, and occupied by W. S. Dunn and
A leaky smoke-pipe filled the
Mrs. Hay.
house with smoke. There was no fire and
little damage.

tions :

Moderator-Cyrus T. Parker.
Clerk—Fred S. Hawkes.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers ol tbe
Poor—Charles Jones, Thomas S. Nason, Sumner
C. Maxtield.
Treasurer-Fred S. Hawkes.
Collector—Daniel C. Jones.
S. S. Committee—Chaoles A. Rogers.
Auditor—Albion F. Ayer.
Agent—C. Rogers.

BTANDISH.

t

The following are the Republican nominees
for town officers in Standish for 1887:
Moderator—Edwin R. Wingate.
Clerk and Treasurer—William H. Libby.

Selectmen. Assessors and Overseers of Poor—
Orville S. Sanborn, Samuel 11. Dresser, Willie M.

Libby.

Constable and Collector—John E. Thompson.
S. S. Committee—William S. Thompson.
Auditor—L. F. Moultou.

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.
At a special meeting of the directors of the
Portland Cement Pipe & Stone Company to
fill vacancies on the board, Mr. Henry W.
Merritt of Boston was elected a director,and
Mr. J. W. Stockwcll was elected to act as

president until the next regular or special
meeting of the shareholders shall be held.

selves?

Mr. Davis’s
front of Owen, Moore & Co.’s.
horse was knocked down,
breaking the
back of the sleigh and sdtne of the harness.
The runaway horse was then caught. Officer
Langmaid started to drive him to the stable,
but a broken girth allowed the shafts to slip
1up above the animals back and he again ran
1
Mr. Langmaid finally stopping him
away,
when half way up Munjoy Hill.

Still Alarm.

cus on

the ladies

among

should be found to have “prepared the way”
like John the Baptist, for some future good
fighting and victories for suffrage. But it
would seem only bigotry which would wish
to hinder men from expressing their views
on the subject at the polls.
It would be an humiliating admission to
make, at this advanced stage of civilization,

passenger trains on this road
preceded by engihes witli snow plows,
and it was only in this way that the passenger trains were got through. All the freight

The Samaritans will hold their annual 4th
1
of
March party at City Hall on Friday evening of this week. These parties are
always well attended, and much enjoyed by
those present. Chandler will furnish the
music, and refreshments will be served by
the ladies in Reception Hall. We hope to
see a large number
present.

The Republicans of Windham met in cauSaturday, 2Gth inst., with a good attendance, and made the following nomina-

big-

otry. Supposing four-fifths of the ladies in
the State did not care to vote, it would no
doubt be,because three-quarters of that number hadlnever thought seriously about It. If
It should happen that the majority of the
men did not wish their wives, mothers and
sisters to vote, things might then, for the
present go back to their normal condition
and no harm be done from any standpoint

A horse attached to a cutter came up Cross
street at a higli rate of
speed yesterday,
turned into Congress street and collided with
Mr. George K. Davis’s sleigh, standing in

The Samaritans.

WINDHAM.

terday. The
were

thirty

minutes late.

George Gushing.
Mr. George Cushing died at his residence
on Chapel street y esterday morning after a
long illness. He was well known to our
people, having formerly been an engineer on
the steamers of the Portland Steam Packet
Co., and later on the International Line. He
was one of the oldest members of Maine
Lodge of Odd Fellows, having been initiated Jan. 15, 1845. Mr. Cushing was a reliable citizen, and universally respected by all
who knew him.
Portland Marine Underwriters.
The Portland Marine Underwriters are
prepared to take marine risks at their office,
No. 191J Exchange street, corner of Milk
street. The advertising column gives the
names of the advisory committee and the atThe committee embraces the names
of many of our well known citizens, and
there is no doubt the company will do an ex-

torney.

cellent business.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
DEEDING.

Mrs.

Hawes

and

class will give a
charming entertainment at Lewis Hall this
evening, it being the fifth in the Village Improvement Association course this winter.
It is understood Dr. Topliff will resign his
position on the school committee, and as
Dr. Pierce's term expires there will be two
vacancies-to fill this year on the school committee.
The winter term of the schools
closed in two weeks.
her

Assignee’s Sate of Clothing.
The bankrupt stock of fine clothing of
Burgess & Co., Waterbury, Conn., which
has been placed in the hands of the Boston
& Portland Clothing Company, No. 255 Middle street, to dispose of, comprises many rare
and unusual values for gentlemen, young
men and boys wear.
There seems to be no
need of any one desiring a good suit or overcoat to go without when one can be had of
good quality at so low a price. Special values are being offered In Boys’ Star Shirt
Waists.
Exhibition.
Ladies are cordially invited to attend an
exhibition of Hecker’s Self liaising BuckFree

store ol Geo. C. Shaw &
585 and 587 Congress street.
De-

wneat Flour at the

Co., No.

licious buckwheat cakes, griddle cakes and
muffins will be cooked by simply
adding
water to the flour, showing not only the superior quality of the goods but the great convenience in preparing them.

MEW .4DVEBTINE.UKMTTM.

NEW ADVEBTMEmENTM.

TOWN REPORTS.

SUFFRAGE.

PERSONAL.

IIMTANnolE!

DEATHS

Gilbert’s Dress Flannels

39 cents

Homespuns Suitings

39 cents

-----

peculiar medicine. It is carefully prepared
Sarsaparilla, Dandelion, Mandrake, Doek,
I’ipslssewa, Juniper Berries, grid other wellknow and valuable vegetable remedies, by a
peculiar combination, proportion, and process,
giving to Hood’s Sarsaparilla curative power not
posessed by other medicines. It effects remarkIs

a

rent

able cures where others fall.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Is the best blood purifier before the public. It
eradicates every Impurity, and cures Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, Boils, Pimples, all Humors, Dys-

SECOND

We offer
half wool.

one case

Pin

Checks,

FINE

40 inches wide and

Pairs of High Priced
Gloves at 49 cents.

of

Kid

cents.

Hood’s

M

IOO Doses One Dollar.
apl_d&wlynnn

SICK
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those

little

Pills.
They also relieve Dis6
Itrees from Dyspepsia,
ll n digestion and Toe
PPTi P
Ilcarty lilting. A per.
5. i
3 \f
bS feet remedy tor llizzi(I W Sr. Cl ness, Nausea, Drc Allies » a 3
uess. Bad Taste in the
a ItiWi
a
Mouth. Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, 4fcc.
They regulate the BowIda and prevent ConstlL
n'tion and Pde3. Tin-smallest and caclesttotuke.
40
Hi a vial. Purely Veg.
a
aose.
one
pill
Only
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For

*9,737,015.37

Premiums.*2,0«2,»73.5«
660,625.25 *2,713,598,31
~

*12,451,61418
OISBI RMR11RNTN.
Claims by Death....* 632,948.00
Matu red Endowments
#0.615, Ou
Re-Insurance.
4.804.27
Surrendered Policies
173,547.30
Surplus returned to
Members.
406,014.98

FOR-

BOYS,

At Much Less tbaii Usual Prices.

PollcyHolders.*1,283,929.55

Gentlemen’s, Young
Men’s, Boys’and Children’s Overcoats, Ulsters
_i it..v
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LADIES’ AND GENT’S UNDERWEAR,

All those who can afford better buy our good bargains in Winter Underwear now rather than wait for
another year’s advanced prices.
Ladies’ 75 cent White Undervests we are selling at
50 cents.
Ladies’ real $1.00 White Underwear we have marked down to 75 cents.
Ladies’ real $1.50 White Underwear we shall sell

only $1.19.

Ladies’ and Gent’s Scarlet all Wool $1.50 Under-

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN BOYS' SHIRT WAISTS.
About 250 STAR Shirt Waists, $1, $1.25 and $1.50 quality, and in
all sizes from 4 to 14 years, at only 50 and 75 cents; cannot last only
a few days; good opportunity for parents to buy for tl
coming season.
50 dozen Boys’ Shirt Waists, extra quality, at 25 cents.
Men’s Heavy All Wool Cardigan Jackets, $2, $2.50 aud $3 quality,
at $1 and $1.50 quality. $1 and $1.50 quality Office Coats only 50
cents each.
We cordially invite the Public to examine the Bargains we offer,
knowing it will be to your advantage.

OWE

STRICTLY

92,736.78
19,175.99

3.564.15*1,772,346.81

NET ASSETS January 1, 1887... *10.679,167 87
ASSETS.
City Loans, ltallroad
and Water Bonds,
Bank and other

Stocks..*5,305,486,25

and
Kents, ttrst
liens. 3,'06,456.99
Premium Notes secured by Policies,
etc.
639,450.03
Loans on Collaterals,
etc.
852,038.24
Home Office and Keal
Estate bought to
secure Loans.
841,606,39
Cash in Banks and
Trust
Companies
and on hand.
183,149.97
Mort gages
(■round

Net Ledger Assets, as above, January 1, 1887.*10,679,167.87
Net deferred and unreported premiums.
219,673.60
Interest due and accrued, etc.
60,339.39
Market value of Stocks and Bonds,
over cost.
403,534.75
(iKOSS ASSETS, January 1,1887 *11,422,616.61
L.IABIL.ITIKM,
Death Claims reported, hut awaiting proof .*
43,337.07
Reserve at 4 per cent. 9,490,601.00
»

IVI

141

n|"

IIM llkl

Ul

IHH

ICI),

Unused Shares of Surplus, etc....
4 per cent, basis..

240,151,53
1.648.026.01

Surplus,

*11.422,615.61

SURPLUS, at 4V» per cent., Pennsylvania Standard, Estimated.... $2,287,427.01
Amount of Insurance In force, 22,162 policies,
for $53,011 M73. “New Business” of 1866, 4,560

policies, for $11,469,510.
OFFICERS:!

Edward M. Needles, President, Henry C. Brown. Seo'y
Horatio S. Stephens, Vice-Pres. Jesse J. Barter, Actg
A. M. AUSTIN,
Manager tor Maine, 80 Esohange St., PorUud.

PIANOS !
BURDETT ORGANS.

PRICE.

Please call and hear the matchless tones ol these
beautiful Instruments.

TECHNIOON,

Boston & Porlland Clothing Co.,
253 AND 255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

RINES BROTHERS.

marl

112,034.53
203.637.44

»

$1.00.

Ladies’ and Gent's real $2.00 Scarlet all Wool
Underwear $1.50.
Gent’s Heavy Grey 75 cent Underwear now only
50 cents.
Large orders for Children’s White Underwear have
already been given for next year at much higher
prices than we shall sell ours. We have all sizes
and all qualities to close out.
You will do us a favor by calling and selecting good
bargains for yourselves.

58,267.87

and Supplies.
Fire Insurance and
Office Furniture

The array of Bargains which we display this week from the BankStock of Burgess & Co., Waterbary, Conn., are rare. Many of
the lots advertised last week have been entirely closed out, but we
have others equally as good, and even more value for the money.
These goods are being disposed of at rediculously low prices, as those
who have bought can testify.
We call attention to several other lots.
Three large lots of Men’s Fine All Wool Business Suits, cut sack
style, tlrst-ciass in every respect. Burgess & Co’s price $22 and $25;
our price $15; sizes 25 to 44; very desirable color and quality.
Over 200 Ail Wool Suits, in sacks and frocks, for Men and Young
Men, at only $5, $0, $8 and $10 per suit. These are all rare bargains,
in fact they are too cheap.
«
One small lot of Gent’s Prince Albert Coat and Vests in Black YVorsted at only $5 each; half price; few left.
Elegant values in Men’s and Y’oung Men’s Fine Suits, Sacks and
Procks, at $12, $15 and $18; worth $20, $22 and $25.
it ii vi

Taxes and Legal Expense*.
Medical
Salaries,
Fees and Office Expenses.
Commission to Ag’ts,
Kents, etc.
Ageuey and other
Expenses.

Advertising, Printing

rupt

rwv

STOOLS UVD COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

TUNING TO ORDER.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

0Ctl4

dtt

dlt

W. C.WAH.B,
marl

SPECIAL SALE

Manager.
UK
NOTICE.

PORTLAND

copartnership

heretofore existing under
THE
the firm name of Tolman & Archibald Is this
dissolved

day
against said

by mutual consent, all bills due
are to he presented to Ueo. Tolman, and all parties owing said Brut will make
payment to him, he to sign Brin name in settle-

Marine Underwriters

-OF-

NEW DRESS GOODS!
TURNER
WILL

About 2000

(Up-Nlnir*./

MARINE RISKS ONLY.
ADVISORY

TO-DAY

Rhadninc, 31 inches wide

The best

Bargain

The Reduction Sale of

Velvets

we

have

at

marldtf

CO.H111TTBE.

KENT—A pleasant and well arranged
Cottage furnished or unfurnished, In westeru
part of city within three minutes walk of Congress
street Horse Cars: Contains nine rooms, bath
rooms, hot and cola water In sleeping rooms: has
good lot In rear. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48 V* Ex1-1
change street.
27tb.
State or Congress
LonT-February
streets between State and Spring streets,
book
of
on

v.

at the

a

461

containing a sum
pocket
money, key, two
receipts Ac. The fluder will he suitably rewarded
leaving the same at 58 BOWDOIN STREET.
1-1

on

__

Portmonale,
amount of money and
LOST

Dress

A
containing a small
a few horse car tickfinder will be suitably rew arded by leav
lng the same at the PRESS OFFICE.
1-1
ets'

COMMENCES TO-DAY, 10 O’CLOCK,
An opportunity never before offered for the people
to secure a large stock of nice goods
at their own price.

The

ART—A rent ol six
at 51 Spruce
TOstreet.
Enquire at 35 BRACKETT STREET
rooms

price.

CLASSIC COLLECTIONS

ill be continued this

Trimmings

CRAND

at very low

OF

to close.

Special Bargains

in Table Linen and

marl

Napkins.

dtt

What there Is left of the lot of FANCY PERCAI.K NIIIBTM advertised Saturday, will be closed out tills week at 75 cents each. All the odds
and ends carried over from last week's special Towel sale will be sold Today at 19 and 25 cents each.
In the Lace Department we make a special ottering for to-day of five
hundred pieces I.INKN LACK at 25 cents apiece.
(12ya^s-)
Tl4i Morning we shall demolish the toboggan slide tliat has' attracted so
much attention in our windows the past two weeks and put In its place a
representation of our extensive MCSCIN DNDKRWKAB Department.
This department Is now about double its former size, the stock is, consequently larger and the aArtment much more varied than ever before. We
have facilities for making to order any style, kind or quality of Cotton Underwear and Infants Wardrobes in first class shape and at short notice.
Our annual saleof MKN»KD GLOVKS takes place to-day. (Tuesday.)

Florida

Excursion

by good players.

IlMIhsns’i Nssauu, Aeberi and Vos Unlaw editian. In pa|>er, 2 vols. each.
$3.00
The same In Cloth, embossed, 2 Vols. each, $8.00
Chapin’s nazurkas. In paper.
$1.00
Chapin’s Narlnraes. Cloth.
paper, SO cts
Chapin's Wallses Cloth. $1.25, paper. BO cts.
Mchunanan’s Album, Op. US and IB. paper $100
Nana linen Album, Fingered by Kohler

$1.50,

Cloth. $1.50. paper 75 cts,
dementi's Nanalinns, Op. 3«. 37 A 38,
paper
Kohler'* Kiader

Album

above

receutlv published,
Piano
is a book A tied with unusually good piano pieces
of medium difficulty, by modern composers.

Classics,

I’oliee Notice.
of the Police Examining Imard at
MEETING
Aldermen's Room. City Building. THIS

Price, Cloth, $1.50, Boards, $1.00.

ANY BOOK MAILED FOR THE RETAIL PRICE.

EVENING at 7.30o'clock.
mrrlildit
E. B. WINSLOW, Chairman.

O Cl VC It DITSOSI
feblO

& CO..

Boats*.

eodfkw2w

Bicycles!

the best get the Columbia.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.

VISIT THE FREE EXHIBITION
-OF-

CEO.

V.

This is a new safety Bicycle that combines the
advantages of the Star and all the other safeties,
and has the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. Price only 973.00 If you are going
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

C. H.

M. E.

LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.

mmiM BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
TO BE HELD AT

|an5

■* li'VUIilllW can now he obtained for
IN S3 ■ ViB O soldiers, Seamen and
Marines who served 60 days m the war with
Mexico and who are 6*2 years of age. Widows
also entitled. 1 have quite full records and rolls
of said war. Apply ill persou or by letter. Office,
Davis Block, for. Exrhaage sad
Hirer. opposite *'ily Batldiug, Parl>*ad, Mntar.

H A R M O N

and 5th.

ll'ikpra win lie in Attendance, who wilt serve Hot Buckwheat Cakes, d iddle Cakes aim Muffins, with
at all times during the exhibition, KKEE OK CHARGE. Open from 10
an accompauyliie
marldlt
a. m. until time of closing.

explanation

Cashmere Knits In Black and Brown
for 8.50.
?iew Cambric Wrappers,
lined, $1,75 and $2.00. Prlut Wrappers, 75c., $1.00 and $1.50.

^

PORTLAND CEMENT

NEW JERSEY WAISTS.
$4.50 quality, with fancy fronts, for
$3.75.
$3.00 quality, with plaited
fronts, for $2.50. All Wool Jerseys,
$1.00 and $1.50.

Pipe and Stone Go.,
•J4 Plum 9... Portland

7!4 Water 91., Boalou

Also a fine lot of .Vlaiae Tanraraiiaea, mounted or unset. We cordially Invite the public to
give us a call before purchasing.

330 Middle Street,

Portland.

Uoods sent out of the cityou approval.
J. A. Menu ill.
A. Karra

apt3

lebl»d6m

■*

eodly

GREAT BARGAINS.
Among the Special Bargains I
lng this week, are

am

offer*

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
IOO doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm. Rogers & Son, Hartford. at $2.45.
ISO doz. of the genuine and
reliable 1847 Rogers Bros.)
Med. Knives at $2.85.

A. M. WENTWORTH
509
dec!4

Congress Street.
eodtf

RAYMOND’S
VACATION

EXCURSIONS.
All
A

Traveling Kipcam lad^nl.

Party will

leave BOSTON, THURSDAY,
MARCH 10, For

CALIFORNIA.
In connection with these excursions many specHotel coupons are
ial advantages are offered.
supplied lor long or short so |ourns at the different
Paclflc Coast Resorts.
Independent tickets may
also be had covering all Incidental expenses with
out hotel board In California.
SIX parties returning from San Kranelsco tin Salt Lake City
Colorado, etc., and the tickets are gned en all
trains, Kvrrylkiag strictly t'ir.i-rla.s.
Iu addition to above, parties will leave Boston
March 7, (or New Orleans aad Hr sir# (second
and last excursion); and Mar b 7 for a Nperial

a

I. A. WHITCOMB

BF“Seud for
circular,
for which trip It descriptive
Is desired.

W.

designating

\

RAYMOND,

296 Washington St. opposite School St.). BOSTOX
kw®
dst

FIRS! CARGO NEW GROCERY

MOLASSES.
Ex Brtk “iTIny,” Iroin Ulrnfuegov.

Suits and Wrappers.

riresa

K.

Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera Olasses, .Sterling
Sifter Ware, Ac.

Itt Ufa., 4.) Tierces, 17 Bblx.

585 AND 587 CONGRESS STREET,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday March 1st, 2d, ltd, 4t!i

till

■

,„/•

GEO. C. SHAW 4 Go’S GROCERY STORE

FAIRWEATHER,

il[o. 8 Kim Street.

Ieb33dtf

HECKER & CO’S

of the largest and finest

W. RAYMOND.

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and ent
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good Httlng
and comfortable garments.

you
They
lead In workmanship, ease (or climbing hills, salety going down hill, strength ot material ana for
durability In every way. Nine years of expert*
ence has proved their superiority,
blew Catalogue Free.

YOU ARE INVITED TO

one

31 ami 3S, to California, l*n< idr Narikweal,
•ad k'rllowstoar Nmioanl Park, May 5.

Agency for Cumberland, Androsooggin and Sagadahoc Counties.
want

prepared to offer

stocks of choice goods to be found In the .State,
consisting of

'Trip la f alifaraia rla Nrw Wrlraas Annual Spring K tcursi.ns la California April

roit issy.

II

JEWELERS,
are

50 cts.
paper

Manga without word*
Cloth. *1.60. paper, *1.00
books, with the exception ol
Beethoven's Sonatas, aie reprints of Peters’ cel*
1 rated editions of the same works, and are extra
good and correct editions, and faithful copies of
the originals.
The

H. C. 71. AMMOt'l ATIO.\.
stated meeting <>I the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held In the
Library Room, Mechanic's Building, on Thursday
evening. Mar. 3rd, at 7.30 o'clock.
marldSt
K. B. SWIFT. Secretary.

Columbia

(Childrens’)

Vlendrla.ohn’a

nirchlendlw

V

^

PIANO FORTE MUSIC.

This following elegant and correct editions of
celebrated musical works are Jn constant demand

via Savannah, Jacksonville, Saint Augustlue,
Palatka, Sanford, and Vpper Saint John's River
leaving Boston at 3 P. M. Thursday. March 10, on
Steamship CITY OF MACON.”
Tickets include accommodations at llrst-class
Hotels, transportation, and transfers, at the lowest rates ever offered.
For rates, programmes, and state-rooms apply
to Richardson & Barnard, Agents, Savannah Pier,
Congress street; or Thomas Cook A Son, 332
Washington street; O. G. Pearson. N. E. Agent,
8. F. & W. R’y, 211 Washington St.; A. lx-W.
Sampson. 201 Washington St.; or Interior New
England Ticket Agents.

J. A. MERRILL &. CO.

—

Congress Street,

week.

Odd lots of Hamburgs, Buttons and

!

FOK

ALBERT B. HALL, Attorney.

M. A. Bosworth’s,

$1.30; sold elsewhere

ever seen

and Silks

m

at

on

OR Dimo ACTION—The Copartnership heretofore existing under the
■aim-of Bullard & Jones was dissolved Keb. 24.
1887, by mutual consent. Henry Bullard assumes
all the liabilities of the Brni, and will continue In
business under the name heretofore used by us.
inarldlw*
Henry Bullard. Daniel 8. Jones.

8. C. Dyer,
William Leavitt,
Jos. P. Thompson,
Henry P. Dewey,
Horace M. Sargent
Fritz H. Jordan.
George Trefetuen.

An early selection necessary to secure tlio best styles, as they
will sell very fast at that price and cannot be duplicated.

One lot Black Satin

house
rooms

Woodfords street,with stable and
carriage house attached. If rented and sold, sale
to
lease
and two thirds can remain on
subject
mortage. Enquire at MR. MANNS, sixth house
on Fessenden street, left side, or at
house from
two until six
1-1
o’clock._

ot 50 cent Dress Goods for 371-2 cents.

yards

at $3.00.

a

MACE OK TO LE I8R-A
block of two houses, with ten

NOTICE

BROS.

OFFER

191 -2 ExchangE St., cor. Milk St. FOK
Woodfords,

DIAMONDS

Urm

ment, said Ueo. Tolman will continue said business at the old stand. No. 33 Portland St., under
the name ol Tolman & Sou.
UEO. TOLMAN.
FEED L. ARCHIBALD.
Fortland, Me., Feb, 28,1887.inarldlw*

OFFICE

Sarsaparilla

Mass.

CLOTHING
AND

N

Sarsaparilla

Apothecaries, Lowell,

company,

PHIIiADKLPna.

For Interest, Keutete

This is forthis sale only, as this quality will never those who want to save a few dollars and have a good overcoat for next
be offered by us so low again.
winter, they had better buy now.
Bargains in Men’s and Young Men’s Pants at $2.50, $3, $3.50 and
and
Colored
Black
$1.00
Kids
4-Button
Regular
$4. Lqfs of All Wool VESTS in Men’s sizes, at $1, $1.50 and $2 qualcents.
at 69
ity.
This is also a reduced price for this sale and when
Big Bargains in Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, at $3.50, $4, $5, $0 and $7.
this sale is over no more will be purchased to sell so Big Bargains in Boys’ Long Pant Suits, at $3.50 and $5.
HALF
PRICE.
low of this grade.
EXTRA BARGAINS in Boys’ Knee Pants, at 25, 50, 75 cbnts, $1
$1.50, $2 and $2.50. Sizes 4 to 16 years.

prices

MUTUAL

NET ASSETS, January 1, 1888..
HBCKIFTN.

■

$1.00 and $1.25 Long Wrist Kid Gloves in Black,
Tans and Brown, only 49 cents.
$1.25 and $1.50 Long Wrist Opera and White Kid
Gloves at only 49 cents.
1700 pairs Embroidered and Plain Brown and Tan
Kid Gloves 49 cents.
This is a new price, beginning to-day, and every
One is invited to call as early as possible, as there is
a great choice in the colors and quality.
Colored ana tsiacic regular si.du ma cloves at 98

wear now

—

nsriuuE
OF

$ 1.25 and $ 1.50 Kids 49c.

at

OF THK

Total Paid

Has met peculiar and unparalleled success at
home. Such has become its popularity lu Lowell,
Mass., where it Is made, that whole neighborhoods are taking It at the same time. Lowell
druggists sell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than
of all otiler sarsaparillas or blood
purifiers. The
same success Is extending all over the
country.
Is peculiar In the confidence it gains among all
classes of people. Where It is once used it becomes a favorite remedy, and is often adopted as
the standard family medicine. Do not be induced
to buy other preparations. Be sure to get the
Peculiar Medicine. It is sold by all druggists gl:
six for *5. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD & CO.,

—

BITTEN

ANNUAL

THIKTY-NINTII

WEEK.

PKNN

LUCK IN ODD NUMBERS!
Thousands

dU

i.u'i;

pepsia, Biliousness, Sick Headache, Indigestion,
General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism. Kidney
and ldvea complaints, overcomes that tired feeing, creates an appetite, and builds up the system.

Hood’s

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. w. AliM
BAILIVi

29 CENTS.

4 monies.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

SALE.

mar 14

—

years.

in ltockport, Feb. 24, Nina J. Heath, aged 19
years 8 mouths.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Anctioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O.

TWO SPECIAL BARGAINS!

In this city, Feb. 28, George Cushing, aged 71

[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
from his late residence, No. 49 Chapel street.
Burial private.
In Yarmouth, Feb. 27, Edward J. Stubbs, aged
53 years 3 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at the First Parish Church. Relatives and frleuds
are invited to attend without further notice.
In Monsou, Jan. 22, Walter T. Maeoinber,; ted
about 34 years.
In Wluslow, Feb. 5, Hattie L. Soule, aged 30
years.
In Mechanic Falls, Feb.C, Minnie S.Thurssou,
aged 10 years 9 months.
In Dedham, Feb. 19, Tboinas Pinkham, aged
89 years.
In Rocklandi Feb. 16. Ernest M. Towle, aged
17 years.—son of J. M. Towle.
In Rockland, Feb. 15, Lizzie M„ wile of E. E.
Rhoades, aged 30 years.
In New York, Feb. 27, Georgie A., son ol Oliver
E. Hanna, aged 9 years 4 months.
In Jelfersoii, Feb. 22, Mrs. Lucinda Bond, aged
67 years.
In Hope, Feb. 23, Betsey Quinn, aged 88 years

ASSIGNEE’S

Lower Prices Than Ever for All
Wool Dress Goods.

MARRIACES.
In this city, Feb. 20. by Kev. J. W. Bashford.
Geo. W. Frasier and Addle C. Sargent, both of
Portland.
In Uallowell, Feb. 5, Hermou Hutchins of North
Boothbay aud Miss Nellie Smith ol Gardiner.
In Round Pond, Jan. 3), Roswell Murphy and
Miss Ellen B. Poland, both of Bristol.
In Oakland. Feb. 3, Reuben Leacb and Miss
Clara F. Harriman.
In North New Portland, Feb. 19, H. W. Kennlston. Esq., and Miss Alice A. Jones.
In Pembroke, Feb. 13, Wellington W. Carter
and Miss llattle A. Lyons.

AUCTION WAI.KN.

_

|

RINES BROTHERS

tebatl

d3t

■ RPOKI KD
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TWITGHELL, CHAMPLIN & GO.
dlw

□

cod
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I
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Catalogue
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